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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
LONDON — Police defused
a suspicious device today tha
was found under the lectern at
a government minister and top
British and American experts
were to use while addressing an
international conference on terrorism. The suspect package
was discovered as delegates
arrived for the conference at the
Royal Overseas League building
on Park Place near Piccadilly in
central London, police and conference organizers said.

Quake classified as 'good' one by local expert
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Local residents who heard their dishes shaking to the beat
of an earthquake and subsequent aftershocks Wednesday
should take heart: the tremors did more good than harm,
according to a local earthquake expert.
"It was a 'good' earthquake," according ti6 Murray State
University geosciences department chairman r. Neil Weber,
who said yesterday's shakeup helped to relive building pressure along the New Madrid Fault. ,
The quake, which was reported at 8:19 m., measured 4.6
on the Richter Scale and was^ centered alon the fault approximately 40 miles north of New Madrid, o. No damage or

injuries were reported.
The fault stretches from Marked Tree, Ark. to southern
Illinois.
Earthquake scientists have long predicted a 6 or 6.5 earth- •
quake along the fault within the next50 years, Weber said.
but "moderate" earthquakes like Wednesday's go a long way
toward relieving the earth's stresses.
Earthquakes occur virtually every day along the fault, Weber said, but are so small that they aren't felt and don't release
enough of the pressure to help.
However, "30 to 900 times as much energy would be
released in an earthquake like we had yesterday than in the
usual quakes," Weber said.
Weber cautioned that many, many more "moderate" quakes

Theft incidents involving
seniors on the rise locally
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wrfter

/

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Unemployment in Kentucky
dropped to 4.9 percent in
August, equaling an 11-year
low, the state reported. But there
also were fewer Kentuckians
working as the overall labor
force declined, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said in a
monthly report Wednesday.

SPORTS
INGLE WOOD, Calif. —
Los Angeles Lakers star Magic
Johnson voluntarily surrendered
part of his salary so the NBA
Learn could acquire Terry Teagle
from the Golden State Warriors.

would be needed before local residents could rule out a mas-t
sive earthquake within the next half century.
- According to New Mexico climatologist lben Browning,
there's a 50-50 chance that there will be an eartlkquake of
magnitude 7.0 or greater along the fault on Dec. 2-0( 3, a
prediction that Weber said he distrusts.
"(Browning's) methodology is not new — it's been tested
all over the world," Weber said. "Sometimes it works and
sometimes it doesn't. In general, the scientific community
doesn't put much creedence (in his prediction)."
Weber said major earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault
in 1811, 1812, 1865 and 1895 did not match up with Browning's theory which involves changing gravitational pulls on
the earth's crust.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue volunteer Tony Denezzo uses one of the unit's fire trucks for eleration
Wednesday afternoon to fight a small field fire off Kentucky 280 about four miles east of Murray. The
blaze, which began from a trash fire, burned approximately 1.5 acres of the grassy field and caused no
major damage.
Staff photo by Kara Cooper

Senior citizens have always been
the target of quick-change, fast
buck artists who have tried to make
a dollar through dishonest methods,
according to Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams, who said
those type of incidents have
increased during the past year.
Williams estimated that the local
sheriff's department receives "two
or three" reports a month concerning incidents in which suspiciouslooking people provide a service or
attempt to purchase something
offered for sale from an elderly
resident — only to overcharge or
steal from that resident.
The latest incident occurred last
weekend when an elderly woman
who lives near the city reported
that she was charged in excess of
S2,200 for the resealing of her
driveway, a job worth approximately S250 according to a relative,
Williams said.
Other incidents reported during
the past year include customers

who pay for a lower-priced antique
or quilt being sold by a senior citizen while another customer distracts the seller and takes a more
expensive item.
Other people provide services
such as yard work or septic tank
cleanings but then charge outrageous prices.
Callers have also attempted to
gain credit card or bank information by telling residents that they
have won a grand prize or
vacation.
"Those type of incidents are not
unusual — they're pretty much a
common occurrence," according to
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy, who said the number of incidents have risen not so much during the last year, but during the last
five years.
Both area sheriff's blamed the
rising cost of living and the
nation's poor economy for the rise
in these type of thefts.
Another theory includes the possibility that the area's number one
(Cont'd on

page

2)

BUSINESS
NEW YORK — Prosecutors
laid out a shrill portrait of
Michael Milken in documents
they released, depicting the convicted financier as an unapologetic schemer, more evil than
Ivan Boesky and deserving of a
much harsher prison term.

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
around 60. Light southeast
wind.
Friday: Partly sunny. Continued warm. High in the middle
80s.

MCCH board OKs facility master plan update
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board approved a proposal to fund a facility master plan
update at its monthly meeting
Wednesday.
Christner Partnership, an
architectural firm in St. Louis, will
begin working on the plan immediately and should be completed
within 10 weeks, according to Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston.

The cost of the master plan update tient reception waiting area around
will be $27,500.
the emergency room, and other
areas. •
"Several areas indicate that there
The building in which the board
are some needs for expansion over
the next few years," Poston said. meets provided the hospital with a
"The purpose of this master plan is new physical therapy area and outto look not only at our facilities, patient surgery facility which, as
but to also look at the land around ...Poston said, is "the business benethe campus. We think that this will fit of the hospital."
be a very beneficial exercise."
The master plan update proposal
Christner Partnership conducted
has come about as a result of a
a similar plan in 1983 which strategic plan which was adopted
resulted in the expansion of the by the board two months ago with
emergency room area, the outpa- the recommendations that the hos-

pital do a facility plan update.
"There was a need shown in the
strategic plan for additional space,
i.e., the x-ray department, surgery,
endoscopic areas, purchasing,"
Poston said. The firm will do "a
complete evaluation of the ground
floor, primarily, of the hospital and
come up with a recommendation on
how we should most efficiently
expand the hospital and in what
areas."
(Cont'd on

page

5)
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14111k,
Dr. Winfield Rose
"Yes. I'd go for two terms in the
U.S. Senate and five or six terms in
the U.S. House of Representatives.
They're getting too concerned with
re-election and the increasing costs
of re-election campaigning. It's
getting out of hand."

Jengi Smith
"Yes. There should be a limit
because if you have a person in
there for a long period of time,
they run the office their way. You
need new people to bring new
ideas into the democratic process.
Our society needs change.

Dr. Gene Garfield
"I didn't believe so years ago
because I felt it was an infringement upon the democratic process.
But costs of campaigning and the
frequency of campaigns have
resulted in a situation where all a
politician does is run for office."

Brian Clardy
"No. I think politicians need to
know that they are accountable to
the people. By restricting their
terms in office, they would be less
inclined to act on certain issues
because they would not be held
accountable."

Names drawn
to report for
jury duty in
district court
The following people are to
report for jury duty in the Calloway District Court on Friday, Oct.
5, at 9 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse Annex, 201 South Fourth
Street, Murray.
Stephen Jeffrey Alexander, Yolanda Sue Brown, Mary Grace
Bynum, Codie Caldwell, Alvin
Bertrie Choate, Fred Clark, James
Keith Deboer, Linda Jane Devoss,
Carl Thomas Dowdy, Martha
Carolyn Dowdy, Donald Sam
Elias, Pat Elkins, Oatman Henry
Farley, Autumn Lynn Fennel;
Bienvenida Garrastazu, Sally
Louise Grasty, Thomas Lee Hopkins, William Bryant Hombuckle,
Edgar Lincoln Howe, Jr., luta
Overcast Hutson, Charles Bradford JacksoncNancy Carol Jones,
Judy Demaetris Kendall, Rita
Carol Knight, Gladys Helen Koca,
Lore Broach Landolt, Bobbie Ann
Lovett, Ricky Joe Lowe;
Bob Lilburn Miles, Ira Witty
McKinney, Marilyn Ann McCuiston, Alice Jackson Outland, James
Dale Parker, George Clinton Patterson, Bill Ray Peeler, James
William Phillips, Maxine White
Pool, Delores Ann Roberson,
Larry Ray Robinson, Annabelle
Lash Russell, Marilynn Diane
Shroat, Barbara Elizabeth Snyder,
Ginger Kay Stalls;
Angela
Thomas Rose,Tony Marvin Thurmond, Winona Sue Tucker, Eula
Opal Warren, Jamie Don Washer,
Margaret Helen Weaver.
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Center offers
health services
to residents

d••ra.4

Iraqi planes land in Amman
despite U.N. air embargo

40a 1.w.

'W.

By DAVID BEARD
Associated Press Writer

By KRIS FAZI
Murray L.dg. & Times Staff Writer

Fifty years ago, the local health
department consisted of a courthouse office, a staff of p.vp,a,nd primarily-WCiiiiiiiunizations. Today,
the 20-member department is
housed in its own building on
Olive Street and offers more than
20 health -related services.
"The department is funded from
federal, state and local funds. The
people of Calloway County voted
to have a health tax on real property in the 1950s," Jim Erwin, administrator, said of the center, which
was built in 1952 after citizens
raised funds locally and matched
them with state dollars.
.0- The department is divided into
four primary functions: vital statistics, enviromnental, medical and
home health.
The department keeps permanent
files of death and birth records. It
also issues burial and transit permits, and copies of birth and death
records, as well as collecting statistics and making them available to
the public.
The center has two environmentalists on staff, and inspects all
types of footl,s
.ervice, manufacturing and storage establishments. As
part of the environmental function;
the department investigates public
health nuisances and quarantines
animals who have bitten humans
and assists with rabies vaccination
clinics.
The center also regulates installation of onsite sewage disposal
systems and collects private water
samples on a doctor's request.
Nursing services and health education are provided by the center.
Programs include immunizations
for children and adults, flu vaccines to high risk persons, and
tuberculosis testing with x-rays and
treatment if a person tests positive.
Other services are blood pressure
monitoring and education, diabetes
management with education,
sexually-transmitted disease test-

Lesa Stanley, left, office clerk at the Calloway County Health
car seat for her daughter, Jessica Nicole. The car safety seat Department, issues Laura Johnson, right, a
program is one of several services the health
center offers.
ing, counseling and treatment,
AIDS education, pap smears, and
education about smoking.
Erwin said a two-day flu vaccine
clinic is planned for the end of
October.
The department also has metabolic screening for newborns, a car
safety seat program for infants and
children and maternal and child
nutrition education. A counseling
and education program on sudden
infant death syndrome is also
available.
Special programs include WIC
(Women, Infants and Children), a
nutrition program, Family Planning, a program including pregnancy tests, physical exams and supplies, a Prenatal Program for eligible applicants which pays for
prenatal care, lab tests, and prenatal vitamins, and a Well-Child program which offers periodic physical
and developmental assessments of
infants and children.
The Home Health Agency pro-

vides skilled services to patients in
their home under direct orders and
plan of treatment by a doctor.
These services include nursing,
speech pathology, physical therapy,
catheter changes, IV therapy and
health care supplies.
No one is turned away from
receiving services, Erwin said, but

some programs serve only those
who meet eligibility criteria and
others are charged fees according
to income level. Home Health services are third -party payor services
and may be paid for by Medicare.
Medicaid, pnvate insurance or the
patient.

to come forward with these incidents which sometimes hurts the
chances of us finding or prosecuting them."

Seniors...

(Cont'd from page 1)
retirement rating — issued by
Rand-McNally in 1987 — may be
One incident -Roy said he
attracting these type of dishonest
remembered involved an elderly
individuals to the area.
"(The rating) makes a lot of peo- resident who said he paid $4,000 to
ple aware that there are a lot of S5,000 for a blacktop job on his
(retired) people in this area," driveway.
according to Roy. "One of the
"It was just a glob of blacktop
problems is that these retired indi- 20 feet long," Roy said. "The man
viduals grew up believing that a said, 'Well, 1 made an agreement
hand shake was as good as your with him and I'll live with it.' He
word. A lot of them are embarassed just thought that it was his own bad

Three Iraqi passenger planes
touched down Wednesday in Jordan, but Jordan later said it would
halt all flights to and from Iraq to
comply with a U.N. air embargo.
Iraq accused Washington of bribing
Moscow to back the U.N.
sanctions.
In a sign that the sanctions are
hurting Iraqis, Baghdad also
announced it would extend rationing to rice, flour and cooking oil.
The United States reportedly
planned "a show of force" by
sending its first American aircraft
carrier into the Persian Gulf in 16
years, and Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney warned that an Iraqi military strike was increasingly likely.
U.S. officials encountered reservations Wednesday by allies on a
fund-raising campaign to collect
the billions of dollars needed in the
gulf crisis.
The passengers aboard the regularly scheduled Iraqi Airways
planes landing in Amman included
nine expelled French diplomats and
11 Britons stranded during Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait on Aug. 2. It
was not known what their cargo
holds contained. The planes all
returned to Baghdad.
Earlier Tuesday, Jordanian officials said the passenger aircraft
were not included in embago resolution passed Tuesday by the U.N.
Security Council.

judgment."
Williams cautions local residents
to check out any suspicious people
looking to provide a service or
purchase an item for sale and verify that their intentions are honest.
"I say if you don't know that person, don't let them in," Williams
said.
Williams suggested that elderly
resident with antiques, quilts or
other expensive items for sale have
a relative or friend present when
any deals are made.

However, Jordanian Foreign
Minister Marwan Kasim said Jordan would comply fully with the
embargo and halt passenger flights
to and from Iraq, including freedom flights for Westerners
stranded in Iraq and Kuwait.
"Jordan has continued to allow a
minimum number of flights by the
Iraqi Airways, due to humanitarian
considerations, facilitating the
movement of foreign nationals
from Iraq and Kuwait," he said in
a statement at U.N. headquarters in
New York.
"However, those flights will
now be terminated in accordance
with (the air embargo)," said
Kasim, who is also the deputy
prime minister.

MPD to establish
city roadblocks
to check for valid
licenses, insurance
More than 500 Calloway County
individuals are operating motor
vehicles while possessing suspended or revoked operator
licenses according to Murray
Police Chief Larry Elkins.
Elkins indicated that the Murray
Police Department will begin setting up roadblocks throughout the
city. These roadblocks will be
manned by police officers who will
ask drivers to present valid operator licenses.
Because automobile liability
insurance is mandatory in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, drivers
will also be asked to present proof
of insurance. In addition, Elkins
has suggested that owners of automobiles check their car registration
and license tag for current status.
Those in violation of state laws
concerning automobile insurance
and licensing will be subject to
court appearances. Those found
operating a vehicle with suspended
or revoked operator licenses will
also be subject to court appearances and/or arrest.

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY
1990
Facto

Tercel
#5753
Sale
Price $8,405

00
per •
mo.

Air, power steering,
Am/FM stereo.

1990
Corolla
#6993
Sale fe% A ne
Price"V 344U
Air, power steering, power
brakes, front wheel drive,
1.6 liter, 4-cyl. engine.

/1990
Camry
#0270
Sale
Price

'12,270

Automatic, air,
AM/FM cassette.
ear defogger.

1990
4 Runner
#2061

Auto, air, AM/FM cassette, power windows, power

locks, cruise, sun roof, aluminum wheels, running!
boards.

0
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0010GS
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SAVE 4,000

1990
Celica ST
#7775

r
:
41,1 2,410 $2491K1

•

MO.

•

Now!

.71051,2

00
per
mo.

1990
Toyota Truck
#484

5-speed, air, A wki
cassette,4 cyl., drivers
side akbag, power
steering, power brakes.

In

9
Sale
Price

139968160w

per

MO.

1991 _
Previa DX Mks
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iF
c
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deka. pairci=
*UV bunco'.

MO.
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.

cr

#5763
Dual air, AM/FM$169

cassette, power

SAVE 2,000

windows, power
locks, cruise.

On 1990 Factory
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Vehicles
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Elkins

Aubrey Hatcher
Open Until 7 p.m. Nightly

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC

B

Cha• ochran, Wes Malingior
(liensil an 10 S. 12.2S% APR ofth 10% down pernent or
owe, Ando entArip plus sot end Monroe with approvod aridly

75
349
61
515 So.
Murr
12th St.,

ay, KY.

I

NOW ONLY s21,890x

Calvert

Tom Thurman

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC
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SUPER SHOE SATURDAY

Saturday, September 29 Only --- 9:00 A.M. To 9:00 PIK
20% TO 50% OFF
Men's, Women's & Children's Shoes
FOR MEN

25%

FOR WOMEN

25%-50%

OFF

ALL PAR FOUR®, WEEKENDS® AND
CITY STREETS® CASUAL SHOES

ALL WORTHINGTON®
DRESS SHOES

25%

20%-50c. y.

OFF

ALL STREET CARS® AND
ST. JOHNS BAY®
CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN

25%-40%

OFF

ALL WESTERN BOOTS
FOR MEN

FOR CHILDREN

35%

OFF

30%

OFF

ALL 9-2-5® SHOES
'-'

OFF

ALL CHILDREN'S NIKE®
ATHLETIC SHOES

25% OFF

30%

ALL WORTHINGTON®
CASUAL SHOES

ALL GLORIUS® SHOES

ALL CHILDREN'S L.A. GEAR'
ATHLETIC SHOES

20% OFF

25%-40%

ALL HUNT CLUB® CASUALS
FOR WOMEN

ALL RAFFERTY® SHOES

OFF

OFF

OFF

3g/0 OFF
ALL REEBOK® ATHLETIC SHOES
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

--4e.,--

25%

200/0

OFF

ALL GIORGIO BRUTINI® DRESS AND
CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN

25%

OFF

20%

OFF

ALL WOMEN'S,FASHION BOOTS.

% OFF

25%-40

OFF

25°/0 OFF

ALL MIXED BLUES® SHOES

ALL CHILDREN'S CASUAL SHOES

SALE

25% OFF

9.99

ALL STACY ADAMS®
DRESS SHOES FOR MEN

ALL WHISDkR STEPS®

SUGAR BABIES® CANVAS CASUAL

25°/0 OFF

20%

50% OFF

25% OFF

ALL STAFFORD® DRESS SHOES

WOMEN'S SLIPPERS

ALL UNIFORM, SERVICE
AND DUTY SHOES

ALL CHILDREN'S DRESS SHOES

Reg. $16. Great savings on cotton canvas
oxfords

OFF

ALL CHILDREN'S CANVAS SHOES

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

30% OFF

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL
ALL PREVIOUSLY REDUCED SHOES
FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
JCP771

r
r
i

1990 JC Pennat ClOgioany. Inc

Regular prices are offering prices only. Sales may or may not have
been made at regular prices.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

I

30% OFF
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
•NIKE® 'REEBOK®
'LA. GEAR® 'BRITISH KNIGHTS®
•E xcludes N Ike'Air Tech and Reebok'Pump products

Salo pm's on all merchandise in this ad effectors Saturday. September 29 only
PerCentagis off reiriesseal awnings on vegwlor or einginal prices. as shown Intermediate
markdowns taken on original anted merchandise Reductions from original priced
merchandise effective until stock 15 depleted

JOD
enn
ey
Foshion comes to if

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
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PERSPECTIVE
Editorial

Miirray Ledger & Times

When the 'very besricrift06d enough

Readers urged to support
United Way fund campaign
The local United Way's fifth Fall Campaign Drive fund-raising event is
cUrrently under way and we urge all residents of the community to lend
their support to this worthy cause.
The theme for this year's campaign will be "Leading the Way for the
United Way." A goal of $125,000 has been set based on community needs
and will provide support for 14 member agencies in Murray and Calloway
County.
The 1991 United Way agencies are: Americln Red Cross, Arthritis
Foundation, Four Rivers Council, Boy Scout of America, Calloway
County 4-H Council, Calloway County Senior Citizens, C.H.A.M.P.
(Children's Health and Mental Protection), Family YMCA, Humane Society of Calloway County, Kentuckianna Girl Scouts, West Kentucky Mental Health-Mental Retardation, National Kidney Foundation of Kentucky,
Parents Anonymous, Spouse Abuse Hotline and Shelter and the Main
Street Youth Center.
These agencies provide a broad spectrum of services from day-care to
health care, from counseling to camping programs, but the need for services is gr.owing and will continue to grow. Government funding cutbacks
are placing greater demands on human-care agencies. Changing life-styles
and economic strains are creating a need for new programs and services to
deal with emotional stress, family problems and an increasing incidence
of substance abuse. As the primary provider of human services, United
Way must be responsible to our community's ever-changing and evergrowing needs.
•[his year's United Way campaign needs the support of everyone in the
community to keep these vital services available.

Letter to the Editor

Long-time Murray friend
thanks comnitinity for last
19 most enjoyable years
Dear Walt Apperson, Editor;
Alma and I are leaving Murray
because of our health. In fact, I am
much better, but I have about worn
her out.
--It wits-rmallieasurt=tii-return to
Murray in my retirement years. In
fact, we were gone 40 years —
married in 1931, moved away and
returned in 1971. These last 19
years has been the most enjoyable
part of my life being with old
friends and new ones, for instance,
like yourself.
As a matter of fact, I came to
Murray in 1925 to go to school. I
became affiliated with the First
Baptist Church and have many old
friends in that church today.
One of the greatest recommendations for the Murray community is
its religious devotion and efforts.
For example, when I moved to
Murray in 1915 there was not a
Church of Christ in Murray to the
best of my knowledge. Two of the
closest were Antioch and the Sedalia area.

Now why would I mention this?
To my knowledge the Church of
Christ started after 1925 in a little
box across the street from my own
Methodist Church. Now look at
them —Glendale, University, and
West Murray. I think the growth of
the Churches of Christ is one of the
outstanding things about the Murray community.
It has bcen a real pleasure to live
in the Murray community. Everyone will be sadly missed.
We are settled in a retirement
community here and it seems to be
fine. We got the first Ledger today.
I would still be in Murray if I
could have found this kind of place
to live in. Visit me and I'll show
you what I'm talking about. Bring
Steve Zea, John Dale and Stu Poston since all have thought about this
type of retirement development for
Murray.
Sincerely,
S. Jack Gardner
2200 Greentree North
Apt. 1108
Clarksville, Indiana 47129

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Sept. 27, the 270th day of 1990. There are 95 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On Sept. 27, 1964, the Warren Commission issued a report concluding
that Lee Harvey Oswald had acted alone in assassinating President Kennedy in November 1963.
On this date:
In 1779, John Adams was named to negotiate the Revolutionary War's
peace terms with Britain.
In 1825, the first locomotive to haul a passenger train was operated by
George Stephenson in England.
In 1854, the first great disaster involving an Atlantic Ocean liner
occurred when the steamship Arctic sank with 300 people aboard.
In 1928, the United States said it was recognizing the Nationalist Chinese government.
In 1939, Warsaw, Poland, surrendered after weeks of resistance to
invading forces from Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union during World
War II.
In 1954, "Tonight!" hosted by Steve Allen, made its debut on NBC
television.
In 1959, a typhoon battered the main Japanese island of Honshu, killing
nearly 5,000 people.
In 1959, Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev concluded his visit to the
United States.
In 1979, Congress gave final approval to forming the Department of
Education, the 13th Cabinet agency in US history.
In 1988, three days after he had seemingly won the men's 100-meter
dash at the Seoul Olympics, Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson went home in
disgrace, stripped of his gold medal for using anabolic steroids.
Ten years ago: Iraq claimed to have captured Ahwaz, a key oil city
inside Iran, but Iran denied the claim, calling it "a great lie."
Five years ago: Hurricane Gloria, packing winds of 130 mph, stormed
ashore and proceeded to head up the Atlantic Coast. (By evening, Gloria
was over New England, its maximum winds down to 75 mph, minimal
hurricane strength.)
One year ago: Columbia Pictures Entertainment Inc. agreed to a $3.4
billion-dollar cash buyout by Sony Corporation.
Today's Birthdays: Former Illinois senator Charles Percy is 71. Actor
William Conrad is 70. Movie director Arthur Penn is 68. Actress Sada
Thompson is 61. Actress Kathleen Nolan is 57. Author Barbara Howar is
56. Sportscaster Dick Schaap is 56. Actor Greg Morris is 56. Singer Meat
Loaf is 43. Baseball player Mike Schmidt is 41. Singer Shaun Cassidy is
32.
Thought for Today: "Any man should be happy who is allowed the
patience of his wife, the tolerance of his children and the affection of
waiters," — Michael Arlen, English novelist (1895-1956).
— iy The Associated Press

The Public Broadcasting System
series on the Civil War has
marched across the television
screen each night since Sunday,
telling its terrible story in actual
pictures from battlefields and burial grounds.
The narration is sparse and fragmented, but beautifully untamed,
like wildflowers in an empty field.
The voices, that range from the
clipped syllables of Maine to the
honeyed tones of the deep South,
speak words mostly written in letters and diaries, private thoughts
made public.
The authors of these words were
mostly simple people, not scholars
or historians, but the eloquence of
their sentiments is awe inspiring. A
soldier writing to his wife about
the simple immortality of his devotion to her would bring tears to the
eyes of the most stony-faced listener. And other passages from letters
speak movingly of love, fear, disappointment and despair in simple,
direct terms. War, perhaps, strips
away pretense and frees the stuttering pen. Or at least it did in the
1860's.

In 1990, however, one cannot
help but wonder if anyone bothers
to write such letters anymore, what
with the telephone on one hand and
a booming — and increasingly sappy — greeting card industry on the
other.
With this jumble of thoughts
about past and present in my mind,
I venture to a stationary store to
look at birthday cards for my niece.
And my faith in humankind wavers
dangerously as I view a whole new
concept in inter-personal communication. It's a category of greeting
cards with RELEVANT messages
on "cutting edge" topics. "Between
You and Me" is the slogan of this
product line, and it promises to
deliver, "Real feelings, honest
words."

Looking through the headings of
these cards is like skimming a selfhelp book, or listening to snippets
of conversation from "thirtysomething." Here's sampling of issues:
"Let's say goodbye for now." "I
wish you'd trust me with your feelings.' "Please understand my need
to grow." "I need a commitment."
"Please get the help you need."
And, my favorite, "Even when I'm
busy my family is important."
As if the summary sentiment
weren't bad enough, the messages
inside these cards are even worse.
I've had more personal correspondence from Publishers' Cleaning
House.
Relationship, commitment and
support are some of the favorite
words, as in: "I know your relationship has meant a lot to you for
a long time, but I think you are
doing the right thing. I am committed to support your decision."
The author of each message is
printed below it, as if the reader
might not realize that the sender
did not actually pen the words. The
printing on these cards, you see,
appears to be handwritten, and the

,vords are reproduced in script that
is blurred and cornerless, as if the
message is being read through a
veil of tears.
Illustrations feature sketches of
clouds, sea shells, balloons, butterflies, sunrises, stars, lily pads, blue
raindrops splashing fatly on a pink
umbrella. The colors are soft
pastels — threads of pink, puffs of
blue, poufs of mauve — like the
lint that collects in the filter of the
dryer.
Between the blurry type and the
unnaturally pale colors, the illusion
of one of slow motion, like an
instant replay or a scene from one
of those corny movies in which
two lovers, arms outstretched, run
across a beach toward each other.
If there were a sound track provided with these cards, it would be
soft rock, easy listening. The Rolling Stones performed by, say,
Monovani. The Muzak version of
Shakespeare's sonnets.
I buy no card for my niece, but
write her a nice, long letter instead.
In this case, sending the very best
means sending something of my
very own.

The hollow victory ofDavid Souter
It would appear David Souter is
on his way, to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Indeed, he may sit as Mr.
Justice Souter for the next quarter
century. And the White House is
surely congratulating itself on its
By Patrick J.
clever strategy for winning confirmation: Have Judge Souter paint
Buchanan
himself as a moderate; and, don't
permit Senate Judiciary to smoke
out of him any views critical of the know if Souter, too, did not agree
era of judicial activism he was on the wonders of activism. What
nominated to bring to an end. was your reaction when you first
Above all: Get confirmed.
heard of Roe vs. Wade, (the aborThe judge perfomed deftly. He tion decision), he was asked.
Souvolunteered an oleaginous encom- ter could not recall any reaction.
ium- to- retiring Justice William
While David Souter did not give
Brennan, the ideologue as jurist, them what they wanted, which
was
whose retirement was cheered by a grovel, he did dare stand up, defy
the same folks who pray nightly them, and say, politely, that their
Souter will be something better.
view of what the Constitution says
After hearing him for several was not shared by the Founding
days, one conservative senator Fathers, nor by him, nor by
the
noted,"The guy has endorsed affir- American people who elected
mative action, endorsed the 'right Ronald Reagan and George Bush.
to privacy,' and effectively rejected To have said that would
have been
the doctrine of original intent."
blasphemy; and Souter would have
Well, nothing succeeds like gone to the stake.
success.
As Henry of Navarre shrugged,
Yet, something is profoundly as he converted to Catholicism in a
unsettling about all this. It reminds deal for the throne, "Paris is worth
me of a sad little story from the a mass." Perhaps, a week of kow'60s, out of the segregated South. towing is worth a Supreme Court
Two black businessmen, who had seat.
made a great success, purchased a
What was back of the Souter
failing bank, a lifelong dream of strategy?
their boyhood friendship. But,
"We don't want another Bork,"
since knowledge that blacks owned was the unwritten guideline
of the
the bank would have meant a run West Wing. Terrified of
Senate
on deposits, the black businessmen, rejection of their first nominee,
to get a close look at the handsome they sought to find a judge who
new bank of which they were so could both be protrayed as a "strict
proud, to see it in full operation, constructionist," and be everything
disguised themselves as janitors, Robert Bork was not.
went M, and swept the floors.
If Robert Bork carried the scar
Judge Souter, too, had to go tissue of every intellectual firefight
"tomming," to be deferential, as
pompous liberals expatiated on the
glories of Brennanism, asking to
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of his time, why, then, they would
choose Boo Radley, the recluse out
of Harper Lee's "To Kill A Mockingbird," that nice, pale gentlemen
who never left the house, save to
perform perhaps one noble deed. If
Robert Bork would put up a tough
defense of his writings and philosophy, engaging the members of the
Senate Judiciary, David Souter
would play the accommodationist.
Well, Souter is headed for the
Supreme Court, and Robert Bork is
not. And, in the yardstick by which
this city measures all — who got
the job and who did not — Souter
is a winner, and Bork a-loser. Supposedly, that is what counts. Certainly, it matters to the White
House, which pins its all on a
record of not losing fights, even if
that means not fighting.
So, what are we left with? Well,
Judge Souter could turn out to be a
great constitutionalist; and he could
turn out to be Harry Blackmun. Is
that what we came all this way for?
The question Judge Souter raises
is not really, then, about Judge
Souter. It is about the nature of
American politics, 1990, and the
character of the Bush Administration. What does if stand for?
For 30 years, the conservative
movement, which triumped in
1980, and put Ronald Reagan ("no
pale pastels") into office, was driven by a desire to recapture the
court from the judicial radicals who
have exploited their power to
impose upon this Republic their
own preconceptions of the Good

Society.
With Reagan's election in 1980,
the hour was at hand to change all
that. Even Mr. Reagan's harshest
critics concede that, here, he did
not let his people down. He chose
William Rehnquist to he Chief Justice, the best conservative mind on
the Court. He elevated Antonin
Scalia, known as an intellectual
powerhouse and no shrinking violet, fram the appellate court. He
chose Robert Bork, one of the finest constitutional minds in the
nation, and one of America's best
known and most controversial jurists, for his final court appointment. And, though Bork was
savaged and lynched, that fight tore
the guts out of the Judiciary Committee that took him down. When,
after Bork's defeat, President Reagan chose Judge Anthony Kennedy,
the fight had gone out of the liberals, and Kennedy sailed through,
sitting today as constitutional ally
of Justice Scalia.
Looking back upon the Bork
fight, who regrets having made it?
There is a term for what is happening to the Republicans. It is
called "internalizing appeasement,"
i.e. making a cold, calculated
judgement as to what can reasonably be done with a liberal-dominated
Congress, then, accepting that,
rather than defying the Hill, and
fighting it out, and forcing the people to chose between us.
The revolution may be over;
somewhere out there, another is
about to begin.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Airman William D. Thompson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Thompson, is now stationed at
Mather Air Force Base in
California.
Celisa Renee Curd and Ricky
Wayne Cunningham were married
in a summer ceremony at Ledbetter
Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Shelton, Sept.
13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Puttoff, Sept. 17; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Hudson, Sept. 18; a
boy to Dr. and Mrs. Kent Forrester,
Sept. 20.
Tina Bogard was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls at an installation ceremony on
Sept. 14 at the Masonic Hall.
Twenty years ago
Flavil Robertson, chief of the
Murray Fire Department, has submitted his resignation to the Murray City Council after serving for
several years.
Paul Sturm of Tennessee Valley
Authority spoke about "Conservation" at a meeting of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution held at
the home of Mrs. Max Hurt near
K irksey.
Celia Simmons and Gaye
Rogers talked about their work as
summer missionaries with Jefferson Street Baptist Church, Louisville, at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Vance, Sept.
19..

Thirty years ago
The 50-member Louisville
Orchestra, conducted by Robert
Whitney, will present two concerts
on Oct. 1 at Murray State College
Auditorium.
Senator John Sherman Cooper,
spoke Sept. 23 at Student Union
Building, Murray State College.
Arlo Sprunger, president of Murray Little League, said improvements will be made on the field in
the Murray City Park.
Mrs. Hattie Beale, Mrs. Mayme
Randolph and Mrs. Cullen Phillips
are officers of Arts and Crafts
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Edwards
held open house in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sepi 25.
Forty years ago
The Fifth Governor's Tour
arrived here at 9:45 a.m. today. It
was comprised of a large chartered
Greyhound bus filled with members of the tour, and Gov. Earle
Clements and Lt. Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby rode in a private car driven by State Police Commissioner
Guthrie Crowe. Gov. Clements
spoke later at Murray State College
Auditorium.
In football games Murray High
School Tigers beat Morganfield
Gorillas 18 to 0 and Murray State
College Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech 6 to 0.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Boyd, Sept.
19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Perry, Sepi 21; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Willis H. Smith, Sept. 22; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Pittman,
Sept. 23.
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Governor takes satellite idea to White House
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — A national
education satellite would let rural
school systems in Kentucky offer a
wider range of instruction, Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson told supporters of the
idea and reporters Wednesday that
the satellite is needed to equalize
education opportunities for children
throughout the nation.
Backers of the project hope to
get federal funding. Wilkinson met
Wednesday with White House
aides to push for the satellite system dedicated to educational television programs.
Wilkinson said Bush administration officials want to know how the
system would be financed and gov-

MCCH...
(Cont'd from page 1)
In other business, the the following board members were appointed
to the Physician Recruitment Committee: Bob Jackson, who will
serve as senior leader from the
board; Dr. Allen Moffit, Connie
Tallent, Bill Cherry, Joe Dick and
Harold Glenn Doran.
The physicians that will be
recruited, in top priority, will be an
oncologist, a psychiatrist and a
neurologist.
Ruth Eversmeyer, Director of
Volunteer Services, reported to the
board that the hospital's 36 teenage
volunteers completed the ten-week
program for a total of 3,506 hours
of service. She also reported that
the baby photo project continues to
boost the Auxiliary's treasury. June
commission was $263 and July was

Police investigating
strong armed robbery
at local food store
The Murray Police Department
is investigating a strong armed robbery at a local food store early
Thursday morning, according to
reports.
At approximately 3:52 a.m., a
black female entered Jr. Food Mart,
located at the 506 N. 4th Street,
taking from the clerk $30 in cash,
police said.
The robber then fled on foot in
an unknown direction, police said.
The clerk was not harmed and was
able to present a description of the
woman to police.
No arrests have been made but
police report that they do have a
suspect in the case.

erned. He said a plan to answer
those questions will be developed
during the next several months by
the Edsat Institute, a private group
that encourages the use of telecommunications in education.
Wilkinson was accused Tuesday
of trying to cash in on an idea that
South Carolina developed.
The accusation was made by
Henry J. Cauthen, a South Carolina
educational TV official, who wrote
his governor a letter, warning him
of Wilkinson's plan.
South Carolina Gov. Carroll
Campbell, who made the letter
public Tuesday, said "I don't
believe we're going to sit still
while Kentucky takes something
that SCET (South Carolina Educational Television) has done and
take credit for it. We're the ones

$323.
Eversmeyer reported that the
Lifeline program continues to keep
her busy. There are still nine people waiting to receive a unit at
home. All 65 units stay in service,
she said, and she wishes the hospital could offer more. An individual
in the Lifeline program wears a
device around his neck which he
can press in case of emergency if
he cannot get to a phone. By having this device, more individuals
can live in their homes with
independence.
Lynn Meurer, Director of Nursing, reported that Shared Care, a
new adult day program offered by
the hospital and partially funded
through a grant from the Purchase
Area Development District, will
open next month en the ground
level of the George Weaks Community Center on Poplar Street.
In other business, Poston
announced the following:
*Since the last board meeting,
the surgery project has been completed. The project included the
addition of a three-bed holding
area, and new doctors' lounge, and
a counseling room in the outpatient
waiting area.
*Dr. Blaylock's office is nearly
finished and he should be moving
into his office within a couple of
weeks.
*The hospital's annual picnic on
Sept. 22 at Woodmen of World
Campground was a big success,
attracting 708 people, the largest
gathering ever at a hospital picnic.

who did it, and it's being sold as a
brand new product for America."
Project supporters defended
Wilkinson, calling him a great
salesman who saw a good idea,
refined it and then ran with it.
"There were many people who
had this idea, but he's the only one
who has done something about it,"
said Virginia Fox, an official at
Kentucky Educational Television
and a former educational TV leader
in South Carolina.
Fox said there are "no new ideas
in the world" and that while South
Carolina has a strong interest in
educational TV, Kentucky was the
first to commit funding for a pilot
satellite program.
She and others said Cauthen
seems to be concerned about who
will get the credit.
Wilkinson discussed the project
Tuesday evening with industry
leaders and members of Congress.
The satellite would beam highquality instructional programs into
every U.S. school, college and
library.
"If anybody from South Carolina has promoted this satellite, I
haven't heard of it," Wilkinson
said.
He said that Campbell and many
other governors have endorsed the
plan, which Wilkinson first discussed with President Bush a year
ago at an educational summit in
Virginia.
Wilkinson told Bush the satellite
would promote educational equity
and help students in poorer states
compete with those in wealthier
states.

Farmington man
sentenced for theft
in Graves County
A Farmington man was recently
sentenced for pleading guilty to
four counts of theft by deception
under S100, according to a report
from the Graves County Circuit
Court.
Randy Darnell, of RL 1, Farmington, was arraigned on Aug. 29
on the charges and, after entering a
guilty plea, was sentenced to 15
days jail and a S25 fine per charge
plus restitution and court costs,
court officials said.
The jail terms were suspended
for two years, according to the
court.

Cauthen, president of South Carolina Educational Television Network, contends that officials in his
state have been working on the
idea for several years.
"What Wilkinson seems to be
doing is to attempt to grab the
national spotlight for himself and
Kentucky using an idea initiated by
South Carolina and others," he
said in his letter to Campbell's
office.
Cauthen said in an interview
Tuesday that Wilkinson's "unilateral move could only damage that
effort and undermine the cooperative work of the other states."
Fox said "I can't let this go.
When he accuses my governor,
myself, my boss, it's unconscionable and rather pathetic."
Paul Norton, president of the
Organization of State Broadcast
Executives, said the whole hullabaloo sounded like a- big
misunderstanding.
"The ocean is big enough for all
of us to swim in," he said.
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Stove Stories
(This is the 17th and final in a
series of stove stories written by
Mary Kate Apperson. The series is
centered around different types of
stoves used over a period of 75
years.)

The World War II years came.
The children were teen agers, times
were better and we put gas space
heaters in the house.
The range stove was no longer
needed for heat and quickness of
food preparation became important
.with work and school activities.

For the first time in my life there
no "cook stove" in the kitchen.
The iron teakettle and iron dinner
pot sat on the hearth in the living
room as decorations.
was

The children were gone, Grandaddy and Granny (my father-in-law
and my mother) who had lived with
us so many years were gone, and
we decided to move to a more
modern home.
Now we have central heat, an
electric stove, enclosed cabinets, a
toaster oven on the counter (a
microwave oven is available, but I
just do not want it).

We bought a new electric stove
The house is warm, cooking for
but kept the old range for I loved two is easy, and there is a
lot of
to cook on it when I wasn't rushed. time to remember about
different
kinds of stoves and activities conAfter the three children left
home, we remodeled the kitchen, nected with them.
disposed of the old faithful range
In fact many many things must
stove and bought a new, white have gone on around
the stoves
electric stove. It was square, with used in my over
80 years of living
oven below the cook top, remind- and I am glad
to have shared some
ing me so much of our long ago memories
of our stoves with you.
first electric stove.
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_MURRAY TODAY
Retired teachers to meet
Retired educators who are members of Calloway County Retired
Teachers' Association will convene
Monday, Oct. 1. They will assemble in the auditorium of Murray
Middle School at 12:30 p.m. prior
to lunch in the school cafeteria at 1
p.m.
"The Murray Middle School is

vi47,
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THEATRES

FlatlIners
(R)

7:20
9:30

Dark Man
(R)

7:10
90U

Delta Force II
(R)

7:1 5
9:10

Navy Seals

(R)

7.03
ff:14

Jetson's The
Movie (G)

700
900

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
COMING SOON
Narrow Margin
Rent ,tour muviesiat the movies:
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

honored to be the host school for
this year's 'in-school' meeting,"
said Dr. Paul Jones, Superintendent
of Murray City Schools and Roy
Weatherly, MMS Principal.
Wilson Gantt, CCRTA president,
urges retired educators from the
Calloway, Murray or Murray State
University Systems who are not
CCRTA members, to visit this or
other such meetings.
Gantt also urges them to consider membership in CCRTA and lend
their support to legislative problems that retired education people
face.
School personnel suggest that
CCRTA guests park on Main Street
of South Eighth Street for the event
on Oct. 1. Mrs. Lula Belle Hodges
will be program leader for this
bimonthly event.
The next CCRTA meeting will
be Monday, Dec. 3, in Curris Center, Murray State University.

Mrs. Bondu rant
honored at dinner
at Blackford home
A family reunion and birthday
dinner honoring Mrs. Aubrey Bondurant was held on Saturday, Sept.
8, at the home of Mrs. Bondurant's
sister, Mrs. Monette Barham
Blackford and her husband, Joe
Blackford, at Murray.
Those ,attending were the
Joe and Monette Blackford and
Robyn Blackford, Murray; Aubrey
and Mary Barham Bondurant, Cayce; Maurice and Rebecca Barham,
David Barham and Brad Addison
and his fiancee, Union City, Tenn.;
Glen and Carolyn Barham Faulkner, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Faulkner,
Jamie and Jason, Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Faulkner, Ashley and Zack, and
Lisa Faulkner, South Fulton, Tenn.;
James Thomas and Reba Barham,
Greg and Tracy Barham Charnness
and Lindsey, Jasper, Ala.

Mray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

DATEBOOK
W.A.T.C.H. plans sales promotion
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for handicapped) is now
taking orders for Stanley Home Products as a part of its annual fundraiser.
The center will receive a generous percentage of all orders placed through
their organization. Orders may be placed by contacting W.A.T.C.H. at
702 Main St., or by calling 759-1965.

The 11th Ann
Saturday, Sepi
Know Him Tod
Fuqua, Ann Loo
lyn Wade, Mabt
and Karen Bolls
the many other
5 and under. Br
any ladies who
p.m. Friday, Se

Shopping spree by W.A.T.C.H.
Another fundraising activity of W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training
center for handicapped) is the sale of tickets on a S200 Wal-Mart shopping spree. This promotion is in conjunction with the annual fundraiser
for W.A.T.C.H. and all proceeds will be used to supplement the operational expense budget. Tickets are Si each or seven for a $5 donation and
may be obtained by contacting the W.A.T.C.H. Center at 702 Main St., or
by calling 759-1965. Tickets are also being circulated by members of several organizational groups associated with Murray State University and
Calloway County High School. The winner for the shopping spree, mad.
possible through Wal-Mart of Murray, will be announced Sept. 28.

Fan

A Fish Fri am
Volunteer Fire D
Farmington Eler
members for this.
Fire Department.
to 12, are $3.

Amateur Radio course planned
A free eight-week course of introduction to Amateur Radio, leading to
the Novice Class ham license, will begin Monday, Oct. 1. The class will
meet from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on Mondays in Room N-208 of Applied Science Building, Murray State University with William Call, assistant professor of Engineering Technology, as teacher. Included will be instruction
in elementary radio theory, Morse code, F.C.C. rules and regulations, and
operating procedures for hams. There are no prerequisites. Participants
will need to purchase a book and code-practice tape which will be available at the first class meeting. For information contact Call at 762-6897 or
753-7870.

Blood River plans program
James and Kurk Simmons of Gateway Minstries will present a gospel
singing and testimony at Blood River Baptist Church on Sunday, Sept. 30,
at 6 p.m. The church is located on Highway 444 at Hamlin. The Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy, pastor, invites the public to attend.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Emery crowned at piNeant

Off

New Fall Clothes
Mayfk.ld Plaxa
Mayfield, KY 42005
247-1500

The Hazel Woman's Club held
its first meeting of the club year,
1990-91, on Thursday, Sepi 20 at
7 p.m. at the- Hazel Community
Center.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, first
vice president, presided in the
absence of - the president, Mrs.
Hughes Bennett.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Phil Liddle.
Since the Club Cookbooks have
been selling so well, the club
decided to place their third reorder
for the-books. By ordering now, the
books -should be here in time for
persons to purchase them as Christmas gifts.
Club members voted to back the
project, "Adopt A Highway." The

two-mile tract of highway to be
adopted by the club will Highway
641 _North from the TennesseeKentucky state line to the Green
Plain Church Road.
The 25th Anniversary Scroll presented to the Hazel Club at the
convention of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club was shown.
Ms. Carolyn Parks and Mrs. Lal
Elliott, hostesses, served
refreshments.
Other members present, not previously mentioned, were Mrs.
Steve Knott, Mrs. James Latimer,
Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs. Lawrence
Overby, Mrs. Bruce Wilson, Mrs.
Jimmy Butterworth, Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson and Mrs. Gary Story.

Off
Jewelry & Accessories
("YmPm 11`"
Murray, KY 42071
753-1300

SUNDAY 1:00 P.M.-500 P.M,
II a by
Men's Wear di Tuxedos

*Ill: 1
Welcomed

Jr. di Missie Apparel

The Eleventh Annual

LADIES DAY
Glendale Road Church of Christ

Holly Emery was crowned Queen at the Southern Stars Pageant held
Sept. 22 at Hopkinsville. She received a crown and a three-foot trophy. She also was awarded a trophy for Best Personality. In August
she competed in America's Most Adorable Kids' Pageant held in
Murray and received a trophy for second runner-up. She was sponsored by Ruthie's University Gulf, friends and family. Holly is the
nine-months-old daughter of Jeff and Rita Erniry of Hazel and the
granddaughter of Brooks and Peggy Gibson and Mr. and Mrs. E.A.
Emery.

Murray. Kentucky

Shop & Save
When You

LAWAY

September 29, 1990
9:00 a.m.-12:30 P.M

"DO YOU KNOW HIM TODAY?"
Philimians 2:7-13

01%.11

Coffee,Juice &fellowship

9:00-9:30

Crafts
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ust off
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— Do You Know Jesus The Man? —
Do You Know The

Unique Man,

Lillie Fuqua

Do You Know The Open Man/

Ann Looney

Do You Know The Authentic Jesus/

Patsy Massey

Do You Know The Bold Jesus/

Evelyn Wallis

Do You Know The Courageous And Forceful Jesus/

FRA_MINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING

Jerilyn Wade

Do You Know The Confident Jesus/

ARTCARVED'S ONCE A YEAR

OLDEN DAZE

PUT YOUR HEART IN YOUR ART
AT

Donna Stephens

Do You Know The Compasstonate Jesus/

rtlines

SAVINGS

CHAMPION

00

Half-price print special ends Friday, Oct. 5.
Stop by and pick up a GOLDEN -5framing card!

— Do You Know Jesus The Savior? —
Maxie Fortner
Lesko Wniteside
Minam DIree ti Karen Bolls

IA suPervised nursery will be Provided for children 5 and under)

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!!

4 at regula- 20(4 do( oiaa
ctli frame it di 50% divyitirit

FREE

CUSTOM FEATURES
A VALUE OF OVER S50°°!

We care about your art as much as You do.

VW 1409 Malin Street, Murray
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SAVE ON TWO BOYS'
10K GOLD CLASS RINGS

Mabie Pickard

•••• BRUNCH BREAK ••••

Do Youfnow The Viclonous Jesus? .

7S9-911011

Ethan Daniel Guthrie celebrated his first birthday with a family party
on Monday, Sept. 3, at the home of his parents, Don and Diana
Guthrie, Rt. 1, Hardin. The party theme was bears complimented
with a bear cake, decorations and accessories. Cake and homemade
ice cream were served. Family members in addition to his parents
who were present were Dorris and Ruby Hutchens, Ortis and Dorothy
Guthrie, Genetta and Joe Damon Harrison, Mike and Janet Manning,
and Mike, Linda, Jeff and Jeremy Wyatt. He also received several
cards and gifts from close friends. Ethan was one on Tuesday, Sept. 4.

FRAMING•ART SUPPLIES
•
MATTING

— Do You Know Jesus The Example? —

Do You Know The Forgiving Jesus?

the Court Square

Ella Giiiiland

Do You Know The Unassuming Man,

Do You Know The Accepling Jesus?

Gifts
for
Everyone

Local persons
following: Cecil
Lourdes; Quida

I

Celebrates first birthday

MON.-SAT. 9:00 A.M.-600 P.M.

46
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val in observancl
the Community
North 12th Sae(
and Anita Perry,
invited to atteni

Hazel Woman's Club to
reorder more cookbooks

20%

TWO LOCATIONS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE

Vir

Mrs. Gary Story, left, and Mrs. Jackie Butterworth show the 25th
Anniversary Scroll that was presented to the Hazel Woman's Club at
the KFWC Convention.

ANNIVERSARY SALE

30-50%

The Murray A
Day/Membershi
The guest spew
Edward D. Jon(
agents as well
McConnell at '

TUXF-DO
Wecklin

Hours: Tues.-Sat. II
247-5663
Hwy. 641 Pur
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Life Underwriters will meet

Computer Class is scheduled

The Murray Association of Life Underwriters will have its annual Pride
Day/Membership Drive on Wednesday, Oct. 3, at 12 noon at Pagliai's.
The guest spearer will be Eric Penniston, an investment broker for the
Edward D. Jones firm. The luncheon will be free to all area insurance
agents as well as members. For further information contact Sharon
McConnell at 7534199.

A class introducing computer applications will be offered for adults at
Calloway County High School starting Monday, Oct. 8. The class will
meet from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Business and Office Department IBM
computer Lab, Room 406, at CCHS. Brenda Nix will teach the class on
Oct. 8, 16, 22, 29 and Nov. 5. The class will introduce basic business
applications using spreadsheet, data base and word processing programs.
In aditi,tion, basic Computer knowledge and essential DOS commands will
be taught. The cost will be $25 which will include registration and all
evenses. Participants may enroll by paying the class fee in the office of
CCHS, College Farm Road. Registration will be limited to 24
participants.

Glendale plans Ladies' Day.
The 11th Annual Ladies Day at Glendale Road Church of Christ will be
Saturday, Sept. 29, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. The theme will be "Do You
Know Him Today?" Leading the sessions will be Ella Gilliland, Lilly
Fuqua, Ann Looney, Patsy Massey, Evelyn Wallis, Donna Stephens, Jerilyn Wade, Mable Pickard, Maxie Fortner, Leslie Whiteside, Miriam Olree
and Karen Bolls. Many others will help with planning, preparing food and
the many other details. A supervised nursery will be provided for children
5 and under. Brunch will be served. Transportation will be provided for
any ladies who need it and should call the church office, 753-3714, by 4
p.m. Friday, Sept. 28.

Homemakers plan Annual Day
Calloway County Homemakers' Annual Day meeting will be Thursday,
Oct. 4, at Kenlake State Resort Park. Registration will start at 9:30 a.m.
with coffee and doughnuts available. Mrs. Lois Judd of the Attorney General's Office, guest speaker, will talk about "Rip-Off: To be Or Not to
Be" for the meeting to begin at 10 a.m. and end around 12:30 p.m.
It is
hoped that every club will participate in the "Fashions of the Past" by
dressing in the style that was "in" when your club was organized. Each
club president will be introduced by the county secretary and she will
then introduce the members of her club that are at the meeting. The County Secretary will then give a a brief synopsis of your club's history.
Lunch will be $5.99 which includes tax and gratuity. "We need your paid
registration in the Extension Office by 3 p.m. Monday, Oct. 1, as we
must pay with one check," said Jean Cloar, county extension agent in
home economics.

Farmington benefit Saturday
A Fish Fri and Arts and Crafts Show for the benefit of Farmington
Volunteer Fire Department will be Saturday, Sept. 29, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
Farmington Elementary School. Crafts have been made by community
, members for this special benefit. All proceeds will go to the Farmington
Fire Department. Tickets for adults sell for $6 while tickets for children, 6
to 12, are, $3. Children under 6 eat for free.

Virgin Chapter plans festival
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order of the Eastern Star will host a salad festival in observance of Past Matrons' Day on Sunday, Sept. 30, at 4 p.m. in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank, Chestnut and
North 12th Streets. Honored will be Bessie Miller, Velma Stubblefield
and Anita Perry, past matrons, and Leon Miller, past patron. The public is
invited to attend, a chapter spokesperson said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Cecil Higgins of Almo and Jeanette Shaw of Murray from
Lourdes; Quida Tucker of Murray from Western Baptist.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
This is a favorable time for making
important career de
ns and for
dealing with ,tho
high places.
ifowever, late in
day the unexpected takes you by surprise.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Its a good day to meet with a
cbUd teacher. Creative types have
the perfect day for promoting them,selves. Some plans in connection
'with work are changed.
IGEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
An unexpected expense could
!come now in connection with
lanother. Dealings with bankers and
lrealtors are favored. Tonight you'll
rfind home entertaining a delight.
CANCER
punt'21 to July 22)
c• Partnership rapport is excellent
land you'll be making important
decisions together. Don't let one
rnall thing going wrong tonight
throw you off.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
In many ways this is an excellent
time to further your business interests, but an unexpected development
could cause a revision in some of
your plans. Be adaptable.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
• Serious thinking brings success to
your activities, yet later in the day
you're able to relax and unwind at a
favorite haunt. An unexpected
expense is likely.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
Improved concentration favors
mental work today. Expected company may be unable to arrive. Privacy
abets rornafice.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Friends are a big help to you today.
Social life leads to romantic introductions. Your personality wins admirers. Tonight brings some surprise
news.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You're practical and down-to-earth
in your dealings with others. It should
be a day of business success for you.
A friend, though, could cost you
money in some way.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Everything goes pretty much your
way today. Dealings with advisers are
eopecially favored. You're warned
algainst taking an unnecessary busiless risk.
AQUARIUS
.(an.20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be having important Omandiscussions today. Romance, too,
I

int

011€

is a plus. However, you're more in the
mood for private times rather than
outside socializing.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
maw
Both old and new friends bring
happiness into Asir life today. Singles
now meet with romantic introductions. Avoid getting involved in a
risky financial scheme.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent and cooperative. You are a
person who will end up doing your
own thing, but you have a natural way
with others. Your diplomatic nature
would serve you well in a political or
business career. You'll succeed in
business for yourself and often are
blessed with executive talents. Like
many of your sign, you have a strong
leaning to the arts. Birthdate of: Ed
Sullivan, TV personality; Marcello
Mastroianni, actor; and Brigitte Bardot, actress.

Newborns, dismissals and
expiration listed in report
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, Sept. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elder baby girl, parents, Rose
and William, 108A Williams,
Murray;
McCuiston baby boy, parents,
Dawn and Eddie, Rt. 1, Box 460,
Benton.
Dismissals
James Hall Smith, 1662 Calloway Ave., Murray; Mrs. Mary
Moore Lassiter, 1313 Wells Blvd.,
Murray:

Mrs. Frances Sutsin, Rt. 3, Box
121, Robinson, Ill.; Mrs. Neva
Kimbro, Rt. 4, Box 126-B, Murray;
Mrs. Ada Kennedy, 1409 Diuguid Dr., Murray; Mrs. Virginia
Skinner, 807 North 16th St.,
Murray;
J.C. Russell, 506 Broad SL, Murray; Mrs. Dolores Phillips, Rt. 4,
Box 470, Murray:
Mrs. Tonya Jones and baby boy,
Rt. 7, Box 164, Mayfield; Mrs.
Donna Ravellette and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 22, Sedalia.
Expiration
James Rutledge, 201 South Fifth
St., Murray.

Lucie Arnaz wants to produce musical
about her father, TV Star Desi Arnaz
NEW YORK (AP) - Lucille
Ball's daughter, Lucie Arnaz, plans
to produce a musical about her
father, Cuban bandleader and TV
star Desi Arnaz.
"My father wrote a book years
ago about coming to this country
and his band and all that and was
always talking about turning it into
a musical, and finally he said,
'What the hell. I'll never make it.
You try,- she said in the Sept. 30
issue of Parade magazine. Her
father died in 1986.
Her husband, actor and writer
Laurence Luckinbill, wrote a script
for "Desi: The Musical" and the

The

couple hope to produce it within
the next couple of months.
Arnaz, 39, is back on television
in "Sons and Daughters," in
which she plays a single mother
raising an adopted daughter.
Her last TV effort, "The Lucie
Arnaz Show," flopped five years
ago. From 1968 to 1974, she played the daughter of her real-life
mother in "Here's Lucy."

Our Associates Present:

"An Evening of Entertainment"
Friday, Sept. 28 at 6 p.m.
With:
The David Parr Family • Faith
The Puckett Family and Billy Delapp
Sound by Kenneth Darnell
.
•
•
•
FREE ADMISSION. DONATIONS APPRECIATED
All proceeds will go to
The WPSD Lion's Club Telethon
- Wal-Mart Parking Lot -

Wel-/tetrdec/te,i4_
SEPTEMBER
SPECIAL
This offer is extended until

Saturday, October 6, 1990

FINAL WEEK
"I'm proud of Weight Watchers.
We continue to be the most
successful weight control
organization in the world.
And
the least expensive. You can join
now for only $20.00. That's a
$10.00 savings!
"Dieting is hard work by yourself.
But it's fun in a Weight
Watchers class!"
Kay Morrissey
Director

MURRAY. KY
1st Presbyterian Church, 1601• Main Street

Monday, 5:15 p.m.
Weight Watchers also meets in.
BENTON, KY
PADUCAH, KY

For further class information, please call TOLL FREE 1-800-333-5756
THE BEST JUST KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

WEIGHT WATCHERS is a registered trademark of Wekght Watchers Internatonai inc
Weight Watchers Inte
,
al,onal Inc All rights reserved

1990

ESTEE LAUDER

* Custom Framing

GALLERY

* Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery

209 N. 12' St. • University Square

759-1019
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A FREE GIFT FOR YOU
Estee Lauder
All-Out Luxuries
A 23.00 %Aut..
Yours with am Estee Laurier
port haw ot 12. ill or more

A

e•

•Youth-Dew Eau de Parfum Spray
'All-Day Lipstick, full size
*Polished Performance Liquid Makeup
•Sksiss Perfortrung Extract
-Lip Brush
One to a customer

LindaWeirfuyp
s

'Things
CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR

•WEDDINGS
-PROMS -PAGEANTS

•

Complete Line Of
Specialty Fabric
TUXEDO RENTAL
Wedding Invaagaone, Eic
Hours Tuts -Sat 10:00-5:00
247-5665
Hwy. 641 Puryear
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MADEMOISELLE
--4Shop
Downtown - 753-3882
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Julie's Family
Restaurant MP

11

(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant) '
411111MMOPP
(

Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal

s. 12th St.

753-1462

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Compassionate Support Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Let us brighten
your day with our
Decorative Accessories!

•15% Cash Discount
On Prescriptions
•Free Delivery
•PCS •Medimet •BC-BS
•Paid State Aid
•Computerized
Prescription Records
For Insurance
and Taxes
•Medical Claims Service
•Full Line of Health
and Beauty Aids

Thursday, Sept. 27
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Buildig.

HOLLAND DRUGS
VISA/MC

Coming community events are listed
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m. in
home of Beverly Galloway.

753-5101

109 S. 4th St.

* * * * *

Prepared childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Gifts and Cards
for all occasions!

Reservations for Pre-game family tailgate buffet meal on Saturday
at Murray Country Club should be
made by today at 6 p.m. by calling
753-8116 or 753-6113.

* * * * *

Close-Out
Specials
On Selected
Items

Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R. Ph.

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Animal Shelter. Each one should bring
own chair.
Playhouse in the Park will pre-

CONNIE SMITH tt
GYMNASTICS gi
641 South in Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Begins October 1
*Tiny Tots *p School *Intermediate
*Advanced *Cheerleading

Thursday, Sept. 27
sent "Steel Magnolias" at 8 p.m.
For information call 759-1752.
West Kentucky Scottish Rite
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Bonanza, Joe Clifton Drive,
Paducah.
Ladies of Paducah Support
Group (Life After Divorce Is Eventually Sane) will meet at 7 p.m. in
H.E. Feezor Radiation Therapy
Center, Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Hunter Safety Class by Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
will start at 6 p.m. at National
Guard Armory, Murray.
Adult Basic Education Class will
be at 6 p.m. in Room 112, Calloway County High School.
Free Adult Reading Program will
be at 6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach at
753-3580.
Purchase Area Industry Appreciation Dinner will be at 5 p.m. at
Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Society for the Preservation of
Southern Harmony Singing, Inc.,
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at Benton
Library.
Comedian Tommy Blaze will
perform free at 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Stables, Murray State
University.
Calloway County Boys Soccer
Team will play Caldwell County at
Caldwell County. Calloway County
Girls Soccer Team will play Murray Girls Soccer Team at North
Calloway Elementary at 5 p.m.
In Murray High School Sports,
Girls Golf Team will host Madisonville and Freshmen Football
Team will host Lone Oak.

) Ages 2V2 to Adults

New Gymnastic
Equipment

(Trained in USGF)
AAU, NCA, UCA

"Twice the attention"
"Twice the results"

For More Information 753-2720 or 753-6705

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For infor-

Fashion and Comfort made
EASY

EASY

The time-tested favorite
With its perfect fit, soft comfort and versatile
style, this Naturalizer pump has earned a
treasured place in many women's wardrobes.
Make it your new favorite in
BLACK, NAVY or TAUPE

i‘.
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EASY

EASY

As easy as one,two,FREE

BUY
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TURTLENECKS
GET ONE
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Dimples

•

In 2A and B widths
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NATURALIZER.,

FREE

Special group of fall

20% off
0
EtaqErr

Handbags
Downtown
eurray

WMU Associational Training
meeting will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Benton.
Friday, Sept. 28
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Sorghum Molasses Making from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Empire Farm; Squirrel season closes in Kentucky and Tennessee portions.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
The Rev. Richard and Carol Holt
will be honored in celebration of
25th wedding anniversary with a
potluck meal at 6 p.m. at Southside
Manor Recreational Room, Murray.
Calloway County High School
Lakers will play Mayfield in a
football game at 7:30 p.m. at
Mayfield.
Murray High School Tigers will
play Lone Oak in a football game
at 7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be

Friday, Sept. 28
open from 6 to 11 p.m. For information call 753-TEEN.
will announce the
winner of $200 Wal-Mart Shopping
Spree. Tickets for the event are
rige on sale at WtA.T.C.H. Center,
702 Main St., Murray.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Boaza at Draffenville from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Parkinson's Support Group will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in private dining
room of Murray-Calloway Couty
Hospital.
Boards of Directors of CHAMP
and Parents Anonymous will meet
at 12 noon at Pagliai's.
Murray Middle School PTO will
sponsor a coffee for parents of new
students in the school system from
10 to 11 a.m. at the school.
Fifth Annual Quilt Lovers Quilting Bee Festival will be from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. The public is
invited.
Playhouse in the Park will present "Steel Magnolias" at 8 p.m.
For information call 759-1752.
Singles Organizational Society
will go as a group to see "Steel
Magnolias" at 8 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Visiting Cincinnati artist Gary
G. Gaffne will present a slide talk
on large-scale drawings and wall
drawings at 7 p.m. in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. A
reception will follow. The exhibit
will be on display through Oct. 28.
Admission is free.

Booklet on 'Guide to Traveling
With Arthritis' now available
NEW YORK (AP) — A free
booklet has been published to help
the 37 million people who have
arthritis travel a little easier.
The "Guide to Traveling with
Arthritis" provides tips on dealing
with airlines and other transportation providers as well on how to
feel more comfortable while on
vacation.
"A lot of older people, especially those with chronic ailments such
as arthritis, tend to not travel in the
belief that they'll just be miserable," said Gene Malott, publisher
of the monthly newsletter "The
Mature Traveler," and a consultant
for the guide. "It doesn't have to
be that way."
The guide suggests travelers talk

to their doctors before planning a
vacation.
Among the other tips:
— Pack lightly.
— Consider weekday traveling
to avoid crowds. When flying,
request aisle seats, which are easier
to get in and out of.
— Consider the climate of your
destination. Humid, high heat can
be uncomfortable for some people
with arthritis.
The guide is available free by
writing: "Ansaid Tablets Guide to
Traveling with Arthritis," Box
307-A, Coventry, Conn., 06238.
The guide was produced by The
Upjohn Co., maker of the drug
Ansaid.

Group star is married Tuesday
Connie Krall, the deputy clerk
who wrote the license, said her coworkers recognized Clinton.
"I'd never heard of him," Ms.
Krall said. "But when I saw his
hair, I thought he was going to be
outrageous, like Little Richard, but
he wasn't. He was very courteous
and he never played up his celebrity status."
Michigan has a three-day waiting
period for a marriage license.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

t

. . _. \

Thursday, Sept. 27
manon call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — George
Clinton of the funk group Parliament Funkadelic drove across the
state line to get married rather than
wait three days for a license in
Michigan.
The 49-year-old funk king and
Stephanie Lynn Goshorn, 34, both
from Brooklyn, Mich., walked into
the Lucas County Courthouse with
little fanfare Tuesday but didn't
leave unnoticed.
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"Where your ideas turn to gold."
Dixieland Center
759-1141
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT wrnayLedger.
Steel Magnolias on stage
shows 'more emotions'
By Frank Blodgett
Murray L.dgs & Times Play Rovlow

One of the things you'll notice when you see Murray's Playhouse in
the Park's current production of "Steel Magnolias" by Robert Harling
is that there is no wedding or Christmas festival scene and there are no
birds, no dogs and no men. "Steel Magnolias" is the story of six
women who meet from time to time in Truvy's beauty shop. So that's
what we see — six women in a beauty shop.
But don't get the idea that the play is dull. Far from it. In fact it's
funnier and has more human emotions than the movie, which had to
make accommodations for all those stars, sets and men. The play just
lets us get to know the women and watch them interact and that produces some very nice theatrical moments that could only happen in
live theatre.
If you missed the movie, in addition to Truvy, the characters are
Annelle, a frightened young woman with a "past" who goes to work
for Truvy; Clairee, the widow of the town's former mayor who has
"more money than God" and a sense of humor to go with it (she's also
the owner of the local radio station); M'Lynn and Shelby who are
mother and daughter; and Ouiser, the town curmudgeon. They give
each other a hard time but they are all best of friends.
The .;how starts off with loud gunshots and dog barks and we are
periodically jolted either by more shots and barks or laughter which
erupts with regularity. But though "Steel Magnolias" is a comedy, it
has its dramatic side too. In fact, you'll find you've been taken on an
emotional roller coaster ride before the play is over.
The cast is a nice blend of experienced actresses and those with very
little experience on stage. The ensemble performance is so good, it's
difficult to tell who the inexperienced ones are.
Appearing in her first Playhouse production, Faye Austin is outstanding as Truvy. Not only does she create the character and make us
believe she believes "there is no such things as natural beauty," she
can do hair at the same time.
Playhouse Executive Director Liz Bussey makes one of her rare onstage appearances as Annelle, who blossoms from a nervous misfit
mother-to-be to be with a mission in life other than doing hair. Bussey
distills the humor in her character without making her a caricature.
Vickie Jones presents Clairee as a woman who is a lot of laughs but
who lives not only for football but her friends. Her performance was
fun to watch.
And what can one say about Louise Weatherly's performance as the
irrepressible Ouiser, except that she is perfect for the part. And she
showed us that even smart-mouthed Ouiser has a soft side too.
Tonda Thomas as M'Lynn and Carol Bogard as Shelby are a wonderful mother-daughter team. The way they fight with each other and
make up is about as real as it gets. So real in fact that it's hard to
believe the play was written by a man. Bogard gives Shelby just the
right light touch in the early scenes in which her hairdo and how many
shades of pink she can work into the wedding decor seem to be the
only important things in her life. Later she shows Shelby's serious side
equally well. Thomas is thoroughly believable throughout but is outstanding in the highly emotional final scene. I don't recall ever seeing
so many people cry while watching a play.
The way the cast moved seamlessly through the emotional ups and
downs as well as all the hair work is a credit to them and to Louise
Weatherly's work as the play's director. It's not easy directing a play
and being in it too.
A special acknowledgement goes to Lisa Morris who designed the
hair styles and taught the cast how to do them. The feeling that we are
looking in on a real beauty parlor adds greatly to c r uired theatrical
illusion.
If you think you've seen "Steel Magnolias" because you've seen the
movie, you ain't seen nothing yet.
"Steel Magnolias" will be presented again this Friday, Sept. 28, and
Saturday, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m., and Sunday, Sept. 30, at 2 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. Because the performances on Sept. 28 and 29 are
sold out, Playhouse in the Park has scheduled an extra performance on
Thursday, Sept. 27, at 8 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling
759-1752.

When Jerry Abbitt finished his
bachelor's degree at Murray State
University in 1973, the thought that
was probably furthest from his
mind was that he
return to
the Johnson Theatre to design
another show. But after working in
professional and educational venues from the midwest to Los
Angeles and after earning two
more advanced degrees in theatre,
that is just what he is doing —
designing the opening production
of the MSU Theatre season,
Shakespeare's "Tempest."
Abbitt is on a sabbatical leave
from his teaching position at California State University-Northridge.
According to James I. Schempp,
the director of Tempest, Abbitt
Jerry Abbitt
expressed an interest in coming
Abbitt played the lead role in the
back to Murray to "get out of L.A." inaugural production of "The Skin
While he is on leave, Abbitt will of Our Teeth" which opened the
also be working on a book on Johnson Theatre. He was also the
theatrical Technical Direction designer of several productions
which he is cg-authoring with while he was an undergraduate.
another former MSU student, Rick According to Schempp, Abbitt's
Stevens, shop supervisor for the designs for "The Marriage ProposDepartrnent of Theatre at the Uni- al" and "Rosencrantz and Guilversity of Texas.
denstern" are still held up as stanVio u I d

Bel WEEKLY
rfcs ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Sept. 27-18 —
Art workshop/demonstration
all day.

Clara Eagle Gallery, free,

Sept. 28 —
Reception — Clara Eagle Gallery, opening of exhibit of large
scale drawings, 7 p.m., free.
Sept 28-30 —
"Steel Magnolias" — Playhouse in the Park, admission, 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday.
Sept. 28-Oct. 28 —
Exhibit — Clara Eagle Gallery, large scale drawings, free.
Sept. 29-30 —
Storytelling festival — Saturday, 7:30 p.m., city cemetery,
Paris, Term.; Sunday, 1:30 p.m., lawn of First United Methodist
Church, Paris.
Sept. 30 —
"Camelot" — Murray Civic MuSic Association, membership
or MSU I.D., 3 p.m., Lovett Aud., Murray State University
campus.
Throughout September —
Exhibit — Wrather West Kentucky Museum, "Promises to
Keep: Hybrid Musical Instruments of the Early Twentieth Century," free, 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday; 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Saturday.
Oct. 1 —
Camera club — Meeting, free, 7 p.m., meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library.

As children, most of us were
admonished not to draw on the
walls; the consequences for
doing so were dire. It didn't
require many slapped hands or
tours of duty in the nearest corner to teach us that our artwork
was to be done on paper other
than wallpaper.
Artist Gary Gaffney, who
teaches at the Cincinnati Art
Academy, seems not to have
learned the lesson as well as
most. In his upcoming exhibition at the Clara M. Eagle gallery, he will spend two days as a
visiting artist creating an
"installation drawing" directly
on the walls of the gallery's
reception foyer. He works spontaneously and directly, using
charcoal, with no preliminary
studies.
The exhibition, opening Sept.
28 and continuing through Oct.
28, will also include several
large-scale drawings, some of
which are more than eight feet
tall. Gaffney says his drawings
are "strung with ideas from science, philosophy, religion,
mythology, the microcosm and
macrocosm of nature, experi-

Oct. 1-2 —
Auditions — Playhouse in the Park, "Amahl and the Night
Visitors," 4 p.m. for children in grades 1-5; 7 p.m. for singers of
all ages.
Oct. 4, !I, 18, 25 —
Directing workshop — Playhouse in the Park, $25 registration fee, 7-9 p.m.
Oct. 5-6 —
"The Tempest" — Murray State University Theatre, admission, 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre.

dards of design at the university.
For his design of Tempest,
Abbitt is creating an environment
"in which magic can happen." The
settings will first show a ship being
wrecked during a storm, then in
successive scenes it will represent
various locations on the tropical
island where the survivors are

Auditions for the Playhouse in
the Park production of the GianCarlo Menotti opera, "Amahl and
the Night Visitors" will be held at
the Playhouse on Monday, Oct. 1,
and Tuesday, Oct. 2. Auditions on
both days are at 4 and 7 p.m.
Opera company performances of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors" are
Thursday and Friday, Nov. 29-30
and Dec. 6-7 at 7 p.m. Puppetry
performances are Saturday, Dec. 1,
Saturday, Dec. 8, and Sunday, Dec.
9 at 2 p.m.; and Saturday, Dec. 1
and 8 at 7 p.m.
Childen who wish to be involved
in the production as puppeteers are
invited to attend the 4 p.m. auditions with director Liz Bussey.
Singers are asked to attend the 7
p.m. auditions. In addition to the
opera chorus, which provides music for all performances, there are
roles for one child (Amahl), one
-woman (his mother), and three men
(the three kings).
Those auditioning are asked to
be ready to perform a song; a pianist will be available. Individuals
may also sing without accompaniment or with taped music.
The Playhouse encourages singers of all ages, including children

The Playhouse in the Park has
scheduled an extra performance of
'Steel Magnolias' on Thursday.
Sept. 27, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are also available for the
performance on Sunday, Sept. 30,
at 2 p.m. Reservations can be made
by calling the Playhouse box office
at (502) 759-1752. The performances on Friday and Saturday,
Sept. 28 and 29, are sold out.

sE/A/Als All Brand Appliance
Come in and
See Our Expanded
Display Area
Talk to Lisa before you purchase
your next major appliance.

--Most in

Stock--

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE alwt76th & Main

753-0489 iNiell

Hurry! Offer on Retail Sales
Sept. 28 thru Dec. 2, 1990!

Sen CASH
Our REBATE!

Jo&
POTSCRI:BEIER

• 10-v ear full warranty on durable PermaTur* tub and door line'
• 6 cycles including heavy-duty
cycle and I I
options including delay start.
• Powerful 3-level wash action with Mu1ti-OrbitT4 wash arm and
self-cleaning filter system.
• Super upper rack accomodates large and tall items.
• Sound insulation minimizes operating noise.
• Temperature sensor system.

Introducing

753-2617

Playhouse
to hold extra
performance
of Steel Magnolias

Special Occasions call for
Baskin-Robbins

IRA JOE WADKINS

641 South

and teens, to audition.
The Playhouse in the Park production of "Amahl and the Night
Visitors" is presented by the Children's Theater Company in conjunction with the Murray State University Department of Music. It is
sponsored by the Kentucky Arts
Council, Pockets Convenience
Stores and Treas Do-It Center.
For more information on auditions, individuals may call the
Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

DIRECT FROM GE WHEN YOU BUY THIS DISHWASHER

DUN TAYLOR CHEVROLET.GEO INC.
Ira was born and
raised in Calloway
County. e is a 1985 graduate of Calloway
County High School. He is married and has one
son, Ira Kallop. He has been working at Dwain
Taylor for the past 2 months and looks forward to
serving you.

marooned.
The public will have a chance to
view the fruits of Abbitt's designs
when the MSU Theatre opens its
season with Tempest on Oct. 5 at
the Johnson Theatre. Anyone wanting further information about that
production should call the theatre
at 762-4421.

Auditions set for opera

Model GSDI200M

cv

Times

Abbitt to design sets for Tempest'

Art exhibit to open Friday
at MSU, reception follows
ence. Though the image itself is
not decided upon before I begin,
I do intend the spirit of the
piece to be rhythmic, organic,
contemplative, and reverent."
Gaffney will execute the
installation drawings on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 27 and 28.
Murray State University art students and the public are invited
to stop by.
"When people come in and
talk to me and comment on the
work, they can change its direction and evolution," says Gaffney. "For me that means I can't
hide my thought processes or
mistakes."
Gaffney will discuss and
show slides of his work at 7
p.m. Friday, Sept. 28, followed
by a public reception in the
gallery.
The Clara M. Eagle gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
the corner of 15th and Olive
Streets on the MSU campus.
The gallery is open from 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday;
and 1-4 p.m. Sunday. There is
no admission charge.
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See this and other Appliance Rebate models at your GE Dealer'

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric. Jenn Air and RCA
Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street
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TABLE 1
DISTRICT MEAN NCE SCORES ON BASIC SKILLS - CTBS/4
NO APEREENTOF
INRMUMIMITTARINGTESTS

SKILLS ARIA
GRADE
SPELLING

Arstamd

52.7

-

-

58.8

58.3

-

2

60.7

3

READING

MATH

K

58.6

i

"

MITTOT
SATTERY

-

-

rs

Is

115

99%

60.3

-

59.4

95

97%

59.5

54.3 64.5

-

61.9

93

100%

57.6

55.7

57.6 52.2

-

55.6

96

98%

5

64.7

59.5

61.5 63.4

64.8

63.7

84

98%

7

62.2

62.1

54.9 59.0

59.0

62.0

77

97%

10

60.3

61.0

54.2 66.1

63.9

64.0

76

94%

Senate Bill 202 (1984) requires each public school
district in the Commonwealth of Kentucky "to publish
in the newspaper with the largest circulation in the
county by October 1 of each year, an annual performance report on the district's accomplishments and
activities pertaining to product goals including, but not
limited to, retention rates and student performance on
basic and essential skills tests by school and grade level,
the district's goals and other items as may be set forth in
State Board Regulation." State Board Regulation 704
KAR 3:005 establishes the format for the Annual
Performance Report.

DROPOL 1 111...
\11 RRAY INDEPENDENT SC11001, DISTRIC
1990
CATEGORY

TABLE 2
ACT AND SAT SCORES

ir rIn•
Iii .--1
suw;iii
,F. 1 ,--,
_. _

MURRAY
AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST - ACT
NATURAL
SCIENCE

SOCIAL
STUDIES

MATH

ENGLISH

NO & PERCENT OF
GRAOUTES TAKING TESTS

COMPOSITE

N

%

2.5
KENTUCKY

DISTRICT

1990
1989

22.5
20.4

STATE
1989

•

21.1
19.4

N/A
18.1

158

18.3

N/A
22.8

87%
82%

6.8,
25,547

178

20.4

16.2

96

22.0
• 20.4

0

63.3

0.5

1

1.5

2

25

PERCENTAGE

.\\UAW .‘N
Lk( 1)
\11 RR ‘1 INDEPENDEN I SC11001. DISTRIC
1991)

TABLE 5
PERCENTAGE ATTENDANCE - STUDENTS
1988

1989

1990

GROUP

SCHOOLS
Murray
Elementary

MURRAY

22

95.81

Murray
Middle
Murray !High
DISTRICT

94.69

A Tradition of Exce

95.69

96.25

96.0 7

96.06

96.44

96.11

95.61

96.13

95.5 2

95.78

KENTUCKY
STATE

17.8

0

5

10

15

948

94 7

Not Available •

20

AVERAGE SCORE
TABLE 6
GRADUATES GOING TO COLLEGE OR OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING
COLLEGE

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST - SAT

- VERBAL

N

550
482

.

630
572

477

10
17 *

519

1

2

3

4

%

66

81

TABLE 7
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENT OF

1989
%

NO.

NO

'4

68

82.9-%

4,306
.. _

20,363

51 1

1988
496

18,432

21,089 ,

7

9

10

11

°.

3-4 years of age

7

5-21 years of age

119

9.7 147
154 .

3-21 years of age
114

73,427

STATE

1988
8% 5%

N

.5

1

11.1

15

11.6

16

114

75,

73,054

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS PETURNED TO REGULAR (LA'
STATUS AS A PERCENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLN

12

1989

%

NO
8%

%

9989 u corrected - Apsil 19, 1990

SCIRXXS
Murray Elem.

NO.

DISTRICT

107

8

1989

NO
52 2

(Atkin ATES 1ClATADING COLLEGE
R
INDEPLNDEN I SU11001. DIS1121('1.
1990

GRADE
5
6

TOTAL ENROL

82.9

68

10.0
20.7

TABLE 3
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RETAINED IN EACH GRADE

K

1988

NO

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
DISTRIC'

%

STATE

DISTRICT
1990
1989
STATE
1989

1987

NO & PERCENT OF
GRADUATES TAKING TESTS

MATH

ANNUAL
PERFORMAN
REPORT

NO

%

11

7.14

N

It 2%

Murray Middle

DISTRICT

1% .8% 0% 0%

Murray High

2

1.68

1% 3% 1% 2%
TABLE
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMEN CLASSIFIED AS ECONOMP
MURRAY

KENTUCKY
1988

8%

DISTRICT

8%

5%

1%

2%

1% .8% 0% 0% II 3%

MURRAY • 113% TO COLLEGE
KENTUCKY - 52% TO COLLEGE

1% 2%

NO
DISTRICT
STATE

TABLE 4
DROPOUT RATE
STUDENTS QUITTING SCHOOL AS A PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT BY GRADES
GRADE

1988

No

1989

v.

NO

NO.

1987
%

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

-

-

-

-

-

0

1

10

o

11

3

1.01

o
3.12

2

2.32

0

3

2.94

1

3

2.63

3

1988
%

NO

7

9

1

.94

1

1.11

0

DISTRICT

5

1.26

9

2.5

4

STATE

9,348

3 33

8,595

3 IS

'4

NO.

16.0
39 3

238
14,868

NE

%

25

18.0
38 7

f

4

STATE

3.217

5.0
87

2.4

2
3,511

88

3

3.6
90

3,658

Number and Percent of
Secondary Students
Enrolled in Vocational
Education

1989
1.

NO

358

14.05

373

29

/4. Of

35

%

92.0'

• Exploratory Programs
MILITARY
NO

0

Not Ava, lable'

NO

'Occupational Prepara•
tory Programs

3.15

1.72

TABLE 9
DISTRICT SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDO kTION ENROLLMENT
1988

DISTRICT

1.16

*Aggregate state data are not available until January following the school
year being reported.

non.

1989
%

NO

1917
12

252,579

NO

OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING

1990
%

211

1989
%

DISTRICT

1

STATE

2,105

19118
%
1.0
57

NO

1989
%

1

1.2

2,013

5 1

NO
1
2,131

%

Number and Percent of
Secondary Students
Completing Vocational
Occupational Preparatory
Programs

1.2
53

*Aggregate state data are not available until January following the school
year being reported.

NOTE. Percent Based On
Eligible Corripleters

74.5

CITY SCHOOLS
The Murray Board of Education thanks the
staff, students, and parents of the Murray
Independent School District for another
outstanding year as exhibited by the annual
performance report. Congratulations on
your achievements! We are proud of you!

TABLE 15
COUitSES EXCEEDING STATE PROGRAM OF STUDIES

List courses which are experimental or exemplary or which the district wants to
highlight.
Murray Eigh Sgaglia: French 1.11, III,IV; Spanish!, U. M.IV, V; Latin I. Home
Ec. I. Special Interest Home Ec.; Shop I, II. Architectural Drawing, Mechanical
Drawing, Advanced Woods, Advanced Metals; Introduction to Business;
Advanced PE;PE 9;Typing 1, Word Processing, Office Procedures; Accounting
I. II; Introduction to Computers; Speech; Algebra I. Regular and Honors;
Algebra II, Regular and Honors; Geometry, Regular and Honors; Math 12,
Regular and Honors;Calculus; Physics; Advanced Biology; Chemistry;Chorus;
Band; Art I, II, Ill; Journalish* European History; Driver Education; Orientation
to the World of Work; Adult Learning
Murray Aug YsigiLkagj Schools: Special Foods 1, 11; Auto Technology;
Industrial Processes; Carpentry; Retailing I. El; Tech Prep

II
SIA11. D \

1'1 I:I III
N1v\va. mi \! D \I

TABLE 10
A1TF2TDANCE • PROFESSIONAL STAFF
\

ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

TEACHERS

TABLE 16
DISTRICT PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES IN ADA
1990
DISTRICT

FACTOR
Pa-cont Attendance

98%

Averrage Days of Sick Leave

4.4

Avmage Days of Personal Leave

.83

.53

Cost per Pupil for Instructicst

$2486

Cost per Pupil for Administration

$ 110

S

Cost per Pupil for Current Expenses

$3104

S 2,722

$

S

TABLE 11
DISTRICT PUPIL/ TEACHER RATIO AND TEACHER /ADMINISTRATOR RATIO
NO CLASSES OVER
MAXIMUM SIZE

PERCENT STUDENTS IN
CLASSES OVER MAXIMUM

16.39:1

0

0

Murray Middle

16.36:1

0

0

Murray High

14.25:1

0

0

,NNUAL
'ORMANCE
HORT

Tax Receipts

TEACHER I
ADfv1INISTRATOR RATIO
District

Revenue from State Sources

12.92:1

Revenue from Federal Sources

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

PERCENT OF TEACHERS
BY RANK

NO

.5

10

.7

9.7 147

11.1

153

11.5

154

11.6

163

12.3

114

73,054

65 '

755,223

16

10 3

470,913

10

GENERAL FUND BALANCE

TABLE 18
REVENUE AND ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE PER CHILD
SALARY RANGE PAID

$24,710

39%

1990
DISTRICT

FACTOR
MINIMUM PAID

MAXIMUM PAID

$36,319

Local Revenue Per Child in Average

Rank II

48%

$19,795

$30,215

Rank III

13%

$1 7,8 26

$32,082

$

Assessed Property Value Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance

790

1201
S ¶45,398

$ 170,469
_._

..--.

l'‘IZI I\
I \I( I !RI ‘.(

¶15

75,170

1989
STATE

S

Daily Attendance

7

¶14

54

72,953

TABLE 12
TEACHER/ ADMINSTRATOR SALARY DATA

1990

NO.

2,608,351

1,235,099

(June 30, 1990, as a Percent of
Total General Fund Money)

Rank i

1989

24 6

135,-309

15.66:1

12.92:1

MENT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT

88

30

1,443,361

Income from Investments
1% Average Return)

TEACHERS

TS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

1989 STATE
AVERAGE PERCENT

DOLLARS

Other
District

195

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

INCOME

Revenue from Local Sources

Murray Elem.

65

82

TABLE 17
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUE - 1989

PUPUJIEACI-IER RATIO
Schools

on of Excellence

S 2,1

.35

Cost per Pupil for Transportation

RATIO

1989
STATE

99.66%

ADMINISTRATORS

STUDENTS RETURNED TO REGULAR CLASSROOM
iCENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT

138

1989

PERCENT OF ADMINISTRATORS
BY RANK

1990

NO

MAXIMUM PAID

NO.
Rank I

1.68

SALARY RANGE PAID
MINIMUM PAID

11

5.5

9

7.14

$41,323

100

Rank II

0

Rank III

0

$55,350

Involve the total community in the students
educational experience

'NROLLMEN't CLASSIFIED AS ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED
1990

1989
NO.

•/.

238

16.0

19 3

%

116,868

18.0

Develop programs to meet individual needs

NO.

%

254

19

TABLE 13
CLASSES TAUGHT BY TEACHER OUT OF FIELD OF SPECALTY

Not Available •

NUMBER TEACHING OUT
OF FIELD OF SPECIALTY

38 7

The Murray Independent School District has recently
implemented a long range planning program. Instructional goals have been established as follows:

NUMBER OF CLASSES
OUT OF FIELD

Increase community awareness ofthe strengths of
the school system

Schools

IONAL EDU iTION ENROLLMENT
1988
NO

358

1990

1989
NO

NO

4.0!

373

92.0 '

347

Murray Elementary

0

0

Murray Middle

0

0

Murray High

0

0

A mission statement has also been written as follows:
The mission of the Murray Independent School
District is to prepare students to become responsible, productive citizens able to make decisions,
and establish goals about their life choices by
providing a unique teaching and learning environment that meets the needs of individual
students.

91
District

29

4.0E

35

74.5

37

77.1
TABLE 14
COST OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
1988

1989

$337.86

$375.51

1990

Average Cost Per Professional

Staff Member for Instrvice
Activities
-

$321.00

Action teams will be formed during the 1990-91
school year to write objectives and activities for each
objective. These objectives will be implemented during
the 1991-92 school year.
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Rent 4 Movies or
4 Nintendos &
1 FREE!
Get
(wfth this coupon)

SAVE BIG ON
STANLEY STEEMER CARPET
CLEANING SPECIALS
Our truck-powered, deep-cleaning system removes down-tothe-roots dirt your vacuum can't
reach!

753-7670

McCLARD'S

Over 5,000 Movie Rentals
Over 350 Nintendo Rentals
Central
Shopping
Cents(
24-Hour
Drop-off Box
Available

Mon.-Thurs.
10-9
Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Sun. 14

Day:
753-9132

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

(With this Coupon)

6 Areas '99"
L-shaped areas or areas
over 250 sq. ft considered
as 2 rooms.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

L-shaped areas Of AMU
over 250 sq. ft conside red
as 2 areas.

409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

d

CALLOWAY COUNTY (3-2) at Mayfield
Friday, September 28, 7:30 p.m.

Specializing In Quarterly
Pest Control On Homes Which Consists of Four Sprayings

00

Per Year at

1703

$2
V per quarter

Hwy. 121 North, Murray

753-6433.

Save Gas...
Save Money
Regular Tune-ups and Oil
Changes Equals Good Gas
Mileage for Fuel Economy.

753-6001

Mon.-rd. 1-5

J e 5.
CHEVRON
•Self Service •Full Service
•Major Brand Oils
"Quality Service at Competitive Prices"

Owner: Monk Stallions
So. 12th St.
753-1615

The Calloway County defense celebrates one of its six fumble recoveries against Union County Friday night.
Laker defenders on the play
included Mark Lovell (41), Jeremy Grogan (32), Sean Kelly (71) Ryan Dawson (54), and Sean Vaughn
(72).

Week•
Last
• The Calloway County Lakers defeated Union County 21-0 for their second straight Class 3A
victory. Rob Dennis ran for a
touchdown, and tossed to Jamar

McNary for one score while Cecil Bradley had an 88-yard TD run i'or the Lakers. Mayfield posted
a dramatic come from
behind win over arch rival Paducah Tilghman, when Danny Kirby scored with 12 seconds
to go to give Mayfield a 20-17 victory.

PROJECTED STARTING LINEUPS
When the Lakers have the ball...
LAKERS
QB: 10 Rob Dennis, senior.
FB: 19 Cecil Bradley, junior.
SB: 37 Ray Fennel, senior.
WR: 07 Jamar McNary, senior.
TE: 88 Tony Patrick, senior.
WR: 02 Hughron Payne, senior.
T: 54 Ryan Dawson, senior.
G: 66 Billy McMillen, senior.
C: 63 Billy McCLtren, junior.
G: 60 Mickey Hill, junior.
T: 71 Sean Kelly, junior.

1.09 '1.19

When the Cardinals have the ball...

CARDINALS

CARDINALS

DE: 88 Joe Tad Knight, senior.
DT: 55 Shannon Powers, senior.
NO: 57 Tremayne Dale, senior.
DT: 67 Greg Tharpe, senior.
DE: 18 Stevan Hite, senior.
LB: 42 Chris Yarber, senior.
LB: 43 Scott Robbins, junior.
S: 14 Jon David Whiteside, Sr.
S: 5 Jay Chapman, junior.
CB: 30 Greg Earles, senior.
CB: 4 Danny Kirby, senior.

QB: 8 Ben Brown, sophomore.
FB: 14 Jon David Whiteside, Sr.
HB: 4 Danny Kirby, senior.
HB: 33 William Murrell, soph.
TE: 18 Stevan Hite, senior.
SE: 12 0.Jay Lancasi er, junior.
LT: 55 Shannon Powers, senior.
LG: 50 Chad Madding, senior.
C: 74 Steve Bruce, sophomore.
RG: 57 Tremayne Dale, senior.
RI: 63 Stephen Buckingham, Sr.

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

LAKERS
DE: 88 Tony Patrick, senior.
DE: 41 Mark Lovell, senior.
NO: 51 Chris Bynum, senior.
DT: 71 Sean Kelly, junior.
DT: 72 Sean Vaughn, junior.
LB: 54 Ryan Dawson, senior.
LB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, sophomore.
CB: 19 Cecil Bradley, junior.
FS: 2 Hughron Payne, senior.
SS: 24 Mike Winters, senior.
CB: 37 Ray Fennel, senior.

"Quality That Will Please"
Lite Insurance

Thornton Tile
and Marble Inc

hat. Columbus Security
Life, one of the State Aut
Insurance Companies, has modern,
acttractively-priced plan to tit your individual or
family needs.

PURDOM
THURMAN &
McNUTT

611 So. 9th St.

S5719

Hwy. 641 North 753-1673
Lynn Ray-Mgr.

Southside Cit. Sq.
Dan McNutt, AAI

STATE
i
Good Luck
Lakers

itotogfaph,

Hwy. 641 South

OOD LUCK
LAKES!

Harry Allison — Lance Allison

607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

Pr(

Jerry McCoy, Owner

2 Areas 96'

ezpires See. 2SL. 1990
.
.6 exeres Sz..29,

Si

from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!

—Large Selection of New & Used Tires—

HOLLAND
Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12
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SPORTS
Prep Previews
by DANIEL T. PARKER
Which is stronger: Calloway County's defense
or Mayfield's offense?
Which is weaker: Murray's offense or Lone
Oak's defense?
These are the questions which will be settled
Friday night when the Lakers travel to Mayfield
to take on the state's top-ranked 2A team (and
possibly the best in any classification) while the
Tigers also go on the road to Lone Oak to
meet the Purple Flash.
• • •
"It's really going to be a challenge for our defense," Calloway assistant coach and defensive coordinator Billy Mitchell
said
of the Lakers' date with the Cardinals. "They've got an explosive offense."
The' explosive device has three lit fuses — speedsters Danny
Kirby and William Murrell at running back and quarterback Ben
Brown, giving the Cardinals a three-pronged attack. Add to this
Mayfield's traditional line play and defensive strength, and the
result is a squad that very well may be the best team in the
state.
Mayfield lost their first game of the season, to defending 4A
champion Warren Central, and haven't been beaten since —
including last Friday night's incredible come-from-behind win
over Paducah Tilghman in the final seconds of play, when the
Cardinals gave up the ball with a minute-and-a-half left to
play,
held Tilghman, took advantage of a bad snap on the punt
attempt and then punched the ball into the end zone with only
seconds left.
"They've got momentum going into the game from that,"
Mitchell said. "They want to keep things going.
"They feel like they've got the best football team they've had
in a long time," Mitchell added. "And that's coming from their
head coach. In order for Jack Morris to say that, they've got
to
be pretty good."
Mayfield has felt — and proven — they have a "pretty
good" team for decades. At Calloway, meanwhile, the confidence
has just begun brewing this season.
"We know they're good," Mitchell said. "We'll find out how
good we are Friday night."
After losses to Marshall County and Bell County in the season's first two weeks, the Lakers have rebounded with wins
over Obion Central, Tenn. and 3A foes Lone Oak and Union
County.
"We feel that, both offensively and defensively, it has
improved," Mitchell said. "To what degree, we'll find out on
Friday night.
"The kids are confident," he added. "They feel like they're
going to go out and do the best they can against the No. 1
football team in the state, and see what happens."
What must happen for the Lakers to pull off what would be
one of the biggest upsets of the year is c-o-n-t-r-o-1, on both
sides of the ball.
"Offensively, we have to control the football and keep it out
of their hands as much as possible," Mitchell said. "Because, if
they have enough chances, they'll break something."
The Laker defense, meanwhile, must control Mayfield's speed
and keep the Cardinals in "the cage," the area between the
tackles. "If we can keep them in the cage, we'll have some
success," Mitchell said. "Once they get outside, they can really
turn it loose."
•

•

•

Like Mayfield, Murray High has also displayed an explosive
offense — the only problem being that the bomb has been
blowing up in the Tigers' faces.
"The offense has been our biggest fault," MHS head coach
Rick Fisher said, noting that the Tigers have put only 41 points
on the scoreboard in four games. "We've been putting the ball
on the ground, turning it over, getting penalties, just making
crucial mistakes. It's really been a frustrating year,
offensive-wise."
The frustration has carried over to the entire squad. Fisher
said many of the Tiger players have little experience "and don't
know how to win," while the ones who do remember the winning feeling are getting frustrated over the slow start.
"We haven't been doing too well," Fisher admits. "We've
been trying to get the kids pumped up again."
A win against the Flash would prime the pump, he said.
"The main thing we want to do is make improvement every
week," Fisher said. "Some of the kids are getting frustrated, so
it's very important to come out and have a good showing.
"We need a win. Many of our kids don't know how to win,
and they need to start figuring out ways to win."
If Murray's weakness is on offense, the Flash point of
frustration for Lone Oak has been its defense.
"They've been putting a lot of points on the board, but other
teams have been scoring a lot of points against them," Fisher
said. "Defense is their weakness — but then, their defense is
going against our weak point, too."
Fisher said the Tigers want to keep Lone Oak's defense on
the field — because that will keep Flash quarterback Greg Shelton off the field.
"We have to sustain some drives on our own and not let
them have too many chances," Fisher said. "If we can hold
Shelton down, we can beat them —4he's been putting a lot of
hurt on people."
The Tigers this year have been physically as well as emotionally ailing, but Fisher said the medical report was beginning to
get smaller. Senior lineman Ban Crum will be back this week,
"and that should help us," Fisher noted, but running back
Mitchell Fike has been out of school all week with a
respiratory infection and is not expected to go Friday night
Meanwhile, senior quarterback Jon Burkeen has not practiced
all week long due to a bruised knee, but Fisher expects Burkeen to take the snaps on Friday. "If there's any way possible,
I expect he'll want to play," Fisher said.
"Wanting to play" is a point of individual focus for the
Tigers now, Fisher noted, as the players have had their motivation questioned.
"We've got to find kids who'll take charge out there," Fisher
said. "We need a running back who will carry the mail for us
20 or so times a game. If we can do that, we'll have some
success — that's the only thing that has been holding us back."
Fisher said the MHS coaches told the starters during the week
that "we can't wait on them — if they can't get the job done,
we'll have to look elsewhere.
"It's made some of the kids work harder," Fisher said. "Their
competitive nature has made them work harder."
Fisher added that the Tigers' 1-3 record is only one win
away from where the program stood last year at this. time and
that, at 1-1 in IA district play, the Tigers are still In the hunt
for playoff positions.
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Davis doesn't mind move to the (tail) back
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Tim.* Asst. Sport• Editor

Football fate may haye been hard
on Michael Davis, but he doesn't
seem to mind.
Four years ago, Davis, then a
freshman, appeared to be Murray
State's next great running back,
ready to run for 1,000 yards a year
as a tailback.
He had everything a coach
would want out of a tailback: good
speed, especially in the open field,
and an ability to make defenders
miss him.
After being held out of the first
game of the year in his freshman
season, Davis became a part of the
Racer attack, and piled up 319
yards to lead the Racers in rushing
despite the presence of veterans
backs Bill Bird, Willie Cannon and
Rodney Payne.
He was a pre-season All-OVC
choice in 1988, but the Racer
offense was redesigned to take
advantage of the skills of Michael
Proctor, and Davis was moved to
fullback.
So the running Racers became
the throwing Racers, and Davis
didn't have his number called often
enough to put many 100-yard performances together. He has led the
team in rushing in the last three
years, but doing what was best for
the team (moving to fullback) may
have cost Davis some individual
honors.
"I think about it sometimes," the
senior from Elkmont, Ala. admitted. "But my goal was to always
play college football, and I've had
that opportunity. It's been great
playing here at Murray State and
with the guys I've played with."
Even though he's been a bluecollar back instead of being a
standout star. "The objective is to
move the football," Davis said.
"We had a great quarterback, and
that was how we moved the foot-

Michael Davis moves through the line during Saturday's 14-10
win
over Eastern Illinois. Davis rushed for 124 yards against the Panthers, his third career 100-yard game.
ball. And we did it pretty well." the opportunity to show your
Racer coach Mike Mahoney talent.
admits that Davis has been overDavis showed his talent Saturday
looked during his career because of in his 22 carries. He rushed for 124
the success of the Racer passing yards, including a game-winning
attack.
41-yard run with just over two
"There's no doubt about it in his minutes left to give Murray a 14-10
case," Mahoney said. "The poten- win over Eastern Illinois. It was his
tial has always been -there for him third 100-yard game as a Racer
to be a big game-breaking back
He also played tailback for The
running the football. But a back first -time since his freshman year,
needs to get the football a lot to get and there is no doubt that he
into a rhythm, and when you are enjoyed it.
running the ball six or seven times
"I'd rather be a tailback," Davis
a game you don't get that chance. said with a grin. "I've adjusted to
When you get it 22 times, you have being a fullback, and I feel corn-

fortable at both places. I prefer tailback because you can see the hole
much better, and you have a chance
to break one big more often."
Mahoney said Davis will play
both positions Saturday when the
Racers host Tennessee Tech at 7:30
p.m:
"When you play him at tailback,
it takes away any speed you have
at fullback," Mahoney said. "We
liked what we saw at tailback, but
we need him at fullback."
Mahoney tried desperately to
redshirt Davis when he was a
freshman, but injuries forced him
to use Davis. Although Davis will
miss what could have been a standout fifth year, he's going to trade
success in the world of football for
success in the world of business.
Davis, who says his hometown
of Elkmont has "grown" to about
1,000 people, worked this summer
as an intern for ABC Publishing in
New York City.
"It was a change of pace," Davis said. "It was about as different as a
change that you could imagine."
Davis, who will graduate in May
with a degree in finance, worked
with computers at ABC Publishing,
whose chairman is Bob Burton, a
former Murray State standout. The
company has offered Davis a fulltime position after he graduates.
"It's there if I want to take it,"
Davis said. "I'm still going to send
my resume out and look around but
it's nice to know you have something already."
Davis told a reporter during his
freshman year that when he left
Murray State he wanted to go back
to Elkmont, because he enjoyed
life in a smalltown. Now, he
dreams about something else.
"Yes, I remember saying that,"
Davis said. "I still want,to go back
to Elkmont eventually. I guess
when I retire. But I want to have
some success in the business world
first."

Tigers fall to defending region champ Graves
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Murray High's golf Tigers met
defending regional champion
Graves County Wednesday afternoon and took a seven-stroke loss,
152-159, in boys' three-way action
with Calloway County.
In girls' play, Murray won the
ti-match by 33 strokes.
Graves County's Brian Henson
won medalist honors with a 36 and

all four Eagle scorers finished
under 40 to lead the defending regional champions.
For Murray, Adam Grogan was
one stroke off the medalist pace
with a 37 while Todd Thomas
added a 39. Allen Rayburn fired a
40 and David Greene shot 43 for
the Tiger total. Ryan Haverstock
added a 44 and Chas Villanova a
46 in non-scoring competition.
For Calloway, Chad Jenkins led
the Lakers with a 43, followed by

Soccer tourney set for Saturday
Three states will be represented Saturday when Murray High School
hosts its second annual Murray High/Pepsi Invitational Soccer Tournament at Ty Holland Stadium.
Cape Central High School out of Cape Girardeau, Mo. will meet the
host MI-IS Tigers in the kickoff game Saturday morning at 10 a.m.
Defending tournament champion Reitz High of Evansville, Ind. returns
to the tournament as well, facing Lafayette High School of Lexington.
MRS soccer coach James Weatherly said that the tournament provides
soccer fans "an opportunity to see exciting, top-quality high school soccer," as each of the four schools represented have a history of tough competition in the sport.
Cape Central plays a rugged schedule which includes teams from the
soccer-rich St. Louis area, while Evansville Reitz plays in the tough
Evansville league which produced Indiana's state championship team for,
two of the past three years.
Lafayette traditionally has been one of Kentucky's powerhouse soccer
teams and has state championship experience of their own as a former
Kentucky titlist.
Game times are 10 a.m. for the Murray-Cape Central matchup and noon
for the Reitz-Lafayette game. First-round losers will meet in a consolation
match at 5 p.m. while the tournament championship will begin at 7 p.m.
Admission will be $2 for adults and $1 for students and children.

CHURCHILL DOWNS'®
oURCHILL DOWNS
October 28 through November 24
Races Start:
12:00 noon Tuesday through Sunday
10-.15 a.m. Thanksgiving Day

XEFNLAND
October 6 through October 27
Races Start:
1200 noon Tuesday through Saturday
10:00 a.m. Breeders Cup Day 10-27-90 (Sat.)

TURFWAY PALM: November 25 through December 31
Races Start 603 p.m. Tuesday through Friday
12:30 Saturday and Sunday; 12:30 December 22-23-26-27-28

WATCH & WAGER FROM

Bluegrass Downs]
of Paducah

WE'RE OFF AND RUNNING
Exit 4 Off 1-24
Mileage from major -Louisville 213 mi.
cities to Paducah •Sr. Louis 169 mi.

.Nashville 140 mi.
•Mesnpliis 192 mi.

FREE PARKING & ADMISSION

Jeremiah Rayburn's 44. Ed Retunus
carded a 48 and Eric Gallimore a
49 for the team total of 184. Chris
Jones added a 53 and Ryan Key a
54 for the Lakers.
• • •
In girls' action, Murray's Jennifer Howe and Joy Roach and Misty
Drake of Graves County finished in
a three-way tie for medalist honors
at 43.
The Lady Tiger score was rounded out by Connie Steely at 45 and
Kristen Hornbach's 50.
For Calloway, Kelly Gupton
fired a 50 and Ami Barnett added a

52 to lead the Lady Lakers. Courtney McCoy's 64 and Pam Bucy's
65 rounded out the team score of
231, while Amy Nesbitt finished at
65 also.
• • •
Regional tournament dates for
boys' and girls' golf have been
finalized. The boys' 1990 regional
tournament will be held on Monday, Oct. 8 at Mayfield Country
Club.
Murray Country Club will host
the girls' regional tournament the
following day, Tuesday, Oct. 9.

SEC gives Miami extension
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Southeastern Conference officials have
given Miami an extended deadline
to make a decision about joining
the league, and officials at West
Virginia are beginning- to push for
membership, The Times-Picayune
reported.
The SEC last week asked Miami
to meet a Monday deadline, but
Miami Athletic Director Sam Jankovich requested more time.
"He needed more time," said
the Picayune's source in the SEC.
"(Miami) is on a timetable. I think
he can get a week's extension, but
1 don't believe any more than that.
I think the SEC wants to know
pretty quick if Miami wants to be a
part of this or not."
The newspaper report was published Wednesday.
The initial request for a decision
was made last week when SEC
Commissioner Roy Kramer visited
Jankovich and other Miami officials. The deadline apparently has
been extended by one week, the
source said.
With Miami's status on -hold,
West Virginia Athletic Director Ed
Pastilong has sent each SEC school
information and is in the process of
scheduling visits with league
members.
"He's sent all 10 schools a notebook,data, information about West
Virginia," a source said. "He
wants us to know what they're all
about."

Tulane and Virginia Tech also
have been mentioned as possible
candidates if Miami joins the
league.
Miami's decision is being
delayed, in part, because Jankovich
reportedly is trying to make a decision on whether his school will
join the Big East Conference and
then form a television alliance for
football with the Atlantic Coast ,
Conference.
On Tuesday night, the Big East
voted to expand and will ask
Miami to join,
Jankovich will spend this morning briefing nine high-ranking university officials, including president Edward T. Foote II, about the
Big East's proposal to lure Miami.
Jankovich said on Tuesday night
that he will not recommend Miami
join the Big East at this morning's
meeting, but university sources say --he strongly endorses an alignment
with the Big East.
There has been opposition to
Miami by some SEC presidents
because of travel costs and the
image that has followed the program since the football team arrived
at the 1987 Fiesta Bowl wearing
battle fatigues.
Arkansas joined the SEC in
August, and Florida. State rejected
the league two weeks ago to join
the ACC. Miami and South Carolina, which joined the league on
Tuesday, became the SEC's prime
candidates.

OPEN TEL 8
Mori. — Fri
.

9:30 til 5. Saturday
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Fleer
Upper
Deck

LIZ'

TOIonto
Dolton
Detroit
Cleveland
Baltimore
Mlwaukes
New York

Donruss
753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.
Score

Owner:
Tommy
Goodwin

MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS

Topps

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pet
34 72 538

........

...........................

A0mand
Chicago
Texas
Callama
Suns
Kansas City
Mnnesota
x-cinched division on
2-denotes hrst game was a win

74 32
71 83
71 84
64 42
VOW Division
W L
99 56
90 65
81 74
77 78
75 81
72 83
71 35

474
461
458
410

GB 1.10 Streak
—
1-6-4 Lod 2
%
3-7 Won 1
IVA
6-4 Lost 1
10
7-3 Lost 1
12
6-4 Lost 2
12.4 z 3 7 Won 2
44 Won?
20

Hems
41-37
47-28
37-40
111-37
38-39
36-18
36 42

Away
40-35
36-44
38-40
36-45
33-44
35-46
28-50

Pct
639
581
523
497
481
465
455

GB 1.10 Streak
—
144 Won?
z-7-3 Won 1
9
18
44 Won
7-3-7 Lost
22
24% z-4-6 INon I
7-5-5 Lost 2
27
2e/i
5-5 Lost 1

Home
50-28
46-30
46-32
41 36
38-43
45-36
39-39

Away
43-28
44-35
35-42
36-42
37-38
27-47
32-46

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
30 65 681
87 68 561
81 74 523
73 82 471
73 32 471
70 115 452
West Division
W L Pet
88 67 568
8.1 72 538
al 75 519
71 85 455
71 85 455
63 92 406

Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia
St Louis
Cinonnati
Los Angeles
San F :ancosoo
I-Axiston
San Diego
Atlanta
z-clenoies first game was a van

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
New York 4 Balhmore 2
Boston 7. Cleveland 2
Suns 8, Detroit 4
Chicago 3. lAnnesota 1
Oakland 3, Kansas City 2
Moviaukee 6. Toronto 0
Texas 6, California 2
Thursday's Gunn
Baltimore (D.Johnson 12-8) at Cleveland (Ferree
44), 6:35 p m.
Boston (Bonon 9-5) at Detroit (Searcy 2-6). 6 35 p m
kOraukee (Kii Brown 0-1) at Chicago (King 11-4),
705 pm
Oakland (Sanderson 17-10) at Texas (Charrpanno
pm
0-2).
Kansas City (Wagner 0-1) at Callorou (J Abbott
10-14), 935 pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto at Boston, 635 p m
Baltimore at Clevetaixt 635 pm
Mnnesota at Detroit. 635 p.m
Seattle at Chicago, 705 p.m.
Nevi York at Idlivaukee. 735 pm
Oakland at Texas. 735 p m

735

GB
—
3
9
17
17
20

L10 Streak
6-4 Won
4-6 Won
z-4-6 Lost
44 Lost
2-7-3 Lost
4-6 Won

3
2
6
2
2
2

Homo
47-30
51-27
43-31
39-42
39-38
34-44

Morey
43-35
35-42
38-43
34-40
34-41
36-41

1.10 Streak
0-6-4 Won 1
z-7-3 Lost 1
6-4 Won 4
7./.
4-6 Won 1
17,4 z-2-8 Lost 8
4-6 Losti
25

Horne
43-31
45-33
45-30
46-32
37-44
37-44

Away
45-36
39-39
36-45
25-53
34-0
26-48

GB
—

Kansas City at Calitornia 935 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 7. San Diego 6
Cinonnan 5, Atlanta 2
New York 4, Montreal 0
St Lan 8. PhladepNa 1
Pittsburgh 4. Chicago 3
14ouston 10. Los Angeles 1
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (Leibrandt 9-10) at Cincinnati (Browning
14-9), 635 pm
New York periwig 6-9) at Montreal (Gross 8-11). 615
pm.
Si Louis (DeLeon 7-18) at PNIadeOhia (Greene 2-2),
635 pm
Chicago (Bieleciu 7-10) at Pittsburgh (Tornlon 3-4).
635 pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego at Cinonnati. 6.35 p.m.
Philadelphia at Montreal. 6.35 p m.
Chicago at New York. 6.35 pat
Atlanta at Houston. 7:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh at St Louis, 7'35 p
_os Angeles at San Francisco. 9135 p.m.

901 Coldwater Road

STEVE'S
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753-0473

DISCOUNT BEER

This Week's Specials

Best
Milwaukee's Best Light
Busch
Busch Light.
Milwaukee's

,S21
Q
case cans 0
case cans S82/

Sir

51160
•

19011 217-393i • 4,10 mi. S. of red light on right in Puryear, IN.

Red Sox close on Jays
By The Associated Press

Football

Somehow it seems there are more spoilers than contenders in the
American League East.
In recent weeks, the Chicago White Sox, Cleveland Indians and New
York Yankees all took turns slowing down the Toronto Blue Jays and
Boston Red Sox. Now you can add the Milwaukee Brewers.
"I guess we've made the American League East more exciting for the
Toronto Blue Jays and the Boston Red Sox," Brewers manager-Tom Trebelhorn said Wednesday night.
What the Brewers actually did was beat Toronto for the second straight
night, this time 6-0 behind Ron Robinson's seven-hitter. Meanwhile, the
Red Sox snapped a three-game losing streak by defeating Cleveland 7-2
and climbed within a half-game of the Blue Jays.
Toronto is off tonight while Boston plays in Detroit. Then they begin a
three-game series in Boston on Friday night.
"I think it's good to have an off-day to regroup," Toronto manager
Cito Gaston said. "It could have been better. But four or six weeks ago
we were 6%2 back, so if we go in there even with them ... it just depends
on what happens (Thursday). Now it's in our hands, so what can you ask
for?"
AROUND THE HORN
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Jose Rijo couldn't have picked a better lime

to get hot Or the Cincinnati Reds
and
Franklin Stubbs couldn't have picked a worse
time for the Los Angeles Dodgers
The combination of Rijo's pitching for Cincinnati and Stubbs hitting for Houston has put the
Reds into a great position for winning the
National League West
Rijo, one of the major league's hottest pitchers, hurled an eight-hater to lead the Reds to a
5-2 win over the Atlanta Braves Wednesday
night Stubbs, meanwhile, had a career-high six
RBI to pace the Astros over Los Angeles 10-1
The combination of those results reduced the
Reds' magic number for clinching the NL West
to three with six garnes to go
"We really never had a chance after the first
inning," Dodger catcher Mike Suoscia said. It
just became a bad beating. Obviously, the loss
hurts, but our backs have been against the wail
a long
this season, and we responded well
in pressure situations all season long. We're
not eliminated yet. Anything's still possible."
Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh Pirates strengthened their position to win the NL East with a
4-3 victory over Chicago. That reduced their
magic number to five as they held onto their
three-game lead over the New York Mets, 4-0
winners over Montreal
Rijo (14-7) had flatly declared last Sunday
that the race was over, only to watch Los
Angeles close within 3,1 games for the third
lime this month with a win Tuesday night
I saw LA win last night and I sad,'Oh, there
we go again.'" Rijo said That put a little more
pressure on me.
"I did think about that. I said I'd better do
something today because I don't want Yogi
(Berra) to be nght. I want to be the one who's
nght."
He was refernng to Berra's famous line that
it's never over until it's over."

time

.Stubbs, an ex-Dodger, knocked in the Astros'
hrst six runs — with a three-run double in the
first and three-run homer in the filth, his 22nd.
Stubbs, who had previously knocked in five
runs on Apnl 21, 1987, has nine for his last. 21
at-bats and now has a career-best 68 RBI.
Stubbs and Craig &god combined for four of
Houston's seven hits against seven Dodger
pitchers. The Dodgers also walked eight, with
six of them sconng
•Zane Smith improved to 6-1 with Pittsburgh by
throwing a seven-hitter and Andy Van Slyke hit
a two-run triple as the Pirates beat Chicago 4-3
Van Slyke, overlooked most of the season as
Barry Bonds and Bobby Bonilla have enjoyed
career years, went 2-for-3 and has lour RBIs in
his last two games as the Pirates neared their
first NL East title in 11 years.
•David Cone gave up Iwo hits over eight
innings and bed the major league strikeout lead
to keep the Mets hopeful with a 4-0 shutout
over Montreal. Cone (13-10) struck out seven
to reach 221 for the season. That is one more
than the Dodgers' Ramon Martinez and left him
tied with Texas' Nolan Ryan for the major
league strikeout

2040%
OFF
Over 100 Selected Styles
of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

Actions& Reactions

Arian Williams regained the NL RBI lead by
driving in five runs with two homers as the
Giants beat the Padres 7-6. The five RBIs gave
Williams 119 for the season, breaking a tie with
Pittsburgh's Bobby Bonilla. Bonilla knocked in
his 116th run for Pittsburgh Wednesday night.
Williams &so established a franchise record for
RBIs by a third baseman. The previous mark
was had by Mel Ott with 116 in 1938, when the
team played in New York.
.Bryn Smith allowed only one run in seven
innings and Todd Zeta homered and drove in
two runs as St. Louis defeated Philadelphia 8-1.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Luis Rivera's two-run single capped Boston's
five-run first inning that included five hits. two
errors, a balk and a wild pitch and led the Red
Sox to a 7-2 win over Cleveland.
The Red Sox' 13-hit attack was their biggest
production since Sept. 12 and included three
hits by Carlos Quintana and a homer by Mike
Greenwell.
Rookie Dana Kiecker (8-9) struggled through
wildness for the victory. wrth help from Larry
Andersen and Jeff Gray. Kiecker allowed a run
and two hits in six innings but was replaced by
Andersen after issuing his seventh walk to start
the seventh.
Loser Tom Candotti (14-11) was tagged for
five runs in Boston's biggest inning since a fiverun eighth against Seattle on Sept. 8. With one
out, Quintana beat out an infield hit and continued to second on shortstop Felix Fermin's
throwing error. Dwight Evans grounded out, but
Ellis Burks singled, scoring Quintana
Burks took second on a balk arid went to
third on a wild pitch before Greenwell walked.
Tom BnJnansky and Tony Pena followed with
RBI singles. After Pena stole second, Rivera
blooped a two-run single to shallow left-center
Greenwell homered in the fifth.
''From here on in it's gonna be a lot of fun,
and that's what it's all about,' Kiecker sad.
.Bob Welch became the first pitcher in 18 years
to win 26 games and set a club record for victories in a season in Oakland's 3-2 win over Kansas City. Welch (26-6) broke the mark he
shared with Catfish Hunter, who won 25 games
for the A's in 1974.
It was the most victories since Steve Caton
won 27 for the Philadelphia Philhes in 1972.
The last Arnencan Leaguer to win 26 games
was Detroit's Denny McLain, who won 31 in
1968.
Welch, 23-4 since May 5, scattered nine hits
in 7 2-3 innings, including home runs by Keen
Stelzer in the first inning and Bo Jackson's 27th
in the sixth. Dennis Eckersley worked a 1-2-3
ninth for his 45th save.
•The White Sox reached 90 viclones for the
first time in seven years behind the pitching of
Greg Hibbard (14-9), who held MeiDesota to
three hits in eight innings in Chicago's 3-1 win.
•Dave Righetti set a career save record for lefthanders and Steve Balboni homered to lead
New York over Baltimore 4-2.
.Erik Hanson struck out 10 in 7 1-3 innings and
became the first nght-hander in Seattle history
to record 200 strikeouts as the Mariners
defeated Detroit 8-4. Hanson (17-9), who has
204 strikeouts, won his sixth straight and
equaled Mike Moore's 1985 club record for wins
in a season by a nght-hander. He gave up four
runs and six hits and struck out everybody in
the Tigers' starting lineup except John Shelby.
•Kenny Rogers, making only his second career
start, gave up an unearned run and three hits in
six innings as Texas ended a four-game losing
streak with a 6-2 ven over California. Rogers
(10-5), who has 139 appearances as a reliever,
has won five games this month.

SAN DIEGO — San Diego Chargers nose tackle Joe Phillips was attacked by three
men and severely beaten after leaving a Mission Beach bar. Phillips, 27, suffered a
skull fracture, broken nose, three broken ribs and a broken facial bone near an eye
in the attack, police spokesman Bill Robinson said. The Chargers placed the
6-foot-5, 275-pound Phillips on the reserve non-football injury list, meaning he will
miss at least one month Robinson said Phillips had just left Saska's Bar in Mission
Beach about 1 a.m and was walking to his car when he was assaulted
• . •
WASHINGTON — A federal judge cleared the way for NFL teams to sign from
three to five "practice players" a week for the season, settling part of a suit over
last year's reserve squad. U.S. District Judge Royce Lamberth approved the
agreement between players and the NFL. The agreement, ratified by owners Tuesday, allows each team to keep from three to five inactive players at a minimum
salary of at least $3,000 a week. The settlement is one of the first labor agreements in the NFL since the 1987 strike
• • •
NEW YORK — Zeke Mowatt, the New England Patriots tight end who a female
reporter says sexually harassed her in the team's locker room, has been called
before NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue to explain his actions. NFL spokesman
Joe Browne said that Tagliabue made the decision to meet with Mowatt sometime
next week after speaking both to New England owner Victor Kiam and to Lisa
Olson, the reporter for the Boston Herald who made the accusations. Tagliabue
has the right to discipline Mowatt, either with a fine or suspension, or to reprimand
him.

Baseball
BOSTON — Boston Red Sox manager Joe Morgan shuffled-his pitching schedule
for the three-game American League East showdown this weekend with the Toronto Blue Jays, moving sore-shouldered Roger Clemens back one day in the rotation.
Morgan said that Mike Boddicker (16-8) would start against the Blue Jays on Friday night and Clemens (20-6) would start Saturday afternoon. Greg Harris (13-9) is
listed to start Sunday. Clemens has been sidelined since Sept 4 with tendinitis in
the right shoulder.
5 •
NEW YORK — The Los Angeles Dodgers won the coin toss for the home-field
advantage in a one-game playoff on Oct. 4 should the National League West end
in a tie.

Bowling scores
MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
TEAM
.-- W L
Storey's Food Gain.
19 5
Buchanan Distributing
17 7
Hodge, Noel 3 Assoc
15 9
The Mane Event
. 13 11
.
Wiliam' Contraction
Wilkerson Rooting
Go Getters
12
3 12
1
Turn 110
11% 12%
P
T ax
.:rn
°1esBa
sIl nk
........................—..............,........ 1 1 1 3
wiits
TvAsnLakes ShOreine .
Thurman Furniture .. -...—... III% 10
15%
14
Futrell Tire
8 16
........ .......
7 17
Handicap
lerios
hu
"1
/
4/16
Kelly Butllegion
(
High Series Scratch
Ann Morrell (592)
High Game Handicap
Ete
ain Pithnger and Nancy Buchanan (252)
High Game Scratch
Elhelene McCallon (220)
SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED
TvAsters
Team 1112
Double Trouble
Complete Auto Repair
The Pone
Team 03
Team /11
Strikers
Odd Couple*
Murray Pet Center
Stioneys
Team $5
Buchanan Distrobunng
Hudson Body Shop
• • •
High Series Handicap
Men — Biii McCarthy (677), women
685)
High Series Scratch
Men — Jesse Darnell (567), Women
(514)
High Game Handicap
Mon — Charlie Glover (262). Women
(259)
High Game Scratch
Men — Charlie Choy*/ (241), Women
(222)

TEIN
Team al
Team a2
Team 113

13
13
12
12
12
11
11
1
1

8 4
8 4
7 5
55
4 8
210

DIVMION C
TEAM W 1.
Team at
Team 82
Team 86
Team 87
Team IS
Pnms Swine hit
Team s4

10 3
9 3
84
75
66
'5 7
39

• • •
High Series Handicap
A Boys — J R Potts (274). A Girls — Heather: Lanham 13001. B Boys — Jason unatehil (568). 8 Gins
— Caridice Fan 1531), C Boys — immy Kelly (633),
C GITIS — Dina Fan 15501
High Series Scratch
A Boys — JR Potts (98), A Gins — Ashley Bebbw
(173), B Boys — Shan Johnson (425), B Girls —
Wendy Bobber (358), C Boys — Paul Riddle (494). C
Girls — Dina Fail (415)
High Game Handicap
A Boys — J R Potts (141), A Gorki — Heather Lanham (155), B Boys — Tarry Bilingion (204) B Girls
— Wendy Bobber (2041, C Boys — Paul Riddle (235),
C Gas — Dona Fazi (205)
High Game Scratch
A Boys — J R Potts (53), A Girls — Heather Lanham
(91), B Boys —
Johnson (154), 8 Gine —
Wendy Bobber (148).0 Boys — Paul Riddle (204). C
Girls — Dina Fan (160)

sham

11
11
12
14
16
— Pat Sons
— Pat Sons
— Pat Sons
— Pat Sons

YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A

w

DIVISION 13
TEAM W L
Rights a Letts
Fast Fireballs
Team it
Team 115
Murray tobalsegialtil
Team 82

L
8 1
72
36

DILLER OR DOLLAR
TEAM
121 Food Mart
18 6
Tole Gals
12% 11%
•
Futrell Tire
12% 11%
Horns Welding
12 12
Public ke
11 13
St. Leo's KotC
11 13
Wingfoot Got
. .....
10 14
• • •
High Series Handicap
Turn — St Leo's KotC (1797), Individual — Mary
Anne Yanz (645)
High Series Scratch
Team — Harris Welding (1447), Individual — Pat
Hems/ode (520)
High Gun Handicap
Team — St Leo's KoIC (666), Individual — Mary
Hahn (239)
High Game Scratch
Team —
Welding (557), Individual — Mary
Harris (201)

Horns

QB: 7
FB:
TB: 3,
FL: 4!
TE: 8(
T: 55,
G: 6(
C: 61
G:
T: 71
SE: if

All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED!

Never Such
Quality At
Such A Price!

'/Nike
%/New Balance %/L.A. Gear
%/Reebok %/Tretorn
%/Saucony
%/Converse %/Tiger.
K-Swiss

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

the

Wh

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
now thru Sept. 30 as we close out the 1990 inventory!

Select From These Famous Name Brands:

Day:
753-91

512

Ea
Xc
•Coi

Sam

"Ingersoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.

Ta

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
1203 Chestnut Street

753-8844

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

Olym
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.
m
Ham & Cheese

COK
E Sandwiches
2 Liters
Baked Fresh

McCLARD'S
601 Main St.

Night:
753-1234 or
753-1830

Day:
753-9132

1.09 '1.19
t/geoguiet,,_57„.d.i)

From All Your Friends
at

WAL:MART

MI IT MART

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

MURRAY HIGH (1-3) at Lone Oak
Friday, September 28, 7:30 p.m.
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WE DO
REPAIRS
753-7670
Over 5,000 Movie Rentals
Over 350 Nintendo Rentals
Mon -Thurs
10-9
Fri & Sat
10-10
Sun 1-8

Central
Shopping
Center
24-Hour
Drop-oft Box
Available

Great Kerr McGee Ga
C-- OPEN 24 HOURS

Racer Oil Co
1060 Chestnut St.

753-0858

We honor: Visa, MasterCard, Discover
and Kerr McGee Credit Card

.4

Purdom
Motors

0411111INIPLUI
Pf1.1111.7111
MING AIMS

INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac 8.
Buick
'Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern"

121 Bypass

753-531 5

Murray's Jon Burkeen escapes a pass rush and throws downfield with help from a block by Rusty Thomas (21) during MHS's 10-7 loss to Fulton
County Saturday afternoon. Burkeen and his teammates will be trying to snap a two-game losing streak when they battle Lone Oak Friday.

Week•
Last
• The Murray High Tigers fell in a Saturday afternoon encounter with Fulton County 10-7, with Heath Walls accounting for
the only Murray score with a touchdown
run. Lone Oak also played on Saturday, losing at Trigg County 28-26.

PROJECTED STARTING LINEUPS
When the Tigers have the ball...

When the Flash have the ball...

FLASH

TIGERS
QB: 7 Jon Burkeen, senior.
FB: 44 Mitch Fike, junior.
TB: 34 Heath Walls, senior.
FL: 45 Jason Farley, senior.
TE: 86 Joey Bazzell, senior.
T: 55 Pat Tefft, senior.
G: 60 'Bill Sanders, junior.
C: 64 Chad Bazzell, senior.
G: 69 Todd Keller, senior.
T: 71 Jason Reed, junior.
SE: 10 Christian Crousc, senior.

FLASH

DE: 73 Chad Kinsey, soph.
DT: 68 Andy Duncan, junior.
DT: 62 Scott Rideout, junior.
DE: 79 Steve Brown, senior.
LB: 40 Keith Eades, junior.
LB: 45 Brian Griffith, junior.
LB: 65 Keith Byrd, junior.
LB: 21 Greg Richards, junior.
CB: 34 Tony Brown, junior.
CB: 92 Charlie Pote, senior.
S: 7 Robert Webber, senior.

TIGERS

QB: 1 Greg Shelton, junior.
FB: 21 Greg Richards, junior.
TB: 34 Tony Brown, junior.
FL: 24 Jay Whalen, senior.
SE: 10 Mau Morrow, senior.
TE: 25 Darren Gary, senior.
T: 76 Nick Bongiolatti, junior.
G: 62 Scott Rideout, junior.
C: 57 Troy Richards, senior.
G: 65 Keith Byrd, junior.
T: 70 Jacob Steele, senior.

DE: 44 Mitch Fike, junior.
DT: 66 Billy Steffey, sophomore.
NG: 79 Scott Downey, sophomore.
DT: 55 Pat Tefft, senior.
DE: 21 Rusty Thomas, junior
LB: 86 Joey Bazzell, senior.
LB: 40 Matt Krug, junior.
CB: 30 Gary Sims, sophomore.
S: 7 Jon Burkeen, senior.
S: 8 Brad Nunnally, junior.
CB: 34 Heath Walls, senior.

YOUR BEST INSURANCE
POLICY IS A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean.. with quality
protection and service. Call us today.
Auto
Insurance
cjState

PURDOM
THURMAN 6
McNUTT
Dan McNutt, AAI

Southside Ch. Sq.
753-4451

Go Tigers!
Au
mama
Good Luck Lakers & Tigers
Your One Stop Parts Center

FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!
-Large Selection of New & Used Tires—

.Auto Glass Installation
•Complete Line of DuPont and R-M Automotive Paint
Wagner • Felpro • Dap) • Seal Power • Moog
• Standard Ignitor • Hygrade Carb. Parts
And Morel

Wolff System
Tanning Center

Tire Company

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI MAZDA INC.

East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon -Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12

800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

HOLLAND

Sizapjete Parts Department • All Makes and Modell
Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart

753-9525

Here's To A
Winning
Season.

llison
hotogfaph,

From All Your
Friends At:

WOLFF
SYSTEM
Ntoualsr
Olympic Plaza

753-WOLF

401 Olive St.

753-5312

Chestnut St.

To Better Serve You
111-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Business Owners
To hire and retain quality employees, you sometimes need help.
Payroll Deducted Life Insurance and retirement benefits is a
great place to start!
Call 753-8355

The Insurance Center
Of Murray,
..... •••• 901 Sycamore

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
"Thirty-seven dollars is the
Crude oil is fetching record cash highest cash price there's ever
prices in the tri-state area of south- been," Russell said of the local
ern Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky, vmarket.
according to an industry official
With crude oil prices so high,
who is amazed at what he says is a Russell said he is "extremely surcomparatively low level for gaso- prised" gasoline prices haven't
line prices.
gone higher. He said crude oil
"It's all because of the saber- prices have essentially doubled
rattling over there (in the Middle since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait,
East) because it's not supply-and- while gasoline prices have risen
demand," said LeIan Russell, pres- only a little over 20 percent.
ident of the Illinois Oil & Gas
Association, based in Mount Vernon, Ill. "It's basically the fear of
a war, and if there's a war there
will be an interruption in the crude
oil supply."
Russell said the Illinois Basin
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presiwellhead price hike to $37 per barrel earlier this week raised local dent Bush may be willing to drop
crude prices to their highest point his insistence for a cut in the capisince March of 1981 when they tal gains tax, Republican congressstood at $38 per barrel. But oil pro- men said Wednesday, a demand
ducers were forced to pay a wind- that has been the major obstacle to
fall profits tax on the crude at that a budget deal.
But the apparent softening of
time, resulting in a lower cash
Bush's position was revealed on a
day when Bush and congressional
Democrats had their most withering public flareup over the talks in
weeks.
The two sides accused each other
of endangering their stalled bargaining, just five days before disruptive cuts in government services
will be imposed if the negotiations
fail.

Bush may drop
demand for cut
on gains tax

We have purchased RO-HO's
Air Conditioner Inventory and will be
moving it to our present location.

Pictured above are W.A. Cunningham. Larry Cunningham. Randy Cunningham. Kevin
Lamb & Ricky Cunningham.Lamb was with RO-HO Air Conditioning for seven years. He is
a graduate of Calloway County High School and resides in Murray.

Unemployment in state
drops to 4.9 percent,
equaling 11-year low
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment in Kentucky
dropped to 4.9 percent in August,
equaling an 11-year low, the state
reported.
But there also were fewer Kentuckians working as the overall
labor force declined, the Cabinet
for Human Resources said in a
monthly report Wednesday.
The report cited the beginning of
a new school year, which took
thousands of teens out of the labor
force and put bus drivers and
cafeteria workers back on the job.
The unemployment rate declined
from 5.0 in July and 5.4 in August
1989. It equaled the rate last
October, which was the lowest
since November 1979, the report
said.

'The oldest independent repair shop in Murray."

Federal-State Market News Service September 27,1,90
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Markel Report Includes 4
Buying Stahons Receipts: Ac1379,But.400 Barrows& Gilts
130-2.00 lower, Sows 1.00-2.00 lower.
..—$.54.00-55 00
US 1-2 224264 be
550.00-52.00
US 1-2 201.210 be
553.30.54.00
US 2-3 2204541 bs
.552305150
US 3-4 258-2711 be
Sews
5*01-42.00
US 1-2 270350 Ras
US 1.3 30040 bs
US 1-3 400-5345.
544.00-44.00
US 1-3 525 and up
US 2-3 300-5005.
loan 535.00-41.01

James (Pete) Rutledge of 201
South Fifth St., Murray, died Wednesday at 7:37 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a former funeral director
in Murray.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Services for Bobby Gene Parrish
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. David Cunningham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Parker
Cemetery near Hamlin.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Thursday) at the funeral
home.
Mr. Parrish, 54, New Concord,
died Tuesday at 10:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by one stepdaughter, Mary Ann Chris, Metropolis,
Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Jean Wheeler,
New Concord, and Mrs. Wanda
Eldridge and husband, Glen, Almo;
two brothers, O.D. Parrish, New
Concord, and Warren Parrish and
wife, Marie, Hamlin; several nieces
and nephews.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A new
"NC-17" movie rating, barring
children under 17, will be
announced soon by the Motion Picture Association of America in
response to the controversy over
the X rating, sources said
Wednesday.
The new rating will prevent
children from attending films
judged by the MPAA ratings board
to be harsher than an R rating, but
will carry none of the advertising
and exhibition restraints that an X
rating guarantees.
A spokeswoman for the association was not immediately available
for comment. The association said
a news conference was scheduled
for Wednesday afternoon in New
York City.
Movies that have been given an
X rating can be resubmitted for the
NC-17 rating, said one source
familiar with the MPAA's decision.
The new NC rating will be
copyrighted, according to sources
who spoke on condition of
anonymity. The X rating is not
copyrighted and is used widely by
the adult movie industry. Critics
charge the X rating is synonymous
with pornography.
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the home
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Reward to be given
for information
on vandalism of grave
of AIDS victim
CICERO, Ind. (AP) — Authorities plan to offer a reward for
information about vandalism to the
grave of teen-age AIDS victim
Ryan White.
Hamilton County sheriff's Deputy Gene Stilts said today the
6-foot-8 monument at the Cicero
Cemetery had not been damaged,
but greenery around the headstone
was destroyed, and statues and a
candleholder were disassembled.
The vandalism is believed to
have occurred Sept. 14.
Stits said he had been able to
reconstruct the metal and glass
candleholder, which is at the base
of the monument that bears the
words "Kid of Courage."
White died April 8 at age 18 following a lengthy battle against
acquired immune deficiency
syndrome.
After winning a legal fight to
remain in public schools near
Kokomo, his family moved to Cicero, about 20 miles north of Indianapolis. He became an international spokesman for AIDS victims.
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Air Products ................. 443/4 unc. \
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AT&T
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Bank of Murray
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511/s unc.)
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
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INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

s
1ir j:

_._9

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

LOG PATE:,
WANPERS

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU;V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

.\.best investment
\i{
•-.., \0
is you.
Mambo, Nana York, Arnancan and Modwest Stock
fachanget and S.I.P.C.

Is GOIN1
POUND YC
THE &ROI

Monday night is Family Night at Mr. Gatti's. Every
adult purchase of a buffet and drink entitles a child
8 and under, to eat FREE!
*Limited time offer

BEETLE.

ON NEW FALL FASHIONS
aggar

•Not good with any other
coupon or special

Suits, Sportcoats & Slacks
THE BOSS
-IS ON A
R A m24.6E

THE P
ocker style

East Side of Court Square
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Dop•ndabko Sinai 1912

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
trying to fulfill this impossible goal.
And the assertive wife may be inclined to distance herself from the
church.
HAD MY WAY

Her Role to Keep the
Home Fires Burning
Makes Woman See Red

DEAR HAD: No woman — or
man — need feel like a "failure"
because of a failed marriage. It
takes two to make a marriage
work,but only one to louse it up.

'99C unealesal Press Syr-41Kete

DEAR ABBY: At all three weddings I've attended this summer,the
pastor (one Catholic and two Lutherans) described the wife's role as
the homemaker and mother, while
the husband was described as the

"provider" and head of the house.
I recently divorced after 30 years
of marriage, and although I know
better, I still feel that I failed because of what was instilled in me
since my childhood — that it's the

woman's role to"keep the home fires
burning."
Abby, I wish that today's pastors
would stop preaching theories that
are programmed for failure. The
submissive wife may spend 30 years
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P.S. I can't guarantee that I won't
stand and scream in church if I hear
this sermon one more time!

By Abigail Van Buren
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PREGNANT? Scared?
Contused? Need somebody to listen? Call Opportunities for Life tolltree
1-800-822-5824 anytime
for personal confidential
help We care

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
A vallabk Titre Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more Important
than ever For free infor-

DEAR ABBY: My husband had
an affair with his secretary. She
wanted him to leave me. When I told
him I was aware of what was going
on between them, he said it was
over, and he loved me — not her!
I asked him to get rid of her. He
said he would — in time — but it's
been three months,and she's still in
his office.
Am I wrong to want him to get a
new secretary? I feel hurt that he
hasn't made good his promise yet.
This bothers me because every time
I call my husband, she's the one I
have to talk to first.
What should I do? Should I believe him when he says it's all over
between them?
UNTRUSTING AND UNHAPPY

LIGHT delivery people
needed now for, evening
part time deliveries Must
have car and good working
knowledge of Murray Cash
paid on Fridays Suits students, retired people,
homemakers Hours from
5-9pm Monday-Thursday
Call now 759-4091

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
LOST black miniature You may quality if You do
Dachshund disappeared not have your GED or high
from Neale Rd area An- school diploma, 'You are
swers to name of 'Chigger " between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
Reward 753-9393
project is funded by the
LOST Gray, female kitten, Western
Kentucky Private
in Wiswell area 753-2793
Industry Council- J TPA
Call J.T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
Help
8a m.-11 30a m
FOUND black Lab. male
Midway area 753-3387

!MUM

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'Inc local dans

GOLD CREDIT CARD
Cash Advance program
Visa/Mastercard Guar no
security
deposit
1-900-446-0040 $25 tee

Wanted

BABYSITTER needed in
my home for 10 month old
Weekday mornings Transportation and references
required 753-5639

DRIVERS-OTR-Need ex-

capable of handling exceptionally large incomes
Meeting will be held at the
Curris Center, Tennessee
Room, 1,30pm, Sat. For
more information call Terri
247-9440 or Phillip at
623-8923

experience We offer a
challenging career opportunity in a team oriented
environment, where our
employees are truly appreciaterl for their involvement
and talent Please send resume to PO Box 1040M
Murray, Ky 42071

perienced varVflat drivers
DEAR UNTRUSTING: Your
23 years of age 1 year
signature speaks volumes. You
experience verifiable Miand your husband should see a
leage pay plus benefits
marriage counselor and try to
Happy 11th DALKON Shield Users- Call 1-800-444-6648
get your marriage back on track.
Need assistance'? Exper- OTR Drivers 12 months
(If he refuses to go, go without
Birthday,
ienced Dalkon Shield Attor- experience, 23 years of
him.) You are not wrong for
ney Call Charles Johnson age, drug testing required
Tony!
asking him to get rid of her!
tollfree for
We love you,
free Hornady Truck Line Start
Whether the affair is over or
consultation-1-800-535-57 23-26c/mile, tarp/vacation
Ma & Papa
not, his secretary should not be
27
pay, safety bonus, spouse
in his office. The temptation for
passenger program
DISSATIS
FIED?
We
both of them might be too much IF you are interested in
are
to resist,so absolutely insist that buying Avon products call currently seeking 3 indivi- 1-800-648-9664
duals with sales manage- OUR busy orthodontic of
she be replaced.
Lisa 762-4786
-41ent or teaching back- fice is searching for a
Of course, if they want to get
grounds, who have owned bright, energetic, person
together, they will find a way,
INSTRUCTION
their own business Must preferably with chair side
but why make it easy for them?
LEARN TO DRIVE
be
TRACTOR-TRAILER

*5*
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone who
feels left out and wants an improved social
life. It's an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more
attractive person. To order, send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 83.95 $4.50
in Canada) to:- Dear Abby, Popularity
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054.(Postage is included.)
*5*

FAR SIDE

PE./AEJABE_IZ 11E TIME
I LIAWNED AND MV
MOLITIA 0-LICK OPF_N?
HOW LONE AGO
WAS -I)-1AT 7

DOT CENTVICATON

ALLIANCE

errieljA
-

People are eating them up! For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, business.
size, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for 83.95($4.50in Canada)
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

1205 Chestnut, University Plaza, Murray - 753-0100 •

UJELL,IF IT'S GOING TO
BE A CAMPAIGN PI-1910, I
FIGURED FT SHOULD WAVE
A 006 IN IT

PILL OR PART TElle TRAUMA°

1-800-334-1203
NEW shipment Guess
Jearts 28-32 waist, Jr and
Misses. Also Jordache,
Southern Bluegrass, and
Lees Country Jeans has
lowest prices on name
brand jeans Check our
prices Group of jeans half
price, also childrens jeans
(basic) Open Fri 4pm, Sat.
10-4pm Hwy 94E
759-1062

By GARY LARSON

OKAY, LET'S
•IT

IT Nr4A
LiEGTERDAk4!

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

PIE-4, FRESA NOSTALGIA
eElTER TIAAN
tiOSTALErIA
AT ALL'

1,10.1...was ,••••••
Dow••••
••••• Sy -ems.

GARFIELD

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

27

1-800-432-9346

Games you can play with your cat.

LOG DATE: 2254. CAPTAIN GARFIELD
WANDERS TI4R00G14 THE GALAZY

SEARCHING FOR NEW AN17
WEIRP LIFE FORMS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
SHORT
TRIP

ACROSS
1 Beg
6 Badgers

NOTHING TURNETH
AWAY WRATH LIKE A
COUPLE OF CANDY BARS

BLONDIE
,T'S TNE
THAT
woas/r HE'S DoESN'T
SCARE ME
YEARS

NOW THAT
ScA.R85. ME '

•

11 Wanderer
12
4 A continent
d
island
15 Passageway
17 Sun god
18 Cheer
19 Possessed
20 Through 21 Latin
conjunction
22 Squandered
23 Scheme
24 Furniture
wheels
26 Storage
battery parts
27 Vast ages
28 — Velvet
29 Quarrels
31 Make merry
34 Young girl
35 Barter
1

2

3

4

5

15

6

21

37

9

10
13

20
23

22UUUU

UUUUU

26
28

UU

30

32

33

all

Ull iUUUU

39

ill
40
43

41
44

U•I47 UUU

42
45
48

46

Merits
Hostelries
Unlocks
Worked at
ones trade
22 Narrow
openings
23 Priggish
on
25 grnallest
number
26 Open space
in forest
28 Talk
foolishly
29 Killed
30 Paleness
31 Courage
32 Prepared for
print
33 Famed
35 Lock ot hair
38 Narrate
39 Top of head
41 Golf mound
42 Small rug
44 Brother of
Odin
46 Note of scale
13
16
19
20

16

27

34

8

19

18UU

29

7 — lang syne
8 Anger
9 'Hart -Hart"
10 Scatter
11 More unusual

12

14

P,.HE
757r5
0—
AexAKE!

SMART
SP
EMU
LEA
LODES
XAT
LETTER
SAMPLE
RODAN
ROE
STOP
LAP
TRET
PINES
GOP
TAR
EOS
AG
PAC
GO
DEW
BUS
LAPEL
ERRS
PAS
MARL
CAPER
ION
COTTON
UAL LEA
TOPIC
ODE
EL I
WAR la ChM A
UAM

1 Salad
variety
2 Narrow strip
of wood
3 Large bird
4 Diphthong
5 Bureau parts
6 Perplex,
harass

11

24

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Fulfill
37 In music.
high
38 Commonplace
39 Hole
40 Negative
prefix
41 Molars
42 Partner
43 Stories
45 Happy
47 Walks
unsteadily
48 Evaluated

URUU

DRIVERS The Bucks Start
Here. J.B. Hunt is now offering to pay drivers for their
hard earned experience If
you've got at least one year
of OTR experience, you
may quality for our new Pay
for Experience Program
Which means starting pay
as much as $0 26 per mile
And J B. Hunt drivers receive a 2,100 mile minimum guarantee and average more miles than the
competition
Call .
1-800-2JB-HUNT J.B.
Hunt where the driver
makes more money. EOEJ
Subject to drug screen
OTR experience must be
recent and verifiable

STAFFING up for Christmas Call Avon 753-0171
No door to door necessary
TRUCK driver trainees no
experience? Want to drive
a truck? Call J W collect
(901)247-3288
TRUCK drivers' Stop look
ing for that company that
offers you everything Call
M.T I. Freight Systems and
get top mileage pay,
monthly bonus, insurance,
new equipment, retirement
Paid vacations & No N Y
City runs. Call today for
more information' M T I
Freight Systems. Kennesaw, GA 1-800-526-4865

DRIVERS wanted, retired,
ok Good driving record, 21 UP to $15 hour processing
years old, will be out of town mail weekly check guaranfor extended periods of teed Free details Write
time on occasion (5-6 SD, 12610 Central, WUITE
days). Mechanical know- 255-TKY Chino, Ca 91710
ledge a plus Send application to. PO Box 104OR Mur- WEB Pressman needed
immediately for daily
ray, Ky. 42071
newspaper/commercial
EDUCATION SEARCH printing operation
in HenEXTENDED Entry-level Mk- derson, Ky
Experienced
nority Admission Counse- only
Competitive wagesi
lor student recruitment pos- benefits
All replies confiition. The position will in- dential
Send resume/
form, advise, and counsel informatio
n to Pressman,
prospective students and The Gleaner,
P 0 Box 4
their families about Murray Henderson
, KY 42420
State University and its
programs. The Counselor WENDY'S now hiring for all
will also be responsible for shifts Apply Mon and coordinating the Univer- Tues 2-4pm
sity's undergraduate minority recruitment efforts Ex- WE'RE searching for a
tensive travel required The highly motivated sales perCounselor must possess son who can sell commerstrong organizational skills cial printing and retail adand have excellent commu- vertising The right candinication ability Minimum of date will possess strong
a Bachelors Degree is people skills and selling
necessary Starting salary skills The full-time position
$15,000.00 Send cover will provide good benefits
letter, resume and the and salary to the sales pernames of three references son who can turn opportunity into profits This thriving
with phone numbers to
Paul Radke, Director of business is located in
Bardstown Interested canSchool Relations, Murray didates should send reState University, Murray, sume to Sales co T.rte
KY 42071 Screening of Kentucky Standard, P 0
applicants will begin on Oc- Box 639, Bardstown, KY
tober 9, 1990 and will con- 40004
tinue until the position is
filled Murray State University is an Equal
Situation
Opportunity/Affirmative A07.
Wattled
son Employer
CHILD care in my homi
EXCELLENT income' Easy between Murray
and
workl Assemble simple Hardin
Mon -Sat Trust
products at home
worthy and dependable
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
Have references
24 hours
753-3869
FULL or part time service
WILL do office or house
advisor and/or warranty cleaning evening
,
or
clerk Apply in person, see
weekends 759-9883
Dennis Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Murray, Ky
42071
GUTTER Installer who can
operate seamless gutter
machine 753-8181 or stop
by 802 Chestnut for
application
INVESTIGATORS Mortgage seeks individuals with
good communication skills
Excellent salary Call
1-800-421-2762
KENTUCKY %abed Priv
ers Are you home most
weekends? We pay 25-30
cents/mile and have medical, dental, lite insurance
CaM (615)383-3398

•DISTRIBUTOR
'
For Exciting NEW program Not a
vending route' Call
1-800-828-3922
FRIENDLY home parties
has openings for dealers
No cash investment No
service charge Highest
commission and hostess
awards Three catalogs
Over 800 items Call
1-800-488-4875

WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from $199 00 Lamps
'LADIES' Earn Up To $500 lotions -accessories
weekly typing from home Monthly payments low as
Amazing recorded mes $1800- Call today free
sage reveals details color
catalog
615-780-3621 Ext 13
1-800-22R-""
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100

2.10

200

160

Business
Opportunity

Home
Furnishings

HERSHEY Snack Route.
Gross $33,000 per year
Requires $10,COO to start
1-800 288-3469

3 PIECE Clayton Marcus
LR suite with 2 coordinating
recliners and coffee and
end table 435-4479

Sports
Equipment

310

I

1

Pets
& Supplies

liscalimaus
GET married in the Smokey COMMERCIAL/office SHELTIES (toy collies
Step-climber exeroiser.
space available on court sable and white. 354-8211
Brand new $100. call Mountains at Gatlinburg's
original Mountain chapel square $200 per month
753-9565
Simple arrangements to Contact Kopperud Realty, WHAT'S so different about
the Happy Jack 3-X Flea
the most elegant. Photo- 753-1222
4 PIECE 1920's era solid
210
Collar? It works! Now availgraphs, flowers, music, vidwalnut bedroom suite in
able for Cats! At Southern
eos, limos, honeymoon
Apartments
tine condition 4 poster bed,
Firewood
States and better teed
suites, ministers Second
For Rent
dresser and chest
stores.
Call
marriages welcome No
ACRES
of
5
timber
You
cu
759-1550
1-800-326-5225 for
test, no waiting period Gat 2BR duplex, outlets to
$20
a
rick
753-5320
atte
EXCEUlart INCOME POTENTIAL
washer/dryer. dishwasher
Catalogue
linburg Wedding Chapels
5pm
Investment 100% secured
No pets $285 plus deposit
1-800-34 -MARRY
COUNTRY
pine
bedroom
by model home,starting at
FIREWOOD for sale Also (34-62779)
753-9741 after 5pm
410
suite, odd chest of drawers/
$13,416.
tree service 436-2562,
dresser,
F
P
baby
moniPublic
Retain your current job.
SLABS and sawdust 2BR duplex with carport
436-2758
Salo
tors, playpen, boys and
Call Don Hickman
behind Cain AMC, avail658-3477
Toll Free 1100-633-0670 or
girls clothes size 10-12
able Oct 15 753-4487
A FIREWOOD for sale
Collect 615-399-1721
TAYLOR Waterstoves
489-2869
437-4667
Outside wood fired hot wa- APARTMENT for rent 1 or
Country
MOVING Must sell furniter furnaces. Heats your 2 bedrooms Fully furnture, lamps silk flower ar220
entire home and domestic ished, heat and water in2
t hlus tratabore Rd.
rangements, pictures, etc
hot water from a wood fire cluded Call 759-1743 after
Antioch, Tacraoms 37013
All like new Call 753-3903
5pm
Musical
outside your home
to make an appointment to
1-800-545-2293.
ENERGY efficient 2br duMARSHALL
100
watt
guita
see
140
amp $400, Ibanez multi
TIME share units and plex apartment in NorthWant
effects unit and rack $250 campground member- wood. Central H/A, carTo Buy
NEAL S new and used fur- art proverb $150, 15
ships. Cheap! Worldwide peted, appliances, furnANTIQUES by the piece o
niture, appliances and cars speaker $25 759-1081 al
selections. Vacation Net- ished, no pets. Deposit and
collections Call 753-9433 Just opened at 103 B St ter 6pm
work U.S. and Canada lease required. 753-7185.
after 5pm
Benton, Ky 527-0403
1 -800-736-8250/305-771- QUIET, quality 2br duplex
PIANO for sale Wanted
BUYING aluminum cans, NEAL Starks New & Used responsible Party to take on 6296. Free rental informa- Discounted rent, $320
don 305-771-6331
battery, scrap metal, cop- Furniture, Neal Motor Sales small monthly payments
Central H/A 753-8734
per and junk cars KGA inventory sale Thurs., Fri., See locally. Trade-ins ac- TWIN size bunk beds, two
ROOM for rent, furnished. 1
Recycling, 753-4741
Sat Must move for Christ- cepted. Credit manager end tables, coffee table,
block from campus on FarSony rivet tn,,ng rnettatiat ate fleet
mas shipment. Everything 1-800-233-8663.
ing
weedeater
508
N
7th
they're seen o tseard for a
CASH for mobile home axmer Ave $85/mo plus utilifew seconds
and then they are
marked
in
store
has
been
753-9943.
les and tires We will regone
required
ties.
Deposit
down. Won't refuse any RED Yamaha guitar.
move 527-2061
YR-60 Yazoo Right Angle 759-4104
It's not that way when you advertise
reasonable offer 527-0403 753-4031 after pm
,nCleSpflitd YOur rneliage, .n palm,
Drive mower. 18 horse Wis340
I buy furniture, antiques, 103 B St Benton, Ky.
Can be read and re read
any Iffne
240
of the day or ntght
consin Engine 100% reconHouses
tools, trailers, tractors and
ditioned $3,800.00. Call
For Rent
Sr, You're looking for reeultt,
equipment, good or salOIL Painting_ Must sacrifice
look to classtf,ed
Frankfort between 8-5
One phone call
Miscellaneous
vage 1 piece or complete
yOur ad in print and it keeps
Pots
905
N.
16th
for less than insured value
(502)227-2760 after 5:30 3BR house,
on work mg for you
right around
sellout 247-1514 nights.
CHAPEL
in
the
Valley, Gat
Murray. 492-8225.
Including Hargrove, Armsthe clock ,
call (502)227-8015.
WANT to buy Tom Jones trong, H Edwards, Cooper, inburg's Original Wedding
The Murray
Various sizes. Chapel Thoughtful service
LP with the song 'Keep On etc
250
is rendered through music,
Ledger & Times
Running' Call 753-1916 527-8907
Business
flowers, photographs, vidClassified Ads
8am 3pm and ask for Greg
Services
SOFA and loveseat, excel- eos and receptions.
NEWLY decorated, 3br, 2
753-1916
Brown
with
condition
Top
lent
WE buy Junk batteries
1-800-922-4573
PRIVATE Investigator with bath brick home in the city
mauve stripe, $275
prices paid Marshall Co
22
years
city
and
state
in753-4074
CHRISTMAS Time-Large
759-9422 after 6pm
Battery 527-7122
mail order firm liquidating. vestigation experience. REAL charmer! 2br house
Buy great Christmas gifts at 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil newly redone Central gas
150
SOLID oak desk $100; wholesale prices Send 'Personal or Corporate
H/A, attic and basement,
Articles
beige recliner, like new $2.50 for catalog and price •Missing Persons. Your
discounted rent $400
For Sale
$150; beige sectional list. International Mail Or- needs, our specialty. Call
753-8734
Confidential Investigations
65000btu NATURAL gas couch $100 753-8823 after der, 12008 West 87th,
(502)753-2641
5pm.
floor furnace, used 3 years;
Dept. 0,Suite 358, Lenexa,
370
Sat. 7-12 Noon
KS 66215.
910Obtu kerosene heater,
Livestock
270
2-12x12 gold/brown carpet,
Fri. 7-5
& Supplies
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Mobile
good condition; 23in. color
..
has a full line of coins, silver
Homes
For
Sale
2200 Edinborough
Zenith tv 753-6119
BILL Nolan Calf Farms 25
:,,,dollars, proof sets and
head of Holstein bulls or
AVOCADO 301n. cook
• hobby supplies at Home 12x52 MOBILE home, 2br,
Children
clothes,
Heifers 3 mo. old $295.00
stove, good condipn, CHERRY Lillian RuSiel Fiun Hobby Shop, 603 S. great condition, gabled
housewares,
misc.
ea delivered directly to you
$100, full size wickekfiead- BR suite. more 527-8186 4t4r4t.(Murray) and at Ox- roof, $3400 502-898-7151
on approval. You must take
after
6pm.
board, $40, F.P. baby mci- after 4pm
Yoke Antique Store
15 or more. We also have
nitor, $25, like new size 6
(Ha4e1). Our newest outlet 1979 DOUBLE wide mobile 10 day
old calves at
slim girls jean, $12;like new
is at the Book Rack in Paris, home, 3br, 1 bath, large
$165.00 ea. Holstein or
size 6 slim girls white jean,
Tennessee on E. Wood kitchen, comes with cur190
Guernseys.
Call
$7 759-1293, after 5pm.
Street (901-642-5188). We tains, new refrigerator/
Farm
715-758-8484 ask for Bill.
Fri. & Sat.
also
have
a
full
selection
of
Equipment
stove, w/d hookup. Excel300
ELECTRIC treadmill, row9-28)9-29
coin's at the Treasure lent condition. Must sell,
ing machine 753-9302 af- 1971 IH 1810A-Powe House(Murray), Mercantile moving. Must be moved.
Pets
1202 Dogwood
ter 4pm, 767-1297 days.
steering, air brakes twin (Aurora), and Old Tobacco
& Supplies
Drive East
$6500. 489-2941 anytime.
screw, 392, 20' grain bed Towne (Mayfield). We apNo Early Sales
For sale Ben Franklin and hoist,
AKC female boxer pup with
nice truck, praise estates and buy 1983 CLAYTON mobile
Stroller, table tvi4 chars, bicywood burning stove, $80 or $6,000.
502-862-9793.
home. Large front kitchen pedigree papers Has had
coins. 753-4161.
cles, child's bicycle seats, as
best offer Call 753-2189 or
all shots Call 759-1354.
with all appliances, wood
range, gas Maytag dryer, love
FORD Jubilee tractor. 6ft. DOLL Collection: Antique,
759-1571
cathedral ceilings through- AKC
Pekingese,
seat, toys, infant-adult clothing.
3pt hitch disc, bushhog, Alexanders, F&B many
out front, 2 large bedrooms, Yi Pekingese $50;
LIQUIDATION Sale - Old section harrow, hay fork,
Avon, misc kitchen and housemore. Steiff Bears. Also do
1 bath, central air. Asking Y2 Sheepdog, '/2 Airdale
and New. Home entertain- single plow, 2
hold items
bottom plow, repairs Lay away for
ment.. center cabinets, TV- boom pole,
-payoff, need to sell quickly. $25 each Soon AKC Shicultivator, hiller. Christmas. 901-593-5361.
Phone Georgetown z u , Peek-a-poos
VCR carts, microwave ca- Will be sold at
auction Sat.,
502-863-0179 after 6pm.
binets. wardrobe's, jelly ca- Sept. 29, 2pm. Hwy 79 east
474-8057.
FABRIC*FABRICTABRIC
binets, oak china cabinets, of Paris, n
xt to Paris BARGAINS to numerous to 1987 MOBILE home AKC Pug puppies, fawn
name brand clothes, toys Plumbing. 7'c-926
mention. See you at Coun- 14x70, 2br, large kitchen, and all black 527-8907
Baby items, ceramics, gifts,
try Remnants. Hwy 68-641
exercise equipment, tools, NICE 45 Joh Deere com- Draffenville, Ky. (next to large master BR, mint con- AKC Registered Bassett
dition 753-9981
lamps, odd pieces of furni- bine. 489-26 S after 4pm. Bonanza,
Hound puppies, 7 weeks
Marshall Co.)
ture Hours 9-5 Mon-Sat.
1988 14x70 CONCORDE old, $125 each.
10am-5pm Mon-Sat.
800 S 4th St. 121 South
mobile home, 2br, 2 bath, 901-782-3254, after 4pm.
518 Whitnell
city limits 247-1514.
GATLINBURG Summit- Jacuzzi, cathedral ceiling,
200
AKC
Scottish
Terrier
pupBreathtaking
views
of
Fri. & Sat.
SmoSports
country blue and mauve,
key mountains Fireplace, special order, well built. pies $150, AKC Cocker
Equipment
15;
Sept. 28th & 29th
balcony, kitchen. Indoor $1200 down, take over pay- Spaniels $100. 489-2246.
BROWNING compound pool, jacuzzis. 10% off Oc7:00-5:00
ments. 395-2469
Appliances
DOG Obedience training.
bow, Bear aluminum ar- tober 1-11. Free brochure
Furniture,
girl clothes.
No
force.
Problem
solving.
UPRIGHT Westinghouse rows, 3-pin sight, bow 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 4 2 - 4 8 5 3 , 1989 14x80 3br, 2 bath,
Fast, effective, easy.
partially furnished,
freezer with latch lock on quiver and other accesso- (205)988-5139.
436-2858.
$15,000 437-4058
door for extra hold. Call ries, $100 Phone
GLS
808
satellite
dish,
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
t 753-9869 after 10am and 753-1866
1983 Complete system MOBILE home repos for black male, s/p female
before lOpm, $100.
Fri. Sept. 28
DP weight bench with in- $850 901-247-5A7.
sale Singles and doubles
901-479-2472.
7-?
cline
and
leg
lift,
90Ibs
of
Financing
available
Clean
WARM Morning gas heaSat. Sept 29
ter Whirlpool chest freezer, weights $50; DP rowing HOSPITAL bed, breathing late model homes. Green POODLE puppies AKC,
lOcu ft Good condition, machine $30, both in excel- machine, adult walker, Tree Acceptance, white/apricot Paradise
7-12 Noon
heater/fan 759-4490
lent condition 489-2973.
6 06 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
or Kennels 753-4106
753-7944
Hwy. 94 E to Conoco
LARGE,large, !artier, selec- 1-800-221-8204
Station turn right. Go apREGISTERED Chinese
tion of larger size storage
Sha-pei puppies, starting
prox. 5 miles first gravel
280
buildings in stock, ready for
at $200. 247-4488 days,
road past 2nd big hilt
Mobile
immediate delivery For
SOME OF THE VERY BEST!
247-8834 nights
Watch for signs.
Homes For Rent
sale or rent-to-own, some
We offer for immediate sale by the side or whole
Baby clothes, boys clothes,
ROTTVVEILERS
AKC,
9
restrictions
Acree Portable 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Angus or Angus-Hereford steers and heifers born and grown
misc items, large size
weeks,
reduced
to
$200
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
or unfurnished. Some new
or our farm
clothes.
After 6pm, 436-2514
247-7831
furniture, natural gas-14 to 18 mo old, estimated to dress from 220 to 300 lbs./side
LOG Homes. Over 40 stan- electric, air conditioned
Fully grain fed to superb marbling, flavor and tenderness,
dard models. Free bro- Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
no growth stimulants or antibiotics
chure. Honest Abe Log
$1 32/1b. (hanging weight basis), hauling and custom
Homes, Route One, Box
processing at inspected facilities can be arranged and will
Heating
84CK, Moss, Tennessee
cost approximately $0 20/1b
And Cooling
38575. (800)-231-3695.
Mr and lks. Howell R. Clark (1 mile South of 121 S. on
LOG splitter. Call after GAS heaters, vented, therLocust Grove Church Rd. • 763-6667)
mostat - control heat,
6 30pm, 753-5456.
ere
50.000btu, $389.99;
NEW HOUSE — SELL OR TRADE
POST-Frame Buildings. 65000btu $429.99. Wallen
30Ix40'x9' erected $5,195, Hardware downtown Paris
Now Available to Residents of
plus freight. Other sizes Open all day Saturdays
641 South On Sat. 8c Sun.
available. Blitz Builders
Calloway County
29 & 30th • 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
Sept.
1-800-428-4009 KY-OH,
502-759-1084 or 606-277-5698
1,800-792-3498 IN,
GUARANTEED ISSUE
H.A. Key
1-800-628-1324 TN.
(no health questions)

log homes
dealership

litg2,

Wxking
Around
The
Clock

Yard
Sale

GARAGE
SALE

4 Party
Moving
Sale

Yard Sale

FREEZER BEEF

1141iimp-*

* OPEN HOUSE *

GROUP MAJOR MEDICAL &
LIFE INSURANCE
Groups of 1-40 lives are eligible if.
1. You are a farmer. or
2. You operated an Agri-related business,or,

REPLACEMENT windows
Vinyl siding, Florida rooms:
prices
factory
Windows-$98.00 deluxe
package Siding $2 00 a
foot installed Financing
Available
1-800-264-1051.

SMALL shop on 641 North
Very neatly decorated,
equipped for beauty shop,
but has limitless possibilities Ample parking for any
small business Coleman
RE 753-9898

.
% e.
a.
. ,,i'imi
,." r•Igel

,
Ary
0°'

3. You receive your power from West KY.
R.E.C.C.(almost all county residents are
eligible).

Group Trust

733-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray. Kentucky*

YARD SALE
Fri. 7 a.m.-7
Sat. 7 a.m.-12
Sept. 28 & 29
121 North at Stella;
3/4 mi. on Lynn
Lawson Rd.
Camping, fishing equipment, 3 pr 84' long
beige antique satin lined
drapenes,
beautiful
large oil painting, small
pictures, sofa pillows,
tools, clothes. lamps,
bed clothes, ceiling fan
with light, first yard sale
ever.

Real
Estate
WATERFRONT, 800ft 35
acres, near Barkley Lodge,
$77,000 Possible commercial dock Will finance
Tripp Williams, broker
753-0563

Flye Party

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE STOCKED POND!
Plus neat brick home on 3 acres located less than 2
miles from Murray. Fireplace, outbuilding and
priced m the low S50's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

.41

IDEAL retirern
acres in a qui
hood on deac
road, in north
way County.
acres of incom
land, beautif
building site os
new lake. Dee
game for thosi
wild life,
527-0903.

Sept. 28 & 29
800

North 17th St.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Chair, some furniture,
bedspreads, clothes,
drapes, crafts, flowers,
pillows, feather bed, old
quilt, bicycle, lots of
misc items

440
Lots
For Sale
4 ACRE lot in Kirksey
Well, septic tank, water line
for trailer, $5000 After
5pm, 753-8679
450

MOVING
SALE
& Sat.
Sept. 28 & 29
120
N. 14th St.
Microwave, dishes,
cooking ware and
lots of misc.

YARD
SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-?
1509 N. 4th
9th house on left
after radio tower.
Fantasia
Florenteen
China, old quilt, old toys,
cradle, exercise bike, old
churn, Bavarian bowls,
table & chairs, child's
chair. clothes.

Large

YARD
SALE
Fri. &

Sat.
Sept. 28-29
518 So. 13th St.
5 h p garden tiller, new
quilt tops, buckets, baskets, scrap lumber, all
sizes clothes Something
for everyone

Rain or Shine
First Time
This Year
Big Garage Sale
909 Pogue
Off S. 9th
Fri: 28th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture, office desk, appliances, original Cabbage
dolls, Jewelry,
Patch
clothes - big & small sizes,
lots of everything.

5-Family
Yard Sale

Farms
For Salo

3BR, 2 bath, I
garage, good
very low utilitii
downtown. 75:

EiVi ACRES on 121 North.
91
/
4 miles from Murray,
9.4 miles from Mayfield in
Calloway County. Natural
gas hook-up, cable N, excellent well, rolling terrain,
(mostly pasture some
Porcelan crafts and dolls,
woods), cross fenced
nousehold items, clothing,
(some woven wire mostly
range hood, tow bar and
cresote wood), two ponds
many other items of interstocked with fish, five year
old 24'x40' metal stockEnt
barn, (great for horses and
calves), completely remodeled Vindale mobile home
430
with expando 18'x20' living
Real
room, recently remodeled
Estate
kitchen, cabinets and apBOB HALEY Real Estate pliances, one bath, large
Sales & Appraisals
bedroom, and 1 bedroom
Roberts Realty, 753-1651, addition, 2 porches, 1
or 489-2266
screened, separate garFOR your real estate list- age, lovely landscaping
ings, sales, or auctions, with 32 J&P roses, some
contact one of the oldest fruit trees. Excellent garden
offices in Murray. Wilson spot. Due to age and health
Real Estate 302 S 12th need to move closer to
work. Make otter and save
753-3263
realtors fees Call day
HARDY, Arkansas-No
Downpayment-$88 95 753-2728 or night
monthly. 5 76 wooded 489-2449,
acres located near Spring
CATTLE
River Wildlife Preserve. EXCELLENT
cross
farm,
fenced
and
Call Jim after 6:00pm
water,
501-257-3401 Beach Club fenced, year round
can be sold as 100 acres or
Realty.
620 approx. acres. ExcelKOPPERUD REALTY of- lent deer hunting Beautiful
fers a complete range of building site Located beReal Estate services with a tween Paris and Murray
wide selection of quality Moody Realty, Tommy
homes, all prices. Moody Realtor, 414 Tyson
753-1222, toll free Avenue, Paris, TN
or
9 0 1 - 6 4 2 - 5 09 3
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
1-1300-642-5093.
711L.

101 County Cork Dr.
Fri., Sept 28
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 29
8 a.m.-12 Noon

HARDIN area
home with net
well pump: net
Excellentl,nei
North Calloway
trict. Owner A
financing a 5payment. 1+
$30,500.
(502)875-2455
information.

HOUSE and lc
6th St 3br, 2
ment, garage,
See Carlos or
at Black's Dec(
ter or call
436-2935, or 1

HOUSE on 7
121 North. 6
$40,000. 489
5pm.

ONLY $7,000 b
new carpet,
heat, mobile a
lot. 10 minutes
Perrin RE 759

PRICE reduced
2br home, nice
workshop Cie
Bob Perrin RE

HOUSE HUN']
eminent Homes
Foreclosed or
failed Savings
HUD, and tax
property. To b
next match in
Kentucky.
(219)365-5562.

WALK to M
14 bath brick,
heat, mid $40'5
RE 759-1881

SOLD
Immaculate &neat three bedroom.two bath
brick. Central gas heat. Large utility, range.
dishwasher,ceiling fan. A must to see today!

1986 SUZUKI
cellent condit
901-247-5737

$68,500.

1986 YAMAHA
condition, $1
753- 1 270, a
753-8766.

Roberts Realty
753-1651

414 S. 12th

1986 YZ12
492-8824

2-Party
Yard Sale
1102 Vine St.
Fri., Sept 28
7 a.m..?
Polaroid camera 440
with flash unit like
new, bedside commode walker & lots of
misc.
household
items.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8-4
In Hazel across railroad tracks turn left
past funeral home,
end of block turn
right, go one block
2nd house on left
past stop sign.
Telephone, butane
grill, lots of stuff.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8-4
121 N • County Line Rd.
1st house on Wt.
White Westing. Being. (almond), Fngidare upright
freezer (white), furniture,
new red bunk beds, antique
glass, toys, clothes, Home
Intenor, baby things, much
more
489-2355 or 484.2775

AUCIN'llOH
Saturday, September 29
10 a.m. (Rain or Shine)

NEW and user
Auto Parts h
753-5500

At the late Marshall Brandon
Cabinet Shop
West of Almo Heights, Kentucky
(Approx. 7 mi. north of Murray, between old
and new Hwy. 641)
WILL SELL: B-Allis-Chalmer w/48 in. woods belly
mower, plow, disc, & cultivator.
LARGE TOOLS: Commerical triply duty Delta
Rockwell 10 in. table saw; 12 in. baruftaw; 24 inc. belt
&6 in. disc sander; spindle shaper;5-speed drill press;
6 in. jointer planer; 48 in. wood lathe-all Ciaftsrnui.
12 in. Dewalt radial arm saw; 12 in. Parks planer; 18
in. metal lathe; 3 hp. upright air compressor; Moto
mower tiller; air nail guns; routers and tirnmers; spray
gun; cabinet door router gigs.
SMALL TOOLS: Skill saws; elec. drills; bench
grinder & vise; squirrel cage fans; sanders; heaters;
metal cabinet; step & extension ladders; furniture
clamps; Dexter lock sets; McCullock chain saw (Mac
10/10); impact wrenches; miter saw; work benches;
well pump & pressure tank; 4 kegs nails; 1 refrigerator; hand crank wench; pecan & walnut lumber;
formica. Lots of hand and garden tools plus many
other items.
ANTIQUES: Electrified cider mill; crock; wash
kettle; lanterns; crosscut saw; block plane; shoe lasts;
175 lb. shop anvil; Pepsi machine; iron mower seat.
Refreshments available. Not responsible for- accidents.
For information and all your auction' needs, call:

1982 CUTLA
Broughm pw
$2500 Call Ix
759-1266

At th
Ave., M
Pt
HOUSEHI

ator, kitchi
silverware,
Formica-ur
table), drop
of Nationa:
sofa, round
maple rocki
sewing mt
Thomasvill
paintings
ATTENTI

BOB W.(FROSTY) MILLER
- THE AKTIONEER (5021 492-8594
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owner, 36
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REAL ES
for
estate
Professions
brick
Prnanc
The living
Fenced bacl
outfitted gc

!
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, -.

FREE
DELIVERY

Furniture
........„...,
hoppers Mall. 0,.

Wiggins

Only store of its kind In 4 state area!
Hwy. 641 - 2 miles north of Murray
Plus Gifts & Accessories
Quality Furniture for your Living Room,
Silk Plants. Potted Trees. Arrangments. MinneDining Room and More!
Bedding, Dinettes. Oak, Maple or Chrome. Solid Oak tonka Moccasins. Kitchenware. Hardware, Cer-

Available locally from;

McConnell Insurance Agency

430

Pubic
Sae

Nelrri

Lay-A-Way • EZ Terms
U Hind - We Haui

Underwitten by Blue Cross/Shield ofCen tral New York & Metropolitan Life. Administered by

Ci

Miirray Ledger & Times

Wood Glider
Round Pedestal Tables & Chairs. Sofas. Hide-A-Beds, amics. Brass, Copper. Toys. Lamps,
Pots &
Berkline Recliners. Swivel Rockers. End Tables, Desks, Swings & More. (Concrete Bird Baths.
Statuettes)
Pieces,
Baskets.
Bookcases. TV Stands. Wall Decor

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned & Operated by Robert & Neil Wiggins
Same Location For 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices
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Alamo* all aria
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CLASSIFIEDS
450

490

490

Farms
For S.

Used
Cats

IDEAL retirement farm 48
acres in a quiet neighborhood on dead-end gravel
road, in northwest Calloway County. Includes 31
acres of income producing
land, beautiful wooded
building site over-looking a
new lake Deer and small
game for those who enjoy
wild life. $50,000
527-0903.

1963 T-Bird 390 V-8, needs
interior work, $2500
753-9181 or 753-8124

460
Home*
For Sale
3BR, 2 bath, LR, kitchen,
garage, good condition,
very low utilities, close to
downtown. 753-1566_

Usid

984 BLACK Trans Am
-tops, 5-speed, power
seats, tilt, cruise, sharp
759-1576

1977 BLACK Trans Am
400. PS/pb, windows, auto,
tilt, cruise, AM/FM cassette, $1500. 759-4401 after 5pm, ask for John.

1986 SUZUKI DS 80 Excellent condition, $450
901-247-5737 after 5pm
1986 YAMAHA 225, good
condition, $1500. Day
753-1270, after 5pm
753-8766
1986 YZ125 $800
492-8824
inn
Auto
Servkiis
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5t00
490

Used
Cars
1982 CUTLASS Ciera
Broughm pw, pb, ac.
$2500 Call before 3pm,
759-1266

530

Used
Care

c.

1984 HONDA CRX good
condition A/C, AM/FM cassette, 5 speed, $3000
759-4654

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
1985 MUSTANG converti90 Toyota Corolla
1,487
ble, automatic, pw/ac,
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
'90 Toyota Camry
12,787
$6500 Call 753-8778 after
5pm
19 Olds Cutlass Ciera _1417
89 Mercury Topaz GS '7,917
'19 Toyota Can
14917
'19 Dod? Daytona 1417
19 Acura
'19,989
sm
19 Cressida
16487
CARS • TRUCKS 89 Ford Escort
'6.917
VANS
81 Toyota Corola
7,987
Finonc.nq On The Spot
11 Pont. Bcont. LE 10,917
81 Olds Cutlass Calais ...r7987
88 Nissan Pulsar NX 1,987
YES
'87 Mazda 626 Coupe '7,697
Everything
'07 Honda Acccrd Lt._ 1,487
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
'87 Mazda RI?
1981,
Price & Payment Displayed
17 Carl LE Yign 10,417
On Each WaNde
16 Chevy Eurospor1„,.......'3,787
CARS
16 Pont. Sunbid GT.__ 5,987
'88 Chevy Caviler
'88 Pontiac 6093______ $4987
16 Olds Cutlass Ciera _1987
'88 Dodge Aries,.,,,_.. $4987
16 Tercel 4WD Itign 5,487
'87 Chevy Eurosport $4967
'86 Honda Accad DX '7,987
'87 Ford Taurus
$4987
16 Bud Century LTD '4,917
'87 Chevy Celebrity... 4987
17 Chevy Waller Wgn.. $4987
16 Toyota Supra
1,487
15 Ply. Horizon ______$3487
15 Olds Regenq
'85 Pont Bonneville__ $44187
15 Toyota Corolla
'4687
'85 Olds Delta 88 _____$4967
15 Cressida flagon '1,987
'84 Pontiac Fiero .....
14 Dodge Arles Wgn $2987
15 Toyotalamry LE 1,417
'78 Ford Fairmont__ $787
'85Merc. Graid iNqUiS 1.987
'73 Pont Grand Prix
$787
15 Olds Delta 11
1,487
TRUCKS
15 Bud Elec. Park Ave 1,987
'87 Chevy S-10
$44987
'85 Ford Ranger V6 $4987
14 Chevy Captice
'4417
'84 Ford Van
$3987
11 Bud LeSte
1,987
'81 Ford Van..
$3987
11 Ford T.B.rd
'2,917
77 Chevy Slepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
'81 Bud Part Ave
'4,487
Down Elsewhere?
'82 Chevy Z.28
1,987
Credit Problems i/ OK
No Credit
12 Honda Ftelzde
1,287
OK
Divorce I/ OK
'82 0!is Delta 18
'1,617
we sail dependable,
affordable cars to people
12 Lit Calten1al 14,987
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
82 Ford Fatmort.... 1,417
Low Monthly Payments
Other Locations:
'11 Pont &yid Lelat _1,987
Mayfield Paducah
79 Toyota Corolla
'1,487
We accept Visa & WC
78 Plymouth HV20fl '1,217
$ee Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshatv, Sales Mgr.
77 Cutlass Supreme 1,987

1977 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass nice 489-2546 after
3pm
1978 LEBARON Chrysler,
70,000 miles. 759-1080
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, mint condition.
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar. Will sacrifice at $8,700.00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately_ Will trade for something of equal value, preferabiy S-10 truck or boat Call
Fr.ankfort (502)227-8015
after 6pm.

HARDIN area: 4br brick
home with new roof; new
well pump; new bathroom.
Excellenti,neighborhood,
North Calloway School district. Owner will consider
financing a 5-10% down
payment. 1+ acre. Only
Thunderbird,
Call 1979 FORD
$ 30 , 50 0 .
condition, $475
good
(502)875-2459 for more
436-2237
information.
1980 BUICK Century, 4
HOUSE and lot at 505 S.
door, 3.8 V6 very good
6th St. 3br, 2 bath, baseshape, inside and out. See
ment, garage, like new
at Ruthie's Gulf 16th and
See Carlos or Keith Black
Chestnut, $1495. 759-1559
at Black's Decorating Cenor 753-2079 anytime.
ter or call 753-0839
436-2935, or 753-5246.
1981 DATSUN,2130Z, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, 5 speed,
HOUSE on 74 acres on
T-top. Excellent condition
121 North 6 miles out,
Call 753-9565
$40,000 489-2802 after
5pm
1981 OLDSMOBILE Tornado, 350-V8, pb,ps,p1,pw,
ONLY $7,000 buys this 2br, wire
wheels, no rust, very
new carpet, central gas nice,
$2150. 753-8585.
heat, mobile and wooded
Lease For Less at
lot 10 minutes to lake Bob
Perrin RE 759-1881
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
PRICE reduced to $27,500
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
2br home, nice garage and
Van $336 mo'
workshop. Close to lake
Call Gene at 753-2617
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881
Plus Tax Title & License
HOUSE HUNTERS. Gov36 Mo. Closed End Lease
emrnent Homes from $10.
Foreclosed or seized from 1982 Z28 CAMARO,
failed Savings & Loans, loaded, 1-tops, ps/pb Call
HUD, and tax delinquent after 5pm, 759-4059
property. To be auctioned
1983 CAPRICE Classic
next month in Murray and
Very sharp one owner,
Kentucky.
Call
local car Loaded, good mi(219)365-5562.
leage, $3200; 1979 Olds
WALK to MSU. 3br, Cutlass, lots of extras,
14 bath brick, central gas $1300 753-0783.
heat, mid $40's Bob Perrin
1983 DODGE Omni, 4
RE 759-1881
door, a/c, 5 speed, garage
kept, economical, $975.
1711
Call 437-4153.
Motorcycles

Miirray Ledger & Times

1983 MAZDA GLC 2 door
hatchback Auto transmission, 66,000 miles, new
tires, new brakes, good
condition, $1650 753-9181
or 753-8124.
1983 PONTIAC Parisienne, 4 door, 2 tone blue,
loaded, 1 owner, 49,000
actual miles, $4,995; 1988
Dodge Dynasty, 4 door, V-6
automatic, ps/pb, air, cassette, power locks, 1
owner, $7,995, 1967
Dodge Charger, 383 Magnum, 2 door, red, with new
black interior, ps/pb, factory
air, $3800 OBO, 1988
Chevy Celebrity wagon, psi
pb, air, AM/FM, $5,495.
Fred Turman, or Henry
Carter, Carters Auto Sales,
220 Payson Paris, Tenn,
901-642-0757.
1983 TOYOTA Celica GT,
5 speed. Days 759-9756,
nights 436-5385.
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HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Whirlpool washer and dryer. Frigidaire refrigerator, kitchen items, glassware, Comingware, crystal tea glasses, linens,
silverware, GE electric range, round kitchen table w/six chairs (metalFormica-upholstery), floor fan, ladders, stools, sofa bed, lamps (floor and
table), drop leaf coffee table, maple bookcase,swivel rocker, 12 yr. collection
of National Geographic magazines, Philco stereo, misty blue living room
sofa,round multi-wood coffee table, matching end tables, like new sofa table,
maple rocker,solid wood,study desk w/matching chair. Fashion Mate Singer
sewing machine (model 248), Thomasville three-piece bedroom set,
Thomasville high boy vanity, wood nightstand, brass headboard, books.
paintings and more. All very nice
ATTENTION COLLECTORS: Automobile. 1972 Dodge Swinger, one
owner, 36,000 original miles, new tires, exceptional in looks and
performance.
PATIO: Folding lawn chairs, swing set, heavy gage metal rockers (2).
REAL ESTATE: Ideal Location. Extra Nice. Come prepared to own!
Offered for sale at 6 p.m. sharp by W. Dan Farris, Executor for the Ada Farris
estate this:
Professionally landscaped, exceptionally well-maintained three bedroom
brick home. This well constructed house has hardwood floors throughout.
The living room features a handsome stone fireplace w/built-in bookcases.
Fenced backyard with large storage building and patio. Lawn has completely
outfitted goldfish pond.
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We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money'
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1985 VOYAGER mini-van,
auto. Days 759-9756,
nights 436-5385.
1986 FORD Aerostar 2
seat work van. 41,xxx
miles. $5200. 436-2351 after 4 30pm
snn
Used
Trucks

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1977 CHEVROLET Luv,
$650 759-9309

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1983 TAHOE Blazer
loaded, 85,000 miles,
$4500. 753-0578 or
759-1123.
1988 JEEP Comanche
sport truck Blue with blue
interior white spoked
wheels, Michelin tires, 1
owner, 17,000 actual miles,
$6350. 753-4873.

•

Services
Offered

TREE trimming, brush removal, handyman Call
anytime 436-2768

INBOARD/outboard repair
service. Service calls, winterizing, OMC, Mercruiser,
Mercury, etc Call anytime
436-2768.

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$36 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.
WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILL landscape Bushhogging Free estimate
436-5430

•

BOGARD Paving - parking
lots, driveways sealing,
striping. 20 yews experience For tree estimate call
753-9552
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, polo
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos. Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates. L.E Wilkens 489-2663.

SHARPEN hand and circular saws (including carbide), knives, scissors,
chisels and other edged
tools. Murray Sharpening
and Repair 753-9503
STALLON'S General
Home Repair - Roofing,
plumbing, painting and siding. Al work is guaranteed
and he esbrnatea. Call
474-6064.

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

Wanted
SOMEONE who would like
to earn $50 in free merchandise just for having a
decor and more party or
taking orders As your sales
grow so does your free
merchandise Call today
527-9701

CUSTOM IITCMEN CARINE7S
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Ail Types 01

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & SOO ow showroom
409 SuNBURr WRAC Ear,
,
rc

Real Estate & Personal Property

small love seat - sewing baskets - floor lamp - nice table lamps - vanity
lamps - replica ofold cash register - 78 RPM records. nice jewelry box
- old costume jewelry - small bell - dolls - nice bedspread - large lot of
cassettes- 10 or more Norman Rockwell - some old glass & china - pots
& pans - stem pieces - Currier & Ives china - old Criss mill pattern large punch bowl - cookie jar - corner what not - metal toys - large lot of
Avon - electric blower - picnic basket - exercise bike - linen table cloth lawn chairs & more - Volkswagon Rabbit diesel.

Real Estate: Nice 4 bedroom, 2 story brick house - 1 bath - large
living room - dining room - large kitchen - enclosed back porch - large
double garage - central heat & air downstairs - on large corner lot.
Terms:20% down day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing
of deed. Real Estate sells at 12 noon. Auction held jointly with
Terry Paschall Real Estate.
Terry Paschall Broker - 753-5814
Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall Auctioneers

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

I

Estate Auction
Sat.,Sept.29th,1990 at3 p.m.at the home ofthe
late Mr. Roy Henry. Close to Cypress Springs
Restaurant. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121
South to New Mt.Carmel Baptist Church,turn
left then keep right or follow main Hwy. to
Auction.

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors.
Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560.

ANY remodeling, building, MR. Chimney. Chimney
painting & roofing Free es- cleaner 492-8561.
timates B & B Construc- PLUMBING repairman with
tion 436-5263
same day service Call
APPLIANCE REPAIRS. 436-5255
Factory trained by 3 major R.B. MITCHELL PAVING
manufacturers Most parts Driveways, parking lots a
in stock, on my truck. All specialty. Over 30 years
work and parts warranted. experience. 753-1537,
Ask for Andy at The Ap- 753-1221.
pliance Works, 753-2455.
ROCKY COLSON Home
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Repair Roofing, siding,
Kenmore, Westinghouse, painting, plumbing, conWhirlpool. 30 years experi- crete Free estimates Gall
ence Bobby Hopper, 474-2307
436-5848
ROGER Hudson rock haulFIREWOOD Seasoned or ing, gravel, saad, dirt, drivegreen Also slab wood
way rock 753-4545,
Charles Barnett 753-5476 753-6763

CAMP

Personal Property: Blue Boy & Pink Lady - bird figurines - Humble
pieces - milk glass pieces - nice Gone With Wind type hand painted
lamp -new small keyboard - hideabed couch & odd chair - coffee & end
tables - recliner - knee hole desk - bookcase - old books - bookcase with
good old encyclopedias - color t.v. - 2 stack bookcase - grandfather
clock - kerosene lamp. vacuum cleaner - maple table & chairs with
hutch - coat rack - microwave & cart - small kitchen appliances Harvest refrigerator - washer & dryer - twin bed -5 drawer chest'odd
vanity - new roll top desk -odd bed - old hi-post twin bed - odd dresser -

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

L&R Plumbing 24hr
emergency service. Water
and sewer lines. Specializing in mobile homes
753-8101 8-5pm, after
hours 753-0768

570

Sat., Sept. 29, 1990 at 10 a.m. at the late Mrs.
Verna Wiley Estate at 1609 Wiswell Rd. or
South 16th St.

Will sell carpenter tools - mechanic tools - lawn & garden tools
- log chains - load binders - can hooks - rakes,hoes,shovels, pry
bar - electric staple gun • 1/2" electric Impac wrench - side
grinder - electric drill motors - steel bits - table saw - small drill
press - bench grinder - router & table - belt sander - circle saw saber saw - plumbers pot - floorjack -jack stands - hand trucks
- cross cut saw - hedge trimmers - 1/2" socket set - box & open
end wrenches - pipe wrenches - pliers - screw drivers - battery
charger -jumper cables - volt meter - vise - ladders - extension
cords - 3 chain saws, one new - hunting knives - a large lot of
carpenter tools - gas cans - lantern - steel traps - wheel barrow push mower - lawn cart - yard chairs - new bug zapper - mole
trap - bicycle -garden plow - large lot offishing equipment - 4
trot line boxes - lot of fishing plugs, like new - 1987 Yamaha
O.T. 50 with only 210 miles bought new by Mrs. Henry. This is
only a partial listing. Many other items not listed.

A-1 STUMP Removal and LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Spraying Lawns, trees, For all your carpet and upand shrubs, unwanted ants holstery cleaning For a
and insects Call A-1 for free estimate call
professional service. Glen 753-5827 Satisfied
references.
Joiner 753-0906
ABLE Construction Co. A LICENSED electrical
Building Contractors. Resi- contractor: JAMES C. GALdential and commercial re- LIMORE ELECTRIC. Comnovation, trim/framing car- mercial and residential, fast
pentry, roofing, painting. courteous and efficient service. 759-1835.
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

WILL mow lawns and other 3 FREE kittens Beautiful
yard work Will do light and cuddly 436 2916
leave message
hauling 436-2528

VACUUM cleaners re
paired Murray Sharpening
and Repair 753-9503

GENERAL Repair. plumbng, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
ALL GOVERNMENT for free estimate.
SEIZED Cars, Jeeps, 4x4, G.W. CONSTRUCTION,
under $100, Local and Na- Gerald Walters roofing,
tionwide (404)866-1822 painting, vinyl siding, all
Ext A475
kinds of remodeling Phone
EXTRA sharp black 1986 489-2267.
S10 pickup SWB, air, 4 HAULING, yard work, tree
speed, 4 cylinder. 55,000 removal, mowing. Free esmiles $5250 759-1854.
timates. 759-1683.

530

T ENTERPRISE Dozer
backhoe, gravel and dirt
hauling, septic systems
753-0577

DAVIDSON Roofing Co. All
types of roofing. 30 years
experience. All work guaranteed in writing. Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work. 753-5812_

1973 STEPSIDE Chevy,
side tire mount, new 350
big block, with holly quadra
jet 4 barrell 753-4201

Free
Column

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a tower competitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or me, 753-5484

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models. Call Gary at
759-4754.

DO any type odd jobs: tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work. Free estimates. Call
Robert Prescott, 753-2054.

560
Seniors
Otteard

CISTERN cleaning and repair. Used fiberglass and
concrete. 1 to 5 years guarantee 25 yrs experience
call (606)366-0200.

1972 CHEVY K5 Blaze
4x4, 350 4-speed lock-in
lock-out hubs; 1972 Chevy
C-10 pickup 4x4, 350
4-speed, lock-in/lock-out
hubs, 1971 Chevy C-10
pickup truck Call after
7pm, 435-4249

FOR sale Carver 28 Ex
press cruiser. Twins;sonar
complete instruments; boa
and shower; bottom
painted '90 & slip paid unti
'91. A beautiful family
cruiser in excellent condition. Phone 395-5501

TRUCKS
19 Toyota Eztab 10,417
'89 Toyota PI
1,987
'88 Toyota 4Iknner '15,487
'81 Chevy Scottsda '7,987
18 Ninth Yager _11,487
18 Toyota 414
'10,487
18 Toyota 13/11
1,487
'88 Cher! Step Side 1,487
11 Chevy Silverado 1,487
'17 Toyota 1
1,987
17 Fad Aerosta XL 1,917
17 Chevy RIO PI 1,47
16 Ford Bronco II
7,487
Cberi S10 Blazer '7,187
15 Cheri Nati
1,787
14 kep Saltier
1,487
13 OK S15
1,117
V RIM
1,N7

At the home of Ada Farris, deceased, 1711 Ryan
Ave., Murray, Kentucky. 3 blocks west of MSU campus; one block south of College Farm Rd.
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19130 FORD van $1100
cross ties $7,4 used centra
air conditioners 753-8181
from 8-4 30pm

That's right! If you are
not happy with the operation of your used
car or truck you
bought from us. return
It to us within 3 days or
200 miles (whichever
comes first) and we'll
repair it or we'll refund
your money.

Ye',

p m
ems

House shown by appointment before sale.
Contact Dan at
492-8796.
TERMS: IS% down
day of sale. Balance
within 30 days.
ALAMEDt0AUCTION

Vans

WE Guarantee!

YE

ESTATE AUCTION
Thursday, October 4, 1990
Rain or Shine

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior. Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
1987 DODGE Lancer, hauling, foundations, etc
4-DR, ps/pb, ac, bit, cruise 759-4664
auto in console, buckets BACKHOE, trencher, excahatchback, sport wheels vating and hauling Kenney
35mpg 37,000 miles
Travis, 759-1039
$5000 753-3648
1988 CORVETTE Coupe, CARPENTER: decks,
one owner, 27,xxx miles, 4 fences, remodeling, addispeed, tinted roof, gray with tions and replacement windows Call 759-1424 after
gray leather interior
5pm
753-7687
1989 WHITE Grand Prix, BUILDER: New homes
framing, additions, gar26,000 miles, loaded, excellent condition Call ages, barns, patios, decks,
greenhouses, remodeling,
753-9302 after 4pm,
site preparation, hourly/
767-1297 days.
contract. Tripp Williams,
1989 EAGLE Premier ES. 753-0563
Loaded, 8000 miles,
$13,500. Showroom condi- CARPET and vinyl repairs
tion 436-2351 after and installation Professional service Glen Beb4:30pm
bers 759-1247, leave
MUST sell 1990 Mazda message
MX6, low miles 753-2456
CAR stereo installation
specialist
in custom wiring.
496
After 4pm, call 753-7252.

Boats
& Motors

It's as simple as that'
mil \I) (II \I I I !NG** 1111 !..4)1 NI) OF

** I I I I

1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 42,000 miles
$6800 753-3682 or
759-4884

520

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

530
ServIces
Offered

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
A

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
"My Serrice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Absolute Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Oct.6th, 1990 at 10 a.m. to settle the estate of the late
Mr.
Preston Perry, 3.6 miles East of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy. 893.
Nice 2 bedroom - 1 bath - kitchen & dining area - large entrance
hall metal aiding - storm doors & windows - private well - concrete drive attached garage - nice frame house - large pole barn and other
out
buildings. Also a nice 75.744 acre farm in high state of cultivation.
Will be sold in 3 tracts and then combined together as one
tract.
Terms:20% down day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.
Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker 753-3263 - Key Associates

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
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bee
dolls that touctt you r heart

995

"Wizard of Oz"
Collectible Dolls
For Giving
Or Receiving.

10% down
will hold your layaway
until Christmas!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
.
77, 2

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA
Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main St.

Open: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sal. 9-5:30; 24 Hour Service Available
Glendale al WhItnell • 753-4175

753-1586

_.12tOo1asi Pitklebv

LAY-A-WAY NOV

-HERITAGE
VILLAGE
031.1ECnCt•1

Choose Your Christmas Dolls
Early While
Selections Are Good!

1990

Layaway Now
While Selections
Are Good!

Callectible Dolls
"Sweetheart Dolls by
"Brinn" are arriving
dai y
Dynast"d

all collectible
for Christmas

%

`off

•Hallmark Keepsake Ornaments
•Boxed Cards & Gift Wrappings

READMORE

rolyn's

Furniture • Flowers • Gifts
Hours: Mon -Fri. 10-6; Sat. 10-5

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

BOOK-N-CARD 44,

Corner

NEW LOCATION

111 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)

753-9234

THE NEW BREED HUSKY

STRATALOUNGER
RECLINERS

20% Down Will Hold Until Christmas
50-3.1 Cu. in. 49cc
Easy to use on tough jobs, this
chain saw puts professional
performance into the hands of nonprofessionals Efficient, Quiet,
vibration dampened, the 50
is perfect for part-time users
who demand full-time performance
Inertia activated chain brake standard

'329"

Only 10% Down Will Lay-A-Way
Any Recliner Until Christmas!!!
TRATALOUNGER
RECLINERS

1S

Starting
At

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
"Limp In

Leap Out"

759-9831

80 East Main

a

$19995

'Lifetime Warranty
Mechanism

'Beautiful Fabric
Selection

00
00.MMMUMmili44

All V
IPI..
/1
H7

Lay-A-Way Now
While The Selection Is Best

WOODCriliFTE

CREATIVE INTERIOR
. 641 N. Murray

GALLERIES

On the Square Mayfield 4c4

qmil,
,
••
••
••

14,
•

LAYAWAY NOW
BEFORE THE RUSH

JCD

e-s•N

•

Fashion comes to
Only 1
0Down
To Layaway For Christmas

MIL

Mae
Many

styles

to choose from!

;4,417
r

DONT WAIT —
COME IN TODAv'
Chestnut Hills • Murray
759-4522

Lay-A-Way Now for
Christmas
25% down holds your Purchase
until December
(Clearance merchandise is excluded)
'3.00 Service Charge
Chestnut Hills

Murray

759-4080 - Catalog Office Phone

•

I
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•••
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PREVIEW '91
PREVIEW

Escort: Ford's major new car product news for 1991
An all new 1991-model line
enhancing its appeal for entryof Escorts provides the major
level buyers.
new car product news at Ford
The four-passenger, two-door,
dealerships during the coming
hatchback "mini-car" is availyear.
able in two series — L and GL.
"Escort hatchback and
In addition to a new monochrostation-wagon models for 1991
matic paint treatment, exterior
mark a dramatic advance in
changes on the GL model
Ford small-care design, manuinclude new color-keyed wheels,
facturing and technology," said
a standard rear window/wiper,
Thomas J. Wagner, Ford Motor
and a standard RH manual outCompany vice president and
side mirror. Interior changes to
Ford division general manager.
the GL include upgraded cloth
Powertrain and other funcseats and door-trim treatment.
tional improvements have been
The Ford Festiva has been a
made on Ford Division car lines
hit with import-oriented buyers
such as the Thunderbird, Taursince it was introduced to the
us, Mustang and Tempo as well,
North American market in the
Mr. Wagner noted. The 1991
spring of 1987, racking up sales
Festiva and Crown Victoria also
of nearly 200,000 units.
have exterior changes.
The addition of a 5.0-liter V-8
Ford Escort
engine in the Ford Thunderbird,
The all-new Ford Escort
a new twin-plug version of
marks a new era at Ford in
Ford's 2.3-liter engine for Musterms of quality, manufacturing
tang, a new electronically conand design. The 1991-model
trolled transaxle for the Taurus
features a fresh, aerodynamic
and a 15 percent horsepower
design with a lower cowl and
improvement for the Taurus'
belt that provide more glass area
2.5-liter engine are just a few of
and improve visibility. Other
the functional changes Ford has
new features include flip-out
made in its 1991 car lineup.
quarter windows on two-door
Along with the all-new
hatchback models, a remoteEscort, Ford dealers also have s„c9nwl outside mirror
and an
new monochromatic paint treat'A" pillar-mounted antenna.
ments for their fuel-efficient
Escort is available in three
Festiva GL model and a number
body styles: two-door hatchof exterior styling refinements
back, four-door hatchback and
for the full-size LTD Crown
four-door wagon. It has three
Victoria.
series: pony (two-door), LX
Following is a brief descrip(two-and four-door hatchback
tion of Ford Division's
and four-door wagon) and GT
1991-model new-car lineup:
(two-door hatchback).
Ford Festiva
The 1991 model also offers a
The Ford Festiva will offer a
much larger interior package
new GL model with monochrothan previous Escorts. Interior
matic pain, color-keyed wheels,
features and enhancements
new trim and a restructured
include an ergonomicallyequipment level aimed at
designed, wraparound instru-

ment panel, five-passenger seating capacity and improved
shoulder and hip room. Powertrain changes include the addition of sequential electronic fuel
injection to Ford's 1.9-liter
engine.
Ford Mustang
Mustang gets added horsepower in 1991. A new twin-plug
version of Ford's 2.3-liter
engine significantly improves
base Mustang performance from
86 to 105 horsepower for better
acceleration and driveability.
Mustang GT and LX 5.0-liter
models get new, upsized 16-inch
five-spoke aluminum wheels.
New P225/55ZR16 all-season
performance tires also have
been made standard on the LX
5.0-liter and optional on the GT.
The popular Mustang convertible has been improved by lowering the top-down stack height
for a cleaner, more attractive
appearance.
The 1991 Mustang is available in three series — Mustand
LX (two-door sedan, two-door
hatchback and two-door convertible), 5.0-liter Mustang LX, and
Mustang GT (two-door hatchback and convertible).
Ford Probe
The 1991 Ford Probe continues to offer the sleek styling
and wide selection of trim and
power team alternatives that
have made the sporty two-door
so popular among buyers in the
small specialty market since its
introduction as a 1989 model.
The two-door Probe is available in three series — GL, LX
and GT. The Probe GL continues with a peppy 2.2-liter,
12-valve, electronically fuel-

Tires won't last long if treated badly
Probably no other consumer product
endures as much abuse as tires—especially in the fall and winter. Whether
driving on slick streets, through snow,
or over potholes and ice patches, tires
are expected to master the elements.
Tires will not last long, however, if
they are continually mistreated and not
properly maintained. To get the most
from tires during this season, and consequently the vehicle they are attached
to. a regular maintenance program
should be implemented.

the fall, when weather changes rapidly,
its a good idea to check pressures
more often."
The safest way to check inflation is
with an accurate air pressure gauge. A
tire's proper inflation level is usually
between 20 and 35 psi, and can be
found on a placard in the glovebox or
on the car door. A tire is considered
seriously underinflated at four or
more psi below the recommended
pressure.

The single greatest cause ol tire
damage is improper inflation pressure.
Driving with overinflated or underinflated tires puts unnecessary stress on
tire sidewalls. which in turn causes
irregular treadwear and poor gas
mileage.
According to Jeff Carpenter. marketing manager of consumer products for
Yokohama Tire Corporation, tire inflation will fluctuate with the outside temperature.
"A drop of ten degrees Fahrenheit
causes i drop of about one pound per
square inch (psi)." Carpenter said. "In.

Carpenter also recommends that tire
pressure be checked when tires are
cold, or at least three hours after the
vehicle has been driven. "If air must be
added when a tire is hot, the driver
should add four psi above the recommended cold tire pressure. and then
recheck the pressure when the tire is
cold." he said.
Treadwear is another imponant component of tire maintenance. As tread
wears, it loses its ability to grip the
road in adverse conditions. If the tire is
not replaced. it can wear past the tread
to the casing. making the vehicle a
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safety hazard.
To check for treadwear, tire manufacturers have installed wear bar indicators, small raised points of rubber in
the tire's groove. If the tread is the
same height as the wear bar, the tire
should be replaced immediately.
The old-fashioned method of checking tread depth with a penny is also
effective. This works by inserting the
penny with Lincoln's head first into the
tire groove. If the president's head is in
full view, the tread has worn past the
safety limit and, in many states, the
legal limit.
While most people are capable of
checking tire inflation and treadwear
on their own, there are other tasks,
essential to tire maintenance, that
should be done by a professional.
Tire rotation, for example, is a job
for a professional mechanic. Ideally,
tires should be rotated every 5,000 to
ft,000 miles. or more frequently if most
of the driving is done around town.
In addition, every 10.000 miles. a
reputable tire dealer or alignment shop
'should check the alignment so the tires
can perform up to standard. • • • • • •
"•
• •
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injected four-cylinder engine.
The Probe LX continues to
offer a standard 3.0-liter, electronically fuel-injected V-6
engine. An anti-lock brake system can be added to LX's fourwheel power disc brakes.
The '91 Probe GT maintains
its high performance with a
2.2-liter electronically fuelinjected, turbocharged 1-4
engine which can be coupled
with an optional four-speed
automatic transmission. GT's
handling suspension features
special sport-tuned performance
components, plus a computerized Automatic Adjusting
Suspension.
Ford Tempo
The 1991 Ford Tempo has
several functional improvements
designed to reduce the amount
of noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) transmitted into the
vehicle's interior. Front structure upgrades, new engine
mount bracket, new fan, new
front spring isolators and
updated engine calibrations are
planned for 1991. On the outside, four-wheel drive nomenclature replaces all-wheel drive.
The five-passenger Tempo is
available in four series — GL
(two-door and four-door
sedans), GLS (two-door and
four-door sedans), LX (fourdoor sedan) and the four-door
Tempo Four-Wheel-Drive
sedan. Four-Wheel-Drive has
made it possible for a familytype sedan str.ch as Tempo to
operate with greater transaction
during adverse weather conditions. The Four-Wheel-Drive
feature can be activated at the
touch of a conveniently located
switch — even while the car is
in motion.
A driver's-side air bag supplemental restraint system continues to be offered as an option
on four-door GL and LX
models.
Ford Taurus
Major powertrain upgrades
and other functional improvements are the big news for Ford
Taurus in 1991. The focus model for 1991 is the Taurus GL,
which features the availability
of sporty bucket seats, floor
shift and floor console for added
storage.
The addition of sequential
multi-port electronic fuel injection and other modifications on
the Taurus' 2.5 liter fourcylinder engine have increased
engine horsepower by 15 percent (This engine will be available later in the model year.)
The 3.0 liter V-6 also gets
sequential fuel injection. The
Taurus SHO has a special 3.0-1iter, dual overhead cam, 24-valve
V-6 engine that generates up to
-200 horsepower.

In addition, a new electronically controlled four-speed automatic overdrive transaxle is now
standard on all models except
the Taurus SHO. This
electronically-controlled transaxle helps drivers achieve optimum fuel economy and performance along with smooth, consistent shifts. An anti-lock brake
system also is offered for the
first time on 1991 Taurus station
wagon models.
The 1991 Taurus is available
as a four-door sedan or wagon
in L, GL and LX series. A new
package available in '91, the
"L-Plus," is a well-equipped six
cylinder Taurus L priced significantly below the Taurus GL.
Ford Thunderbird
V-8 power returns to the
Thunderbird in 1991. A luxury
smooth, 5.0-liter, 200 horsepower engine is offered on the 1991
Standard and LX models with
an automatic transmission. A
3.8-liter supercharged V-6
engine continues to power the
SC.
Also new for '91 are major
upgrades to the interiors of all
Thunderbird models — from
Standard to Super Coupe. In
addition to Super Coupe, the
two-door rear-wheel drive Thunderbird also is offered in Standard and LX versions.
The Standard series gets luxurious cloth-seat inserts. LX
seats get leather accents and
new vinyl-and-cloth inserts in
place of wocKlgrain trim panels.
The Super Coupe gets a completely new trim style that
includes the Thunderbird emblem embroidered on upper seat
backs. A new electronic automatic temperature control system
also is optional on the LX and
SC models.
Ford LTD Crown Victoria
A number of exciting exterior
styling refinements debut on the
1991 Ford LTD Crown Victoria.
Clearcoat paint is offered as a
standard feature on all models.
Also in '91, the paint stripe
location is lower and brighter.
Clear front park/turn lenses with
amber bulbs replace the amber
lenses. Also standard on the
1991 LTD Crown Victoria is a
driver's side air bag supplemental restraint system.
The car is available in five
series — LTD Crown Victoria S
(four-door sedan), LTD Crown
Victoria and LTD Crown Victoria LX (four-door sedan and
wagon), LTD Country Squire
wagon and LTD Country Squire
LX wagon.
A 5.0 liter V-8 engine with
sequential fuel injection powers
the car and provides Crown Victoria owners a reassuring
(Cont'd on page 4)
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New Toyota Previa getting some attention
By Peter D. Du Pre
If one thing can be said about
the 1980s, it's that it was a
decade of change for the American automobile buyer. At the
beginning of the decade most
Americans bought domestically
manufactured cars. Imports were
only a small segment of the
market, station wagons were the
chariot of choice for the American family and most baby
boomers had not yet started
their own baby boom.
By the end of the decade,
however, things looked markedly different. A domestically
manufactured automobile might
well be built by a Japanese manufacturer's America manufacturing facility, an import car was
the best selling car in the country, import market share had
risen to 26 percent of the total

market, boomers had started a
second baby boom and the station wagon had been eclipsed by
the minivan.
Although minivans have been
around since the 1950s, when
the popular VW Micro Bus was
introduced, they didn't catch on
in a wholesale way until Chrysler introduced its Caravan in
1984. And though both competing import and domestic manufacturers quickly followed suit,
Chrysler has managed to keep
almost a stranglehold on the
market, accounting for more
than 50 percent of the minivans
sold in the U.S.
That stranglehold may not last
much longer, however, as several manufacturers have brought
out highly competitive products
within the last couple of years
that promise to give the Caravan

some stiff competition.
Mazda's MPV is already winning awards and public acceptance and the spacey GM vans
— Lumina, Silhouette and Trans
Sport are off to a slow but futuristic push in to the van market
of the '90s. Finally, standing a
galaxy apart from the rest is the
Toyota Previa, which takes the
minivan concept and brings it
into the 21st century. It's a different design approach to moving people.
Toyota engineers started with
a clean sheet of paper and no
preconceived notions. They
wanted a vehicle that incorporated advanced styling, efficient
use of space, good overall performance, sedan-like ride and
handling, as well as excellent
passenger accomodations.
The result of their efforts was

Get Your Hands On
One OfOur Car Loans
And See How Well We
Handle The Curves
PEOPLES BANK
PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
MAIN OFFICE- 5TH & MAIN • 753-3231
NORTH BRANCH- NORTH 12TH 8 CHESTNUT • 753-3231
SOUTH BRANCH SOUTH 12TH 8 STORY • 753-3231
MEMBER FDIC

so striking, and so new, that
Toyota named it Previa, derived
from an Italian world meaning
"preview."
Designed in the U.S. for
American tastes and driving
conditions by Toyota's
California-based studio, Calty
Design Research, Previa features a graceful, rounded shape
that is both futuristic and friendly. It has a drag coefficient of
just 0.34 —better than some
sedans — without resorting to
long front end overhands and
pointy noses.
The unique shape, giving personality and efficiency to the
van, is possible mainly because
of the unique power train layout
of the Previa. In other vans, the
front engine/front-wheel drive
or front enging/rear-wheel drive
layout of the drivetrain wastes

too much interior space and dictates a rather boxy deterior
exterior design. To avoid the
same problem, Toyota engineers
decided that a mid-engine/rear
wheel drive layout was the best
soltution as it took up the least
amount of interior space and
helped weight distribution.
To further ensure that the
power train didn't intrude on the
passenger compartment, Toyota
tilted the 2.4 liter 1-4 cylinder
engine at a 75-degree angle to
lower the profile and installed it
under the floor of the van,
beneath the driver's seat.
The low-profile mounting of
the engine and transmission
gives the Previa increased interior cargo volume and makes it
easier for passengers to move
(Conrd on page 8)
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Lincoln-Mercury ushering in 'year of the powertrain'
An impressive array of new
or significantly improved
engines and transmissions
makes this the year of the powertrain at Lincoln-Mercury Division according to a top division
executive.
"In addition to the all-new
1991 cars we've introduced in
recent months, we're adding a
lot of excitement under the hood
this model year," said Ross H.
Roberts, Ford vice president and
Lincoln-Mercury general manager. "Six out of the nine Lincoln
and Mercury carlines have new
or improved powertrains for
1991."
According to Mr. Roberts, an
al-i-new engine will help Lincoln
Town Car to continue the success it has enjoyed since its
introduction as an all-new model last year. The new 4.6-liter
V-8 engine improves performance by 40 horsepower while
improving fuel economy and

reducing emissions, noise and
vibration.
The 1991 Lincoln Continental
also receives powertrain
improvements, including a new
fuel-efficient electronic fourspeed automatic transaxle.
Engine refinements and a new
standard dual exhaust add 15
horsepower for improved
performance.
Earlier this year, Mercury
introduced the all-new 1991
Mercury Tracer and all-new
1991 Mercury Capri convertible
twits lineup. In addition to these
new cars, Mercury will introduce a powerful 5.0-liter High
Output (HO) engine as standard
equipment in the Mercury Cougar XR7 for 1991.
Here are some of the LincolnMercury highlights for 1991 by
carline:
• Lincoln Town Car The Town Car adds an allnew 4.6-liter V-8 standard

equipment in 1991. The new
engine, produced at Ford's
Romeo (Mich.) Engine Plant, is
the first of a family of all-new
engines that will go into various
Ford and Lincoln-Mercury vehicles in the 1990s. The new
engine represents an improvement in performance and fuel
economy, as well as a reduction
in noise and vibration.
Despite an additional 40
horsepower more than the previous Town Car engine, the
4.6-liter will make the Town
Car even quieter than the previous model.
• Lincoln Continental The Continental also gets a
boost in 1991. Engineers have
added a more precise air flow
sensor and improved the air
flow into the combustion chamber of the 3.8-liter sequential
electronic fuel injection (SEFI)
V-6 to give it a 15 horsepower
increase for improved perfor-

WHY BUY NOW?
7 GOOD REASONS
1. Rebates up to $2,000
2. Factory discounts up to $2,000
3. 1st Time Buyer Program earns a $500 rebate
4. College Grad Program earns a $500 rebate
Rebates and Discounts
May Total As Much As
14,500
5. Interest as low as 4.8% on many vehicles
6. Red Carpet Lease Programs with 3% interest
7. LARGE 1990 and 1991 Inventory

"We sold your grandfather and your father a car, why not you?"
Since 1928

Parker Ford I
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

mance. Additionally, they have
paired that powerplant with
Ford's all-new electronic automatic overdrive transaxle
(AXOD-E), an electronically
assisted automatic overdrive for
greater smoothness and
efficiency.
With the refined engine, a
new standard dual exhaust and
the new transaxle, Lincoln Continental will enjoy an improvement in performance for 1991.
Lincoln
Mark
VII
For 1991, Lincoln designers
have freshened the Bill Blass
version of this luxurious performance car. The Blass version
will get the BBS road wheels,
which will sport special Bill
Blass inserts, as well as special
handling suspension, a new rear
axle and constant rate steering.
Both the Bill Blass and LSC
models will have an automatic
power antenna for 1991.
• Mercury Grand Marquis Grand Marquis, year-in and
year-out one of LincolnMercury's best sellers, receives
an exterior face-lift in 1991.
This includes a blacked -out
paint treatment for the front
grille, and the addition of a
clearcoat paint.
The 1991 Grand Marquis was
introduced earlier this year.
• Mercury Cougar The 1991 Cougar will have a
new look on both sides of the
hood. The sporty XR7 will carry, as standard equipment, a
5.0-liter HO electronic fuel
injection (EFI) V-8 engine,
and the LS will feature the same
engine as an option. A fourspeed automatic overdrive transmission is standard on both
models.
On the outside, both Cougar
models will receive a freshening, featuring revised bodyside
modlings, front grille, fascia,
hood, headlamps and taillamps.
• Mercury Sable The 3.0-liter Sable engine has
been refined to include sequential, multi-port fuel injection,
which delivers more precise fuel
distribution and more efficient
combustion. Sable also receives
the electronically assisted automatic overdrive transaxle for
1991.
Mercury will offer an antilock braking system (ABS) as
an option on the Sable station
wagon for 1991. ABS already is
offered as an option on the

Escort...
(Cont'd from page 2)
response in everyday driving
situations. The standard Automatic Overdrive transmission
automatically shifts into an

Sable sedan. Additionally, a
moonroof is now available on
the station wagon as well.
• Mercury Topaz As part of the process of continuous improvement, the 1991
Topaz incorporates a number of
functional refinements aimed at
reducing the levels of noise and
vibration which reach the passenger compartment. These
refinements include minor component structural improvements
and an upgraded sound insulation package.
• Mercury Tracer The 1991 Tracer, introduced
earlier this year, is an all-new
front-wheel-drive car that is
available in three models: a
standard four-door notchback, a
station wagon and the sporty
four-door Tracer LTS.
Among Tracer's standard features are four-wheel independent suspension, tinted glass,
AM/FM stereo radio, 1,,*o-speed
windshield wipers with fixed
intermittent feature, digital
clock, center console, backlit
analog gauges, split-fold rear
seats, reclining front seats and
rear seat heat duc&
The Tracer and Tracer station
wagon features a new electronically fuel-injected 1.9-liter
engine. Tracer LTS features a
powerful new electronically
fuel-injected 1.8-liter dual
overhead-camshaft engine. All
Tracer models offer a standard
five-speed manual or optional
four-speed automatic transaxle.
• Mercury Capri The 1991 Capri is a frontwheel-drive convertible that features 2 + 2 seating and an
optional hardtop roof with a rear
window defroster. Capri is
available in two series, the
Capri and the turbocharged
Capri XR2.
In addition to seating for four,
both Capri and Capri XR2 offer
an surprising amount of cargo
space for a small convertible 6.2 cubic feet with the top
down, and nearly nine cubic feet
with the top up.
The Capri series combines a
new electronically fuel-injected
1.6-liter double overhead-cam
engine with either a five-speed
manual or optional four-speed
automatic transaxle. The XR2 is
equipped with a new tubocharged 1.6-liter engine with a
five-speed manual transaxle.
overdrive fourth gear when the
vehicle exceeds approximately
45 mph and the driver eases up
on the accelerator pedal. In
overdrive, engine speed is
reduced by about one-third for
improved fuel economy and
reduced engine wear.
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New, smaller engines
mean bad news for motor
oil in vans, trucks
Today's pick-up trucks and vans are
powered by the same four or six cylinder engine that's in today's cars. During
the '80s, smaller engines were designed
to deliver more and more power output,
and increased performance. In fact, as
shown below, today's smaller engines
deliver nearly 32 percent more horsepower/liter than engines of just a decade
ago. Because of this, today's engines are
a lot tougher on your motor oil.
Today's engines operate at higher
horsepower per liter (HP/1,).

Pick-up trucks and vans place even
more demands on these higherrevving and hotter-running engines.
For example, today's pick-up truck
bodies are heavier—approximately
1,000 pounds heavier—so even under
normal driving conditions the truck
engine works harder.
Then consider the additional stress
of hauling a payload. In fact, 33 percent more stress is placed on a pick-up
truck's engine when carrying just a
one-half ton payload!
The strain of towing and high torque
of on and off road 4-wheel driving further tax these smaller, high-performance engines.
These extra demands—stress, strain
and torque—produce shearing forces
and searing heat, which can break
down an oil immediately. That can
result in damage to the critical engine
parts the oil is there to protect.
Extra weight puts extra stress
on today's pick-up truck engine
Gres, Velikk WeightHorlepower)
laday's ear

2S 7 Ite/hp

pitlt•api'vaa

211 tha/hp

Extra Strew
rt. Car

9%

Tbday's pick-opivalt
WI oaaJkalt lea payload

Motor oil breakdown: There are two
major ways today's higher-revving,
hotter-running engines can cause motor
oil breakdown:
I. Viscosity breakdown: A loss iii an
oil's ability to maintain a critical protective film between the engine's moving parts.

2. Thermal breakdown: The development of sludge, varnish and corrosive agents through heat breakdown of
the oil. This can cause piston ring
sticking, increased oil consumption,
and eventually loss of power and
increased engine wear.
Viscosity breakdown occurs when an
oil is not formulated to withstand the
extreme shear stresses of the engine.
Shear stress is a function of the oil's
flow rate through the engine and the
engine's RPMs. Compared to V-g
engines, today's smaller engines can
circulate oil twice as fast and rev twice
as high. In fact, independent tests prove
smaller engines can break down an oil's
viscosity within 1,500 miles. The extra
demands of pick-up trucks can break
down an oil's viscosity even sooner.
Thermal breakdown occurs when an
oil is not formulated to withstand the
extra heat produced by the engine.
Today's engines utilize "fast-burn"
technology, which causes them to run
hotter, with motor oil reaching temperatures of 440*F.
Exposure to these high temperatures
increases the risk of oil breakdown.
Since pick-up truck engines must rev
even higher to handle extra demands,
they quickly produce searing heat,
which can cause thermal breakdown.
Protection against motor oil
breakdown: To safeguard against
motor oil breakdown, use a premium
quality oil such as Castrol GTX.
Castrol blends the finest base oils
with unique, shear-resistant viscosity
improvers. So while independent
tests have shown that today's engines
can break down an oil's viscosity
within 1,500 miles, Castro! protects
against viscosity breakdown even
after 5,000 miles—no matter how
tough the demands. Most other motor
oils can't make this claim.
To safeguard against thermal breakdown, Castrol's specially formulated
additives provide exceptional thermal
and oxidative stability and superior
control of deposits formed by today's
hot-running engines. So while tests
show that the searing heat of today's
engines can begin to break down an oil
immediately, Castro! protects against
thermal breakdown to engine temperatures in excess of 440'F. Naturally,
Castro' provides exceptional protection
for all eight cylinder engines.
It is for these reasons Castrol GTX
provides maximum protection again,
viscosity and thermal breakdown for
every car, pick-up truck and van on the
road.

During winter preparations,
don't forget your car tires
Preparations for fall and winter driving should include close inspections of
all tires to be sure the heat of summer
hasn't taken its toll, say the tire technology engineers of The Kelly Springfield Tire Company.
Motorists should look for tread
wear indicators, which appear as
bands of solid rubber across the tread
face of the tire when the tread has
worn down. A tire showing its tread

wear indicators should he replaced
immediately.
Drivers also should consider rotating
their tires and having them rebalanced
to get a better "feel" for winter road
conditions.
The Kelly-Springfield engineers
remind all motorists to regularly check
the air pressure in their tires and maintain the level recommended by the
vehicle manufacturer
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1991 C/K
Full-Size Pickups

PREVIEW '91

Of AMERICA IS WINNING.
TODAY'S CHEVROLET CCP

Introducin

The Chevy C/K line offers impressive selection of gasolin
e - and diesel powered models. There's an improved 7.4 liter(4.5-4 cu
in.)gasoline V-8
engines for all 3500 Series, selected 2500 Series and for
454 SS pick-ups.
Other improvements include a new starter motor, interna
l improvements in the 5.0 and 5.7 literV8 engines,throttle body
fuel injection unit
and an optional heavy-duty 4-speed automatic overdri
ve transmission.
Standard in every C/K is a rear-wheel anti-lock brake system.
Chevy 4x4
models have a standard "shift-on-the-fly" system and
a torsion bar.

Classically beautiful,
spacious and luxurious, and
advanced in technology.
All Caprices offer a standard 5.0 liter V8 engine with electronic
fuel
injection, 4-speed automatic overdrive transmission and a four-wh
eel
anti-lock brake system. A solid full frame, long 116.9-inch wheelba
se,
rear-wheel drive and full coil suspension all contribute to Chevrol
et's
best ride ever.

Whether you're looking for a spacious
sedan or full size pickup
you'll find what you're looking for
at your local Chevrolet dealership.
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Chevy continues quest for truck sales leadership in 1991
For 1991, Chevrolet continues
its quest for industry truck sales
leadership, with a chevy truck
lineup as solid as any time in
history.
Truck highlights for 1991:
* 454 SS Full-size Pickup —
Gets an improved 7.4L EFI V8
and an electronically controlled
heavy-duty 4-speed automatic
overdrive transmission for even
better power and performance.
* S-10 Blazer — adds a Sport
trim option to the 4-door model
introduced mid-year, 1990.
* S-10 Pickup — Has a new
Tahoe Value Package for all
pickups and an improved 2.5L
L4 engine as standard for twowheel-drive models. Here are
line-by-line summaries for 1991
Chevrolet trucks:
Chevrolet's Full-Size Pickup,
General Motors' best-selling
vehicle, adds an improved 7.4L
EFI V8 engine and an electronically controlled heavy-duty
4-speed automatic oNetdrive
transmission in 1991.
The 7.4L engine — with its
improved reliability — powers

Chevrolet's popular 454 SS
foot models); tow hooks
pickup, which also gets dual
(2-wheel-drive models); high
exhaust and gage cluster with
back, reclining front bucket
tachometer, in addition to the
seats; and gage cluster with
electronic transmission.
tachometer.
The dual exhaust system
Two new metallic exterior
boosts the engine's horsepower
colors are brilliant blue and
to 255 to 4,000 rpm, a 25 horseslate. Light gray is a new interpower increase over 1990.
ior color.
The 4L80-E transmission —
The Full-Size Pickup's Manuone of the most technologically
facturer's Suggested Retail Price
advanced transmissions ever
(MSRP) begins at S10,625.
offered in a Chevy truck — is
• S-10 Blazer, the best-selling
available in .Chevrolet's other
sport utility vehicle of all time,
1991 light-duty trucks rated at
adds a Sport version to the
or above 8,600 GVWR. It fea4-door model for '91.
tures a unique powertrain conExterior Sport amenities
trol module that compensates
include black body-side moldfor variations in temperature,
ings with bright accent, body altitude and engine performance,
colored front bumper; a glossenhancing overall performance,
black grille and black wheelfuel efficiency and reliability.
opening moldings are also part
Powertrain improvements on
of the package.
some 1991 Full-Size Pickups
Inside, Sport trim includes
include revisions to throttle
plush deluxe cloth on the reclinbody injection system and staring front bucket seats and on the
ter motor to help .improve
_door panels, a keyless center
engine starts, idle and overall --console, rearview -mirrorengine reliability and durability.
mounted reading lamps and a
New options include a bed
sport steering wheel.
liner (Fleetside, 6 1/2 & 8 1/2
New throttle body injection

Chevrolet again on top in car sales
Chevrolet has recaptured
industry sales leadership in passenger cars and has the product
in place for 1991 to continue
that momentum, according to
Chevrolet General Manager J.C.
(Jim) Perkins.
"We know from our racing
experience that at the end of the
race there's only one car in the
winner's circle," said Mr. Perkins. "Chervolet wants to close
out the year as a winner."
Even though Chevrolet introduced an all new full-size
Caprice sedan earlier in 1990 as
a 1991 model and brought out
revised Camaros in similar fashion, Chevrolet isn't through
making news for '91.
More Chevrolet 1991 highlights include:
• Lumina Z34 — A distinctive
210-horsepower performance
coupe designed specifically
around an all-new 3.4L Twin
Dual Cam V6.
• Caprice Station Wagon —

An aerodynamic sibling to the
new Caprice sedan, incorporating a host of standard equipment, including driver's side air
bag, anti-lock brakes and air
conditioning.
• Corvette — Featuring a new
rear appearance similar to the
legendary ZR-1 option, new side
"gill" panels, new body-color
side moldings and new front
fascia.
Caprice — The best-selling
full-size car in history gets an
aerodynamic station wagon to
accompany its restyled sedan
lineup which was introduced
earlier this year.
All Caprices are full-size
models featuring a smooth,
comfortable ride with the safety
and security of four-wheel, antilock brakes and a driver's-side
air bag for '91.
The station wagon also features a luggage rack, power tailgate window release and two-

way tailgate load floor.
An electronically fuel injected
5.01, V8 and 4-speed automatic
transmission with overdrive are
included on all models.
Other standard features are
power steering, intermittent
windshield wipers, air conditioning, power windows and
door locks, full wheel covers
and driver and passenger vanity
mirrors.
The restyled Caprice also
makes more use than its predecessor of two-side electroplate
galvanized steel for corrosion
protection.
The Caprice sedan interior is
roomier than its predecessor
with about three inches more
shoulder and two inches more
hip room. Scotchgard (TM)
fabric protection is standard.
New option inch:de a remote
keyless system for door and
truck locks.
The Caprice MSRP begins at
$16,515.

evroletleo, Inc,
753-2617

Good
- Neighbor
Chevy
Stars
on the standard 4.3L Vortec V6
engine improves engine starts,
idle and overall engine reliability and durability. A new air
cleaner and spark plugs improve
cold starts and engine reliability.
Suspension improvements
enhance ride quality and durability. S-10 Blazer also has a
new starter motor that is lighter
and more durable.
The standard 4-door Tahoe
trim offers a new fabric on
seats, door panels and rear quarter panels. Both two and fourdoor models with 4WD use
ductwork in the console to
improve heat and ventilation to
the rear seat area.
Radio reception has been
improved and four new interior
colors are blue, garnet, charcoal
and saddle.
The S-10 Blazer's MSRP
begins at $13,845.
S-10 Pickup for '91 has a new
exterior look and a more powerful 2.5L EFI L4 engine as the
standard power plant on twowheel-drive models.
All S-10s sport a redesigned
grill, emblems, bumper rub
strips, body side moldings,
wheels, and decals.
The improved engine boosts
the S-10s standard horsepower
from 94 to 105.
The optional 4.3L V6 has
improved throttle body injection
for better engine starts, idle and
overall engine reliability and
durability. A new air cleaner
and spark plugs also help
improve cold starts and overall
engine reliability, and the truck
has a new lighter, more durable
starter motor.
Suspension changes improve
the ride and power steering will

Ira Joe Wadkins
Charlie Jenkins - Sales Mgr.
Mickey Boggess - Sales Mgr.
Gene Buhmann
Lee Martin
David Boyd

be standard equipment on twowheel-drive extended cab models (interim '91).
S-10 Pickup is available in
three trim levels in 1991: the
price leader 'EL,' the standard
model and the uplevel Tahoe.
The EL gets new scat trim, and
the two-wheel-drive Tahoe will
have 14-inch rally wheels (interim '91). The 4.4 aluminum
wheels will also have a new
look (interim '91).
A new enhanced Tahoe value
package is available with all
S-10 models and includes a 2.9L
EFI V6 engine, power steering,
deluxe two-tone paint, AM/FM
stereo radio with cassette deck
and clock, auxiliary lighting,
rear step bumper, rear sliding
window and two tire choices.
Sky blue and mint green are
new exterior colors.
The MSRP for the S-10 Pickup begins at S7,995.
• Astro for '91 teaturcs engine
and appearance refinements.
The standard 4.31.,Nortee V6
engine with 4-speed automatic
overdrive transmission has
improved start and idle quality,
reliability and performance.
Other powertrain chanes result
in a smoother, quieter ride. A
high-output version of the
engine developing 20 more
horsepower — to 170 hp — will
be available on two-wheel-drive
models.
New options on the extended
and standard Astro 'Models
include a convenient storage
tray beneath the front passenger
seal

All outboard seating positions
on Astros now have lap/shoulder
belts.
All-wheel-drive regular and
extended AstrOt are available.
Extended vans have a new
and unique sport equipment
package with the complete body
window configuration.
A new exterior color for CS
and CL models is field stone
metallic. Slate metallic and a
two-tone light gray metallic are
new on Astro LT. The new
interior color is light gray.
Astro cargo vans are also
available.
Astro's MSRP begins at
$14,580.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars
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TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Surprise!
Toyota is highest-quality,

American-built automobile

SAVE
'2
000
On 1990 Factory

by Joseph B. White
The Wall Street Journal
The highest-quality
American-built car is... a
Toyota?

Lease Return
Vehicles

That's right, at least according to J.D. Power & Associates,
whose list of the "Top 10
Trouble-Free Cars" was released
recently. The big winner in this
closely watched survey —
which triggers a blizzard of
advertising each year — was
Toyota Motor Corp. It had:

Arfirrftg

1991
Previa
DX
#5763

kiror

Dual Air, AM/FM Cassette,
Power Windows, Power
Locks, Cruise.

\-T

-

=Alt

LiTir "it •••"•4,

1990
4
Runner
#2061

Qt„

/y

Auto, Air, AM/FM Cassette, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Cruise, Sun
Roof, Aluminum Wheels,
Running Boards.

• The highest-ranking individual car, the 1990 Toyota
Cressida. Cressida owners
reported fewer problems during
their first 90 days of ownership
than owners of any other model
car.
• The highest-ranking brand,
Lexus. The two models sold by
Toyota's new luxury nameplate
-averaged fewer problems than
those of any other brand. The
Toyota brand itself ranked No.
3, behind only Lexus and
Mercedes-Benz.

4

t
Now Only 421,890

kfaitOIMMO-MeRi.g.MONA4 'MONORAffigg.5.1W

1990
Corolla
16993
Sal.
Price -U

00

4U1

Air, Power Steering, Power
Brakes,Front Wheel Drive,1.6
Liter, 4 CyL Engine.

Asiessigoamataiiiiiteti

1990
Camry
10270
Sale
price s12,270
Automatic, Ak, AM/1M Cassette, Fleet Defogger.

Ilmed to

or, ILI" APR .411

Mark Elkms
Aubrey Hatcher
Tom Thurman
Bill Calvert
Chad Cochran
Sales Mgr

Dm PirterA orIp Timis Sip* Ihim, T

TOYOTA
OF HURRAY INC.

(Cont'd from page 3)
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753-4961
515 S 121h S.
Murray KY
OPEN UNTIL
7 P "„1

"I'm not aware of anyone else
who has the clout Power has,"
says David Danzer, corporate
marketing manager for Toyota's
U.S. sales arm. And Toyota
plans to use that cloui
The Japanese auto maker will
cite the Power surveys in print
advertising scheduled to make
its debut soon. What's more,
says Mr. Danzer, Toyota will
highlight its strong showing in
subsequent ads for the 1991
models due out this fall.
Toyota isn't alone. Buick will
continue to use its status as the
sole Big Three representative in
the Power survey's Top 10 to
back up its slogan: "The new
symbol for quality in America."
Says Darwin E. Clark, Buick's
•general marketing manager:
"It's a strategic advantage in the
marketplace."

• The most trouble-free
U.S.-built car, the compact Toyota Camry. The Camry placed
third overall, behind the Cressida and the Mercedes-Benz Eseries. Cressidas are built in
Buick should know. Last
Japan and Mercedes-Benzes in
June, the LeSabre surprised the
Germany, but 85 percent of
Camrys sold in the U.S. are ---auto industry by finishing second among individual models.
built in Georgetown, Ky.
Sales of the somewhat boxyFor the second straight year,
looking sedan nearly doubled in
the top Big Three brand was
the next month as Buick trumBuick, which ranked No. 5 overpeted the LeSabre's status. Sales
all. The Buick LeSabre ranked
of last year's top-ranked car, the
sixth among individual cars,
Nissan Maxima, jumped 62 perhigher than any other Big Three
cent last July in the wake of the
model.
Power study.

Previa...

7

Wide Exposure
Few Americans actually will
see the details of the study in
this month's Power Report,
which is a limited-circulation
newsletter. But consumers will
hear a lot about it from the car
makers that fared well. The
Power survey has become both a
closely watched report card on
cars and nameplates, and a powerful marketing tool.

about the cabin. Putting an
engine beneath the floor does
present some serviceability
problems, however, and to alleviate these, Toyota moved all
routine service maintenance
items forward.
Battery, brake fluid and power steering pump reservoir, coolant fill, windshield fluid, air
cleaner and see-through engine
oif reservoir (there's no dip
stick!) are all tucked under the
hood where they at easy to service. In addition.• Toyota has

located the radiator, fan, alternator, A/C. compressor and drive
belts under the hood and powered them via a power takeoff
shaft from the engine. Access
the the engine is from below or
via a trap door located under the
driver's seat. It all may sound a
bit different, but it works.
Like all Toyota engines, the
new 2 TZ-FE engine is a multivalve unit, with twin overhead
camshafts and four valves per
cylinder. It is fuel-injected, has
a 9.3 compression ratio, knock
control system, chaindriven
cams, platinum-tipped spark
plugs and puts out 138 hp at
5000 rpm.
Transmission choices are a
s-speed manual,.4-speed Wed-

But Buick and Nissan are
finding that the auto industry is
in a quality sprint. Buick actually cut the defect rate on the
LeSabre eight percent this year
to 82 problems per 100 cars,
according to the Power survey.
That's fewer than one per vehicle and would have earned it
first place last year. But the
LeSabre lost ground because
Toyota and Mercedes improved
score on their models by as
much as 34 percent. Maxima
defects, meanwhile, rose about
seven percent, dropping the
model to No. 7.
Through the Barrier
Until this year, no car brand
had averaged fewer than 100
problems per 100 cars. This
year, four brands — Lexus,
Mercedes-Benz, Toyota and
Nissan Motor Corp. Infiniti
division — broke that barrier.
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The year-to-year improvemnt
surprised even the study's proprietor, J. David Power. Mr.
Power, whose firm is based in
Agoura Hills, Calif., has been
tracking automotive marketing
for more than two decades. "I
thought they topped out last
year," he says. "It never ceases
to surprise me."
Mr. Power's -firm gets its
information by asking consumers who buy new cars early in
the model year whether they
experienced any defects in the
first three months of ownership.
The survey covers 12 categories,
including engine performance,
rattles, leaks, finish, handling
and electrical systems. For the
1990 survey, Power says it
questioned some 26,100 people.
rive automatic or Toyota's AllTrac four-wheel-drive system
with viscous coupling.
As for suspension, the van
utilizes a MacPherson strut
design with coil springs, gas
shocks, stabilizer bar and Pan.
hard rod in the rear.
Inside the van, we are treated
to modern, ergonomically
designed interior that looks like
something out a Star Trek
movie.
Visibility for both driver and
passenger is excellent, as is
overall comfort. The side windows pop open, there's two
optional sunroofs, and, rear passengers are treated to separate
overtMd..ventilation and A/C
controls:
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Buick ranked highest among domestic cars
For the second straight year,
Buick is the highest-ranked
domestic automaker in an independent initial quality survey of
recent buyers of cars sold in the
United States, Buick General
Manager Edward H. Mertz said
recently.
Buick has moved up to No.5
in the overall rankings, including domestics and imports, from
No.7 last year.
Among all individual models
sold in the United States,
Buick's LeSabre is ranked by
buyers as the top domestic car
for the second straight year and
No. 6 including domestics and
imports, according to the same
study.
The study is the Initial Quality Survey of J.D. Power and
Associates, a research firm based in Agoura Hills, Calif. The
study ranks automakers and
individual models based on the
fewest buyer-reported problems
in the first three months of
ownership.
Besides being the top domestic individual model, LeSabre is
again ranked No.1 among all
makes in the full-size segment.

Buick's Century is the highest
domestic and No.4 overall in the
mid-size category, Electra/Park
Avenue is the highest-ranked
domestic and No.8 overall
among luxury cars and Regal

Coupe is No.2 overall in midsize specialty cars.
In the four most recent
surveys by J.D. Power — InitialQuality, Customer Satisfaction, Sales Satisfaction (dealer-

ship performance) and Vehicle
Dependability (over five years)
— Buick is the only domestic
automaker and one of only
three, including imports, to
make all four "top 10" lists.

All new 1991 Oldsmobile Bravada
sport utility responds to demand
The all-new -for-1991 Oldsmobile Bravada sport utility is
a definitive response to a growing marketplace demand. During
the 1980s, as more and more car
and truck consumers demanded
enhanced versatility in their
transportation, there were major
and unmistakable shifts in buying patterns. The light truck segment rose from 10 percent of
the vehicle population to 32 percent in only eight years. Many
car buyers purchased minivans
and utility trucks for the first
time to support more ambitious
leisure-hour activities. In 1989

alone, 1.6-million new vehicle
purchasers made such a move.
With customer satisfaction in
mind, Oldsmobile entered the
modem light truck market in
1990 by launching the Silhouette, one of the most modem and
futuristically styled minivans in
America. This fall, Oldsmobile
seconds that motion with the
1991 Bravada, a four-door,
fully-equipped entry which
introudces SmartTrak to the
sport utility class of vehicles.
Bravada is a multi-purpose
machine of the highest caliber.
It seats five in roomy Oldsmo-

bile comfort. It provides a 35.2
cubic foot cargo capacity with
full seating, or 74.3 cubic feet
with the rear seat folded. A
potent V-6 engine, a four-speed
automatic transmission, fulltime all-wheel-drive, and antilock brakes are all standard
equipment for excellent drivability no matter what weather or
road conditions are encountered.
The preliminary rated towing
capacity is 5500 lbs. (substantially higher than Jeep Cherokee, Nissan Pathfinder, Isuzu
Trooper, and Mitsubishi
Montero).

See our
"Car Care" section
to appear Oct. 2
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Style is a Matter of Opinion
What is Stylish?

:s

A Buick Park Avenue or an Oldsmobile Bravado —
It's a matter of opinion.
—1111=1711-41111111041
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Stylish is cruising the town in the sleek luxury of the
1991 Park Avenue. Stylish is also sporting around the
_countryside in an Oldsmobile Bravado. Whichever
vehicle suits your needs, you can be sure that you're
riding in style in a car from Purdom Motors.
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PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Buick - Cadillac - Century
Boats

1300 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315
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October 2nd, 1990
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You are cordi y invited to "A Private Screening," the biggest, most exciting new vehicle announcement event since the days when cars arrived at dealerships
shrouded in canvas covers.
Highlights will include a satellite broadcast with a special appearance by Lee Iacocca, direct from Detoit; refreshments; and more.
Sponsored by your local Chrysler Corporation dealer. Here are the details:

Cars and Stars
In addition to Mr. Iacocca,our new 1991 models will be the stars of this show. You will have the opportunity to review our new lineup and to take a test-drive of the
vehicles of your choice - be prepared to take advantage of the opportunities this, special evening offers. Trained sales professionals will also be available to assist you
with any questions you might have.

Lee Iacocca by Satellite
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One of the ways you'll be entertained at"A Private Screening" will be via direct statellite broadcast from Detroit. The presentation will be in an exciting format that
will include celebrity hosts, music, and a preview of Chrysler Corporation's newest vehicles. You'll also get some impressive facts about the many things Chrysler is
doing to ensure your automotive safety. The highlight of the satellite show will be an appearance by Chrysler Corporation Chairman Lee Iacocca.

A Special Message From The Chairman
When Mr. Iacocca talks, he makes news. On the evening of"A Private Screening" he'll deliver a message that could have a significant impact on your decision to
purchase a new vehicle. So be sure to attend this gala event that puts the fun back into new car announcement time.
•

ALL '90 AND '91 MODELS AT $100 OVER FACTORY INVOICE
YOU KEEP THE REBATE

4-

Don't Miss This Special Event!
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Jeep
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"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car/truck dealer" • 2400 East Wood St. Paris TN - 642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816
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1991 Eagle
Automakers today can ill
afford to rest on their laurels.
What is praised as innovative
today becomes yesterday's technology overnight in the everchanging global automotive
markets.
Three short years ago, Chrysler responded to this challenge
by introducing an entirely new
internationally inspired line of
automobiles. Cars designed and
engineered to be aerodynamic.
Ergonomically sound. Technically proficient. A brand of
automobiles intended for those
individuals whose personal aspirations match their enthusiasm
for the cars they operate.
By choosing to become an
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taking ambitious ideas forward

active player in the new order,
Chrysler anticipated the emerging new technologies, bringing
them together under the wing of
a single automotive source.
That source is Eagle.
Eagle has taken this ambitious
idea forward to bring you a
sophisticated line of exceptional
cars: Eagle Talon, Eagle Premier, and Eagle Summit.
In its year of introduction, the
all-wheel drive Talon was
selected by Car and Driver
magazine for its prestigious
1990 "Ten Best" list, as well as
being named the Car and Driver
1990 "Best Buy" for sport GTs
under $20,000. In addition,
Talon was named to Autombile
Magazine's "All-Star" list.

Talon also took home awards
weekend after weekend, winning
the SCCA Escort Endurance
Series Manufacturers Championship and the Series Driving
Championship for brothers
Tommy and Bobby Archer.
Eagle is winning awards of a
different kind as well. In a
recent survey in 15 major U.S.
cities, automotive journalists
were asked to compare Eagle, as
a brand, to other brands with
products that compete with
Talon, Premier, and Summit.
Three out of four respondents
selected Eagle over the competition. World-class competitors
like Mazda, Toyota, and Nissan.
Even Ford and Pontiac. Talon
was preferred by 9 out of 10,

including a 92 percent rating
over Honda Prelude — and 100
percent of Toyota Celica AllTrac.
It's not only the cars, but the
way they're built that shows
Eagles innovative path. Both the
Bramalea (home of Premier) and
Diamond-Star (Talon) plants
stand as examples of state-ofthe-art manufacturing in North
America. This year, 1991 Eagle
Summit four-door will begin
production at Diamond-Star in
Normal, Illinois.
Safety stand as a fundamental
Eagle commitment. With driving
security supported by advanced
features like Talon TSi AWD's
all-wheel drive and anti-lock
brake systems optional on Talon

and Premier. And special safety
measures like automatic front
passive restraints on all Eagles.
Eagle embraces the notion
that you either improve or you
lose ground — there's no standing still. That's one reason why
our experimental Eagle concept
car was named Auto-Week
magazine's "Best In Show." at
the North American International Auto Show. It represents the
aggressive international design
direction that Eagle envisions
for the future.
At Eagle, we're pleased with
the results. We think you'll
agree. We hope you join us, as
we together shape the new automotive landscape.
Meanwhile, our mission
continues...

Jeep vehicles display passion for adventure,freedom
Sun-drenched days and starfilled nights. Air so pure, it
almost hurts to breathe. Sky so
clear, it looks more painted than
real. In the midst of it all, a road
and nothing less than an endless
possibility.
This is the world of legend.
The legend of Jeep vehicles.
For five decades, Jeep vehicles have harkened to the lure of
the unknown, to the quest for
the new. Always, they have
made discovery their goal.
Sometimes, it happens far, far
from home. Sometimes, it Is as
near as the next bend in the
road. But this is what makes the
journey so exciting, and it is
what gives countless Jeep owners a thrill unlike any other.
Over the years, Jeep vehicles
have displayed a passion for
adventure and a thirst for freedom. They have taken us into
remote areas and let us explore
with our eyes as well as our
hearts.
For this reason, it can be said
that the Jeep vehicle is revered
not so much because of how
people feel about it but because
of how it makes people feel.
Like no vehicles before or since,
the legend of Jeep allows them
to indulge in their dreams and
exert their independence.
kep has long been recognized
as the unrivaled leader in fourwheel drive technology, and
Jeep vehicles have distinguished
themselves by their outstanding
ruggedness, strength, security,
and versatility. But, for all their
technological innovations, Jeep
vehtles have also become synonymous with freedom, adventure, and discovery. .

And, though others try to
enter this domain, this legendary
status remains with Jeep alone.
Today, the Jeep tamily is very
diverse. There's the small sport
utility, Jeep Wrangler, the
descendent of the original Jeep
vehicle and the one that started
the legend. Next, there's the
family sport utility, Jeep Cherokee, and the full-size luxury

sport utility, Grand Wagoneer.
And, there the compact pickup
truck called Jeep Comanche.
Jeep vehicles have a passion
for discovering the land, but
they are doing so with a keen
awareness of its fragility.
That's because we've made a
profound commitment to the
preservation of the environment.
In addition to endorsing the offroader's code of ethics, Jeep

supports educational programs
designed to help ensure that our
country's wild areas will be
around for years to come.
After fifty years, the Jeep
legend continues to be a source
of intrigue and inspiration. And,
as Jeep vehicles embark on the
next fifty years, they do so with
more longing and excitement
than ever before.
For you see, no matter how
many times Jeep vehicles ven-

ture forth, no matter how many
journeys they make, no two are
the same. And the more you
explore, the more you realize
how much is out there to
discover.
So, tite4.1.
you hear the
call of the wild, be ready with
the answer.
Because there's only one:
Jeep.
And it's only at Cain's.

New synthetic oil could mean environmental savings
Everyone is concerned about the
environment, but few do anything
about it.
The air we breathe seems to be turning into a solid. The frequency of
major oil spills quickens. And in the
middle of these gloomy news stories
sits the family car, a necessity and a
culprit.
The ten-million gallon oil spill from
the Exxon Valdez has become the standard by which other environmental
damage is measured, and the new data
is startling. Using the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the
American Petroleum Institute (API) as
its source, The New York Times reports
that 240 million gallons of used oil is
improperly discarded each year
—equal to two Valde: spills each
month.
In California, the South Coast Air
Quality Management District reports,
"Each month, petroleum products emit
the equivalent of an 'oil spill' into the
Los Angeles Basin's air as massive as
the...Valdez."
Is there a sensible, inexpensive way
for car owners to keep running their cars
but decrease their contribution to the
general mess? "Yes," says AMSOIL.
Inc., manufacturer of synthetic lubricants and high-quality filtration systems.
The answer is to use very high quality synthetic oils along with air and oil
filters that can remove even the finest
particies of dirt. This is a combination

that lowers emissions, maximizes fuel full-flow oil filters are efficient
at effectively remove particles down to
economy, greatly extends oil drain removing particles in the 40 micron less than
one micron in size. By
intervals, and over the long run saves range. However, particles in the 5 to 20 removing
even the finest particles as
time and money.
micron range, particles too small to he well as water and other
contaminants,
A weakness of ordinary petroleum removed by regular filters, are known we can extend
the life of our synthetic
oils is that they break down with to cause up to 60 percent of all engine oils almost
definitely."
intense heat. Today's hot running wear.
For more information, contact
engines cause petroleum oils to evapo"That's why we developed our by- AMSOIL Inc., AMSOIL Bldg.,
Superior,
rate or "boil off," increasing exhaust pass oil filters," says Anderson. "These WI 54X80
or call toll free: I-R(X)-777emissions. Quality synthetic oils are
built molecule by molecule to overcome thermal stress in today's modern
engines.
The first API-rated synthetic motor
oil in the world was produced by
AMSOIL nearly two decades ago.
Since then, a number of large oil companies have entered the field. But so
far, only AMSOIL has stressed the
environmental advantages of long
drain intervals. AMSOIL recommends
oil changes at 25,000 miles or one
year, whichever comes first. That's
three to eight times less waste oil
dumped into the environment.
Using an ultra-fine filtration system
and oil analysis can reportedly extend
oil change intervals to 100,000 miles
or more without draining. That's close
to 25 times less wasted oil than when
petroleum is used. Dave Anderson,
AMSOIL director of filtration research
and development, says, "As long as
you keep them free of contamination,
good synthetics will perform many PROPER MAINTENANCE OF YOUR CAR can save you time, money and
times longer than traditional motor aggravation. Your local mechanic can help you to keep your car looking
and running beautifully, so remember that bringin
oils."
g your car in for a
According to Anderson, "Typical tune-up regularly is a necessary step for peace of mind and saving
money.

From broken down to beautiful
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THE MOST POWERFUL
JEEPS EVER MADE...

THE LOWEST PRICED
EAGLE EVER OFFERED...

190 BP.

'7299.*

'91 Cherokees, Comanches, Wrangler
Standard on all Cherokees (except Base), Comanche Eliminator and
Wranger Renegade' models is Jeep's new high output 4.0 liter six. This
gives Jeep far and away the most power in the compact sports utility
field. Our revised 2.5 liter 4, standard on all other Jeep models also
recieves a healthy dose of additional power 130 HP2. And with a 7
year/70,000 mile Powertrain warranty, only Jeep has the right to claim King of the Hill.

CO dOIPS not limed* lac kens* (late availability)
I Wrangler rasa at 180 HP/220 bi torque
2 Wranger ralad id 123 HP/I41 Iii torque
3 Sae Osatat tor detail

Hwy. 641 North • Murray

'91 Eagle Summit 3 Door
The newest member to the Eagle family boasts comfortable seating for
5, a spunky 92 HP 1.5 liter OHC 4 with 3 valves per cylinder. EPA gas
mileage ratings of 29 city/35 hwy. Backed by a bumper to bumper 3
year/36,000 mile warranty PLUS a 5 year 60,000 mile Powertrain
warranty. This new Eagle is bound to fly.

ADVANTAGE:

carats Eaegere"

